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Having taken into account the principles set out in section 43H of the Hectricity Supply lndustry Act 1995,
I make the following approval under sections 43G(1) and 430(1) of the Hectricity Supply lndusfi Act
1995 and regulation 20(1) of the Electricity Supply lndustry fricing and Related Mafters) Regulations

2013.
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Part 1 - Preliminary

1 Term

This Approval:

(a) takes effect at the beginning of 1 January 2014; and

(b) ceases to have effect at the end of 31 December 2018.

2 Data, forecasts and calculations

2.1 Data and forecasts provided by Hydro Tasmania

(a) Where this Approval requires or contemplates an amount, value or factor being:

(i) determined; or

(ii) forecast,

by Hydro Tasmania, Hydro Tasmania must do so.

(iii) reasonably and in good faith; and

(iv) at the times or intervals specified in this Approval, or if no time or interval is

specified, in sufficient time to enable the calculation to be made at the time
contemplated by the Approval.

(b) Hydro Tasmania must publish all amounts, values and factors referred to in paragraph (a)
promptly on its website, provided that Hydro Tasmania is not required to publish:

(i) any Energy Volumes of any Tasmanian Hedge Contracts;

(ii) any Capacity Volumes of any Tasmanian Hedge Contracts;

(iii) the Energy Headroom in any Contract Quarter; or

(iv) the Capacity Headroom in any Contract Quarter.

(c) Where requested by the Regulator, Hydro Tasmania must, as soon as practicable,
provide any information or assistance requested by the Regulator to verify that an

amount, value or factor referred to in paragraph (a) has been determined or forecast (as

the case may be) and published in accordance with this clause 2.1.

2.2 Replacement of data sources

Where a source from which data is to be obtained for the purposes of this Approval ceases to be
published, the Regulator may determine a replacement data source which it considers most
closely corresponds with the original data source and:

(a) notify Hydro Tasmania of that replacement data source; and

(b) publish a notice on its website that identifies the replacement data source.

2.3 Updated values

Where this Approval provides that an amount, rate, percentage or period specified in this
Approval (including, for the avoidance of doubt, in Schedule 1) may be determined by the
Regulator from time to time:
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(a) the amount, rate, percentage or period specified in this Approval or the amount, rate,
percentage or period as previously determined by the Regulator applies until a new
amount, rate, percentage or period is determined by the Regulator;

(b) whether a new amount, rate, percentage or period is to be determined at any time is a
matter for the Regulator's discretion; and

(c) the Regulator will:

(i) notify Hydro Tasmania and each Authorised Retailer of any new amount, rate,
percentage or period determined by the Regulator; and

(ii) publish any new amount, rate, percentage or period determined by the Regulator
on its website.

2.4 Calculations

(a) Quafter t may refer to the Quarter in which a Calculation Date falls, or to a Quarter in
respect of which an amount or value is to be determined, depending on the context in
which the term is used. A reference to Quafter t-l is a reference to the Quarter
immediately before Quarter t, and so on.

(b) Where a Contract Quarter is defined as Contract Quafter f, a reference to Contract
Quafter t-l is a reference to the Contract Quarter immediately before Contract Quarter t,

and so on.

(c) WhereaWeek is defined as Weekw, a referenceto Weekw+t is a reference to the
Week immediately after Week w.

(d) Unless expressly stated otherwise, amounts calculated under this Approval are not to be
rounded.

2.5 Definitionsandlnterpretation

The definitions and principles to be applied in interpreting this Approval are specified in Part 5.
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Part2 - Types and Standard Forms of Contract

Overview of ParT 2

Secfion a3cfi)(a) of the ESI Act provides that the Regulator must approve types of contracts
relating to managing the financialrisks assocrated with the purchase of electricity supplied to

Authorised Retailers in the Tasmanian region of the national electricity market. The Regulator is

required to approve standard forms for each type of contract (ESl Act, sa3c0)@)), which Hydro

Tasmania is then required to offer to Authorised Retailers under section 431 of the ESI Act.

This Part 2:

- /lsts the types of contract that are approved for the purposes of section a3G()(a) of the ESI Act;
and

- specffies the approved standard form of each of those types of contract, including the

"permitted" and "required" alterations that may be made to each standard form contract.

The standard form ISDA Schedule and confirmations that willform part of the approved contracts

are set out in the schedules to this Approval.

Approved Types of Contract

For the purposes of section 43G(1)(a) of the ESI Act, the following types of contract are approved

types of contract:

(a) a Load Following Swap Contract;

(b) a Baseload Swap Contract;

(c) a Peak Period Swap Contract; and

(d) a Baseload $300 Cap Contract.

Approved Standard Forms of Contract

Approved Standard Forms

For the purposes of section 43G(1Xb) of the ESI Act:

(a) the approved standard form of the Load Following Swap Contract between Hydro
Tasmania and an Authorised Retailer comprises:

(i) the ISDA 2002 Master Agreement;

(ii) the Hydro Tasmania Schedule for that Authorised Retailer; and

(iii) a Load Following Swap Confirmation;

(b) the approved standard form of the Baseload Swap Contract between Hydro Tasmania

and an Authorised Retailer comprises:

(i) the ISDA 2002 Master Agreement;

(ii) the Hydro Tasmania Schedule for that Authorised Retailer; and

(iii) a Baseload Swap Confirmation;

3

4

4.1
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(c) the approved standard form of the Peak Period Swap Contract between Hydro Tasmania

and an Authorised Retailer comprises:

(i) the ISDA 2002 Master Agreement;

(ii) the Hydro Tasmania Schedule for that Authorised Retailer; and

(iii) a Peak Period Swap Confirmation; and

(d) the approved standard form of the Baseload $300 Cap Contract between Hydro

Tasmania and an Authorised Retailer compnses:

(i) the ISDA 2002 Master Agreement;

(ii) the Hydro Tasmania Schedule for that Authorised Retailer; and

(iii) a Baseload $300 Cap Confirmation.

Multiple contracts between same parties

For the avoidance of doubt:

(a) where Hydro Tasmania and an Authorised Retailer are parties to an ISDA 2002 Master

Agreement, and the schedule to that ISDA 2002 Master Agreement is not in the form of
the Hydro Tasmania Schedule for that Authorised Retailer, Hydro Tasmania must offer to

enter into a new ISDA 2002 Master Agreement and Hydro Tasmania Schedule with the

Authorised Retailer in order to comply with an obligation to offer an Approved Financial

Risk Contract to that Authorised Retailer; and

(b) Hydro Tasmania and an Authorised Retailer are not required to enter into a separate

ISDA 2002 Master Agreement or Hydro Tasmania Schedule for each Approved Financial

Risk Contract between Hydro Tasmania and that Authorised Retailer.

Alterations to Standard Forms

Adoption without alteration except as permitted or required

(a) Any ISDA 2002 Master Agreement forming part of an Approved Financial Risk Contract

must be in the form published by the International Swaps and Derivatives Association,

Inc, with no alterations other than Permitted Alterations.

(b) Unless the Regulator has approved a separate standard form of Hydro Tasmania

Schedule to apply to Approved Financial Risk Contracts entered into between Hydro

Tasmania and an Authorised Retailer, any Hydro Tasmania Schedule forming part of an

Approved Financial Risk Contract between Hydro Tasmania and that Authorised Retailer:

(i) must be in the form set out in Schedule 2 to this Approval with no alterations

other than Permitted Alterations or Required Alterations; and

(ii) if there are any Required Alterations - must include those Required Alterations.

(c) lf the Regulator has approved a separate standard form of Hydro Tasmania Schedule to

apply to Approved Financial Risk Contracts entered into between Hydro Tasmania and

an Authorised Retailer, any Hydro Tasmania Schedule forming part of an Approved

Financial Risk Contract between Hydro Tasmania and that Authorised Retailer:

(i) must be in the form approved by the Regulator with no alterations other than

Permitted Alterations or Required Alterations; and

5
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(ii) if there are any Required Alterations - must include those alterations.

(d) Any:

(i) Baseload Swap Confirmation;

(ii) Peak Period Swap Confirmation,

(iii) Baseload $300 Cap Confirmation; or

(iv) Load Following Swap Confirmation,

forming part of an Approved Financial Risk Contract:

(v) must be in the form set out in the applicable schedule to this Approval with no

alterations other than Permitted Alterations or Required Alterations; and

(vi) if there are any Required Alterations - must include those Required Alterations.

(e) Permitted Alterations are-

(i) alterations specifying details relating to identity and contact details of the parties;

(ii) minor alterations that do not change the substantive effect of the Approved
Financial Risk Contract;

(iii) in the case of:

(A) an ISDA 2002 Master Agreement;

(B) a Hydro Tasmania Schedule in the form set out in Schedule 2 to this
Approval;

(C) a Baseload Swap Confirmation;

(D) a Peak Period Swap Confirmation;

(E) a Baseload $300 Cap Confirmation; or

(F) a Load Following Swap Confirmation,

alterations specified in the schedules to this Approval as Permitted Alterations;
and

(iv) in the case of a separate standard form of Hydro Tasmania Schedule approved
by the Regulator as contemplated by paragraph (c), alterations specified in that
separate standard form as Permitted Alterations.

(f) Required Alterations are-

(i) alterations of a kind specified or referred to in clause 5.2;

(ii) in the case of:

(A) a Hydro Tasmania Schedule in the form set out in Schedule 2 to this
Approval;

(B) a Baseload Swap Confirmation;

(C) a Peak Period Swap Confirmation;

(D) a Baseload $300 Cap Confirmation; or

(E) a Load Following Swap Confirmation,
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alterations specified in the schedules to this Approval as Required Alterations;

and

(iii) in the case of a separate standard form of Hydro Tasmania Schedule approved

by the Regulator as contemplated by paragraph (c), alterations specified in that

separate standard form as Required Alterations.

5.2 Required Alterations

(a) lt is a Required Alteration of a Confirmation under an Approved Financial Risk Contract

that:

(i) the "Effective Date" as defined in that Confirmation must be the first date in a

Quarter; and

(ii) the "Termination Date" as defined in that Confirmation must be the last date in
the same Quarter.

(b) lt is a Required Alteration of:

(i) a Baseload Swap Confirmation;

(ii) a Peak Period Swap Confirmation; and

(iii) a Baseload $300 Cap Confirmatron,

that the "Notional Quantity per Calculation Period" as defined in that Confirmation must

be a multiple of 0.05MWh.

(c) lt is a Required Alteration of a Load Following Swap Contract that the "Total Notional

Quantity" as defined in that Confirmation must be a multiple of 0.05MWh multiplied by the

number of Calculation Periods in the Contract Quarter.

(d) lt is a Required Alteration of a Confirmation forming part of an Approved Financial Risk

Contract that the "Fixed Price" as defined in that Confirmation must be:

(i) the Maximum Price calculated in accordance with the pricing methodology for the

relevant type of contract set out in Part 3; or

(ii) a price lower than the Maximum Price as determined by Hydro Tasmania.
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Part 3- Pricing Methodology

Overuiew of Paft 3

This Part 3 outlines the methodology for calculating the Maximum Prices for Approved Financial
Risk Contracts for each Quarter.

Ihe process for calculating Maximum Prices is as fol/ows;

Step 1: Victorian reference contract values for the Quafter are determined for baseload slyaps,
peak swaps and baseload $300 caps, using historical data. A value for Victorian off-peak $300
caps ts also determined for the Quarter (being either the pre-determined estimate set out in
Schedule 1, or such other amount as r's determined by the Regulator from time to time) (ctause
7). Note that the reference contract values for peak svyaps will not be used where the peak swap
liquidity test applied at a later stage of the methodology is not met.

Step 2: The Victorian reference contract values determined under Step 1 are used to derive
further Victorian reference contract values for the Quarter for peak capped slyaps, baseload
capped slyaps and off-peak capped slyaps (clause 8).

Sfep 3: The Tasmanian Energy Surp/us is calculated for the QuarTer, being the total amount of
electricity that is expected to be generated in the Quarter from wind and hydroelectric sources,
minus the expected Tasmanian electricity demand (clause g).

Step 4: Tasmanian capped swap values for the Quarter are determined by adding a marginal loss
factor adiustment (calculated using the Tasmanian Energy Surp/us for the Quafter and marginal
/oss factors published by AEMO) and an import price premium adjustment (calculated based on
the Tasmanian Energy Surplus) to the Victorian capped swap values for the Quarter (clause 10).

Sfep 5; Tasmanian baseload $300 cap values are calculated for the Quarter, using the flexible
portion of the Victorian baseload cap value for the Quafter, the relative capacity risk for the

Quafter, and the estimated amount it would cosf to construct new peaking plant capacity
(determined using parameters sef under this Approval, or by the Regulator from time to time)
(clause 11).

Step 6: Fufther Tasmanian contract values (for baseload capped swaps, peak caps, and off-peak
swaps,) are calculated using the Tasmanian capped swap values determined in Step 4.

Tasmanian off-peak cap values may be set by the Regulator from time to time (clause 12).

Step 7: Maximum Prices for each of the Baseload $300 Cap Contract, Peak Period Swap
Contract and Baseload Swap Contract are derived using the Tasmanian contract values
determined rn Sfeps 4 to 6 (clauses 13 to 15).

Sfep 8; The Maximum Price for the Load Following Swap Contract for the Quarter is calculated.
The Maximum Price is calculated based on the equivalent cost of adopting a prudent hedge
profile to account for load fluctuations where:

(a) Baseload Swap Contracfs are purchased to cover the estimated average load during non-
Eusrness Days in the Quarter;

(b) additional Peak Period Swap Contracfs are purchased to cover the estimated average daily
maximum load on Busrness Days in the Quafter (to the extent that this exceeds the baseload
swap contracts referred to in (a)); and
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(c) additional Baseload $300 Cap Contracts are purchased to cover the estimated maximum half-
hourly load in the Quarter during peak periods (to the extent that this exceeds the baseload swap
contracts and peak swap contracts referred to in (a) and (b)) (clause 16).

The cost of adopting this hedge profile is assessed as fhe sum of:

- fhe cost of energy (based on the cost of Peak Period Swap Contracts to cover average load
during peak periods and the cost of off-peak swaps to cover average load during off-peak
periods);

- the cost of the additional hedging component (based on the extent to which an assumed
prudent level of swap contracts exceeds the average load in peak and off-peak periods, and peak

and off-peak contract premiums as determined by the Regulator from time to time); and

- fhe cosf of the additional Baseload $300 Cap Contracts referred to in paragraph (c) above.

6 Pricing Methodology

For the purposes of section 43G(1)(c) of the ESI Act, this Part 3 sets out the methodology for
calculating the Maximum Price for each Approved Financial Risk Contract.

For the avoidance of doubt, Hydro Tasmania may, at its discretion, offer a lower price than the
Maximum Price calculated for each Approved Financial Risk Contract.

Victorian Price Reference Points

Baseload Reference Swap Value

The Baseload Reference Swap Value for a Quarter is the settlement price for Victorian baseload
swaps for that Quarter, in $/MWh, as most recently published by d-cyphaTrade as at the
Calculation Date.

Peak Reference Swap Value

The Peak Reference Swap Value for a Quarter is the settlement price for Victorian peak swaps
for that Quarter, in $/MWh, as most recently published by d-cyphaTrade as at the Calculation
Date.

Baseload Reference Cap Value

(a) The Baseload Reference Cap Value for a Quarter (Quarter t) is the settlement price for
Victorian baseload $300 caps for that Quarter, in $/MWh, as most recently published by
d-cyphaTrade as at the Calculation Date, provided that:

(i) the Baseload Cap Open Interest for Quarter t as at the Calculation Date exceeds
the Ooen Interest Limit: or

(ii) the Calculation Date falls in Quarter t-4, Quarter t-3, Quarter t-2 or Quarter t-1.

(b) Where neither of the conditions in paragraphs (a)(i) or (a)(ii) applies, the Baseload
Reference Cap Value for Quarter t is the settlement price for Victorian baseload $300
caps, in $/MWh, for the Corresponding Quarter most immediately prior to Quarter t (but

falling after the Calculation Date) in which the Baseload Cap Open Interest as at the
Calculation Date exceeds the Open Interest Limit.

7

7.1

7.2

7.3
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(c) lf there is no Corresponding Quarter after the Calculation Date and prior to Quarter t in
which the Baseload Cap Open Interest as at the Calculation Date exceeds the Open
Interest Limit, the Baseload Reference Cap Value for Quarter t is the settlement price for
Victorian baseload $300 caps, in $/MWh, for the first Corresponding Quarter that falls
after the Calculation Date.

7.4 Off-Peak Reference Cap Value

The Off-Peak Reference Cap Value for a Quarter is:

(a) the amount specified in the table in ltem 1 of Schedule 1 as the Off-Peak Reference Cap
Value; or

(b) such other amount as is determined by the Regulator from time to time, being the
Regulator's estimate of the value, in $/MWh, of an off-peak $300 cap contract upon which
payment obligations are to be computed in relation to an underlying quantity of electricity
supplied in Victoria in that Quarter.

I Derived Victorian Hedge Contract Values

8.1 Peak Reference Capped Swap Value

The Peak Reference Capped Swap Value for a Quarter is calculated as follows:

,RCSV _ BRCSV * n, - ORCSV * ro*
ftpv

where:

(a) PRCSViS the Peak Reference Capped Swap Value for the Quarter, in $/MWh;

(b) BRGSVis the Baseload Reference Capped Swap Value for the Quarter, in $/MWh,
calculated in accordance with clause 8.2;

(c) nyis the total number of Hours in the Quarter;

(d) ORSCV is the Off-Peak Reference Capped Swap Value for the Quarter, in $/MWh,
calculated in accordance with clause 8.3;

(e) Depyis the number of Victorian Off-Peak Hours in the Quarter; and

(f) npyis the number of Victorian Peak Hours in the Quarter.

8.2 Baseload Reference Capped Swap Value

The Baseload Reference Capped Swap Value for a Quarter is calculated as follows:

BRCSV:BRSV _BRCV

where:

(a) BRCSVis the Baseload Reference Capped Swap Value for the Quarter, in $/MWh;

(b) BRSVis the Baseload Reference Swap Value for the Quarter, in $/MWh, calculated in

accordance with clause 7.1: and

(c) BRCViS the Baseload Reference Cap Value for the Quarter, in $/MWh, calculated in

accordance with clause 7.3.
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8.3 Off-Peak Reference Capped Swap Value

The Off-Peak Reference Capped Swap Value for a Quarter (Quader f) is calculated as follows:

(a) where:

(i) the Calculation Date falls in Quarter t-4 or a Quarter that is later than Quarter t-4;

or

(ii) the Peak Swap Open Interest for the Quarter exceeds the Open Interest Limit,

ORCSV :ORSV -ORC
where:

(iii) ORCSV is the Off-Peak Reference Capped Swap Value for the Quarter, in

$/MWh;

(iv) ORSV is the Off-Peak Reference Swap Value for the Quarter, in $/MWh,
calculated in accordance with clause 8.4; and

(v) ORCVis the Off-Peak Reference Cap Value for the Quarter, in $/MWh,
cafculated in accordance with clause 7.4; or

(b) where neither of the conditions referred to in paragraph 8.3(a)(i) or 8.3(a)(ii) is satisfied:

(i) ORCSV, =ORCSV,-^"#*EL,

where:

(ii) ORCS% is the Off-Peak Reference Capped Swap Value for the Quarter, in

$/MWh;

(iii) ORCSyT-4 is the Off-Peak Reference Capped Swap Value for Quarter t-4, in

$/MWh, calculated in accordance with this clause 8.3;

(iv) BRCS% is the Baseload Reference Capped Swap Value for the Quarter, in

$/MWh, calculated in accordance with clause 8.2; and

(v) BRCSyT-1 is the Baseload Reference Capped Swap Value for Quarter t-4, in

$/MWh, calculated in accordance with clause 8.2.

8.4 Off-Peak Reference Swap Value

The Off-Peak Reference Swap Value for a Quarter is calculated as follows:

ORSV _ BRSV xn, - PRSV xn*
froPv

where:

(a) ORSV is the Off-Peak Reference Swap Value for the Quarter, in $/MWh;

(b) BRSy is the Baseload Reference Swap Value for the Quarter, in $/MWh, calculated in

accordance with clause 7.1;

(c) nTis the total number of Hours in the Quarter;
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(d) PRSVis the Peak Reference Swap value for the Quarter, in $/MWh, calculated in

accordance with clause 7.2;

(e) npyis the number of Victorian Peak Hours in the Quarter; and

(f) DepyiS the number of Victorian Off-Peak Hours in the Quarter.

9 Tasmanian Energy Surplus

9.1 Tasmanian Energy Surplus

The Tasmanian Energy Surplus for a Quarter is calculated as follows:

TES=H+tlr-L
where:

(a) IES is the Tasmanian Energy Surplus for the Quarter, in GWh;

(b) H is the Forecast Hydro Generation for the Quarter, in GWh, calculated in accordance
with clause 9.2;

(c) W is the Forecast Wind Generation for the Quarter, in GWh, calculated in accordance
with clause 9.3; and

(d) L is the Forecast Energy Demand for the Quarter, in GWh, calculated in accordance with
clause 9.4.

9.2 Forecast Hydro Generation

(a) The Forecast Hydro Generation for a Quarter is calculated as follows:

(i) Hn = H"x SAo

where:

(ii) Ho is the Forecast Hydro Generation for the Quarter, in GWh;

(iii) H" is the Expected Annual Hydro Generation for the Quarter, in GWh, calculated
in accordance with paragraph (b); and

(iv) SAr is the Seasonal Allocation for the Quarter, calculated in accordance with
paragraph (d).

(b) The Expected Annual Hydro Generation for a Quarter (Quarter f) is calculated as follows:

,-l

lQar'
(i) H _ i=t-8

(a
L

where:

(ii) H" is the Expected Annual Hydro Generation for the Quarter; and

r-l

(iii) LQHY, is the sum of the Quarterly Hydro Yield, in GWh, as calculated in
i=t-8

accordance with paragraph (c), for each Quarter from Quarter t-8 to Quarter t-1

(both inclusive).
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(c) The Quarterly Hydro Yield for a Quarter is:

(i) where the Quarter ends before the Calculation Date:

(A) the Hydro Yield for that Quarter, in GWh, according to data published by

Hydro Tasmania; or

(B) where the data required to determine the Hydro Yield referred to in
paragraph (A) is not yet available - the Hydro Yield for that Quarter, in

GWh, as most recently forecast by Hydro Tasmania in accordance with
paragraph (ii);

(ii) where the Calculation Date falls in the Quarter - Hydro Tasmania's forecast of
the Hydro Yield for that Quarter, in GWh; or

(iii) where the Quarter begins after the Calculation Date - the average Hydro Yield
per Quarter, using data from the 10 most recent Corresponding Quarters for
which the relevant data has been published by Hydro Tasmania (as at the
Calculation Date), in GWh.

(d) The Seasonal Allocation for a Quarter is calculated as follows:

H.
SA. = ---:-" Hn

where:

(i) SAn is the Seasonal Allocation for the Quarter;

(ii) Ho is the total amount of electricity generated by hydroelectric generating plant in

Tasmania and exported to Aurora's distribution system or Transend's
transmission system in the 5 most recent Corresponding Quarters for which data
is available (as at the Calculation Date), in GWh, according to data published by
Hydro Tasmania; and

(iii) H, is the total amount of electricity generated by hydroelectric generating plant in

Tasmania and exported to Aurora's distribution system or Transend's
transmission system in the 20 most recent Quarters for which data is available
(as at the Calculation Date), in GWh, according to data published by Hydro
Tasmania.

9.3 Forecast Wind Generation

The Forecast Wind Generation for a Quarter is calculated as follows:

Il:NCLI/+HAW
where:

(a) !V is the Forecast Wind Generation for the Quarter, in GWh;

(b) IVCW is the New Committed Wind Generation for the Quarter, in GWh; and

(c) HAW is calculated by dividing the sum of the Historical Wind Generation for the 3 most
recent Corresponding Quarters for which data is available (as at the Calculation Date), in

GWh, by 3.
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9.4 Forecast Energy Demand

The Forecast Energy Demand for a Quarter is calculated as follows:

L=AEMOFxSA,

where:

(a) L is the Forecast Energy Demand for the Quarter, in GWh;

(b) AEMOF is the medium scenario for Tasmanian energy demand for the financial year in

which the Quarter occurs, as published by AEMO in its most recent National Energy

Forecasting Report, in GWh;

(c) SAr is the Seasonal Allocation for the Quarter, calculated as follows:

I t-I
s-4 _"cQ-t'"cQ-2

'LA

where:

(i) SAr is the Seasonal Allocation for the Quarter;

(ii) L6q-1 is the Historical Tasmanian Load for the most recent Corresponding Quarter
for which data is available (as at the Calculation Date), in GWh;

(iii) Lsp-2 is the Historical Tasmanian Load for the Corresponding Quarter immediately

before the most recent Corresponding Quarter for which data is available (as at
the Calculation Date), in GWh; and

(iv) Ln is the sum of the Historical Tasmanian Loads for the eight most recent

Quarters for which data is available (as at the Calculation Date), in GWh.

10 Tasmanian Capped Swap Values

10.1 Tasmanian energy adjustment for Tasmanian Gapped Swap Values

(a) The Peak Capped Swap Value for a Quarter is calculated as follows:

PCSV = PRCSV + PMLFA + PIPP

where:

(i) PCSViS the Peak Capped Swap Value for the Quarter, in $/MWh;

(ii) PRCSVis the Peak Reference Capped Swap Value for the Quarter, in $/MWh,
calculated in accordance with clause 8.1;

(iii) PMLFA is the Peak Marginal Loss Factor Adjustment for the Quarter, in $/MWh,
calculated in accordance with clause 10.2; and

(iv) PIPP is the Peak lmport Price Premium for the Quarter, in $/MWh, calculated in

accordance with clause 10.6.

(b) The Off-Peak Capped Swap Value for a Quarter is calculated as follows:

OCSV = ORCSV + OMLFA + OIPP

where:
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(i) OCSV is the Off-Peak Capped Swap Value for the Quarter, in $/MWh;

(ii) ORCSy is the Off-Peak Reference Capped Swap Value for the Quarter, in

$/MWh, calculated in accordance with clause 8.3;

(iii) OMLFA is the Off-Peak Marginal Loss Factor Adjustment for the Quarter, in

$/MWh, calculated in accordance with clause 10.4; and

(iv) OIPP is the Off-Peak lmport Price Premium for the Quarter, in $/MWh, calculated

in accordance with clause 10.8.

10.2 Peak Marginal Loss Factor Adjustment

The Peak Marginal Loss Factor Adjustment for a Quarter is calculated as follows:

P MLFA = (PMLF A",,on" - l), P RC SV

where:

(a) PMLFA is the Peak Marginal Loss Factor Adjustment for the Quarter, in $/MWh;

(b) PMLFa,aos" is the Average Peak Marginal Loss Factor for the Quarter calculated in

accordance with clause 10.3: and

(c) PRCSVis the Peak Reference Capped Swap Value for the Quarter, in $/MWh, calculated
in accordance with clause 8.1.

10.3 Average Peak Marginal Loss Factor

The Average Peak Marginal Loss Factor for a Quarter is calculated as follows:

(a) if the Tasmanian Energy Surplus for the Quarter, calculated in accordance with

clause 9.1, is less than or equal to the Maximum lmport Energy, the Average Peak

Marginal Loss Factor for the Quarter is equal to the Maximum lmport Marginal Loss

Factor;

(b) if the Tasmanian Energy Surplus for the Quarter, calculated in accordance with

clause 9.1, is greater than the Maximum lmport Energy and less than or equal to 0 GWh:

PMLFA,",.." = MIMLF *Qtt,=Y") x(MIMLF - PMLF)
MIE

(c) if the Tasmanian Energy Surplus for the Quarter, calculated in accordance with

clause 9.1, is greater than 0 GWh and less than or equal to the Maximum Export Energy:

PMLFA,",.." = MEMLF *("!.=!-tt) x(PMLF - MEMLF)
MEE

(d) if the Tasmanian Energy Surplus for the Quarter, calculated in accordance with

clause 9.1, is greater than the Maximum Export Energy, the Average Peak Marginal Loss

Factor for the Quarter is equal to the Maximum Export Marginal Loss Factor,

where:

(e) PMLFa,","g" is the Average Peak Marginal Loss Factor for the Quarter;

(f) MIMLF is the Maximum lmport Marginal Loss Factor;
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(g) IES is the Tasmanian Energy Surplus for the Quarter, in GWh, calculated in accordance
with clause 9.1;

(h) MlEis the Maximum lmport Energy, in GWh;

(i) MEMLF is the Maximum Export Marginal Loss Factor;

0) MEEis the Maximum Export Energy, in GWh;

(k) PMLF is the Peak Marginal Loss Factor.

10.4 Off-Peak Marginal Loss Factor Adjustment

The Off-Peak Marginal Loss Factor Adjustment for a Quarter is calculated as follows:

OMLFA= (OMLFo,erase \x ORCSV

where:

(a) OMLFA is the Off-Peak Marginal Loss Factor Adjustment for the Quarter, in $/MWh;

(b) OMLFa,a,"sa is the Average Off-Peak Marginal Loss Factor for the Quarter calculated in

accordance with clause 10.5:and

(c) ORCSy is the Off-Peak Reference Capped Swap Value for the Quarter, in $/MWh,
calculated in accordance with clause 8.3.

10.5 Average Off-Peak Marginal Loss Factor

The Average Off-Peak Marginal Loss Factor for a Quarter is calculated as follows:

(a) if the Tasmanian Energy Surplus for the Quarter, calculated in accordance with
clause 9.1, is less than or equal to the Maximum lmport Energy, the Average Off-Peak
Marginal Loss Factor for the Quarter is equal to the Maximum lmport Marginal Loss
Factor;

(b) if the Tasmanian Energy Surplus for the Quarter, calculated in accordance with
clause 9.1, is greater than the Maximum lmport Energy and less than or equal to 0 GWh:

oMLFA,",os, = MIMLF *Qut. 
=Y") 

x(MIMLF - 7MLF)
MIE

(c) if the Tasmanian Energy Surplus for the Quarter, calculated in accordance with
clause 9.1, is greater than 0 GWh and less than or equal to the Maximum Export Energy:

OMLFA,",.." = MEMLF *('U! -=!-Ut) x(OMLF - MEMLF)
MEE

(d) if the Tasmanian Energy Surplus for the Quarter, calculated in accordance with
clause 9.1, is greater than the Maximum Export Energy, the Average Off-Peak Marginal
Loss Factor for the Quarter is equal to the Maximum Export Marginal Loss Factor,

where:

(e) OMLFa,"uss is the Average Off-Peak Marginal Loss Factor for the Quarter; and

(f) MIMLF is the Maximum lmport Marginal Loss Factor;
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(g) IES is the Tasmanian Energy Surplus for the Quarter, in GWh, calculated in accordance

with clause 9.1;

(h) MlEis the Maximum lmport Energy, in GWh;

(i) OMLF is the Off-Peak Marginal Loss Factor;

(j) MEMLF is the Maximum Export Marginal Loss Factor; and

(k) MEEis the Maximum Export Energy, in GWh.

10.6 Peak lmport Price Premium

The Peak lmport Price Premium for a Quarter is calculated as follows:

ppp_BIPPxn,-OIPPxno*
flpr

where:

(a) PIPP is the Peak lmport Price Premium for the Quarter, in $/MWh;

(b) BIPP is the Baseload lmport Price Premium for the Quarter, in $/MWh, as determined in
accordance with clause 10.7;

(c) nris the total number of Hours in the Quarter;

(d) OIPP is the Off-Peak lmport Price Premium for the Quarter, in $/MWh, as determined in

accordance with clause 10.8;

(e) DepT is the number of Off-Peak Hours in the Quarter; and

(f) npy is the number of Peak Hours in the Quarter.

10.7 Baseload lmport Price Premium

The Baseload lmport Price Premium for a Quarter is calculated as follows:

BIPP= (PRCSV - ORCSV)x z2

where:

(a) BiPPis the Baseload lmport Price Premium for the Quarter, in $/MWh;

(b) PRCSV is the Peak Reference Capped Swap Value for the Quarter, in $/MWh, calculated
in accordance with clause 8.1;

(c) ORCSy is the Off-Peak Reference Capped Swap Value for the Quarter, in $/MWh,
calculated in accordance with clause 8.3; and

(d) z is the Percentage Time lmporting for the Quarter calculated in accordance with

clause 10.9.

10.8 Off-Peak lmport Price Premium

The Off-Peak lmport Price Premium for a Quarter is calculated as follows:

7IPP = 
BIPPXN,

a
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where:

(a) OIPP is the Off-Peak lmport Price Premium for the Quarter, in $/MWh;

(b) BiPPis the Baseload lmport Price Premium for the Quarter, in $/MWh, calculated in

accordance with clause 10.7;

(c) nTis the total number of Hours in the Quarter; and

(d) a is the larger of:

(i) the number of Off-Peak Hours in the Quarter; and

(ii) z x n, where z is the Percentage Time lmporting for the Quarter calculated in

accordance with clause 10.9

10.9 Percentage Time lmporting

(a) Subject to paragraphs (b) and (c), the Percentage Time lmporting for a Quarter is

calculated as follows:

z =l-TES 
x1000+ ABFI xn,

(ABFI + ABFE)xn,

where:

(i) z is the Percentage Time lmporting for the Quarter, expressed as a percentage;

(ii) IES is the Tasmanian Energy Surplus for the Quarter, in GWh;

(iii) ABFI is the Average Basslink Flow lmport, in MW;

(iv) nris the total number of Hours in the Quarter; and

(v) ABFE is the Average Basslink Flow Export, in MW; or

(b) lf the percentage calculated for a Quarter in accordance with the formula in paragraph (a)
is greater than or equalto 1OO%, the Percentage Time lmporting for that Quarter is

100%;or

(c) lf the percentage calculated for a Quarter in accordance with the formula in paragraph (a)

is less than or equal to 0%, the Percentage Time lmporting for that Quarter is 0%.

11 Tasmanian Gap Gontract Values

11.1 Tasmanian Baseload Cap Value

The Baseload Cap Value for a Quarter is calculated as follows:

BCV = FSFx ABRCGa, + PCV - ABRCVFI""

where:

(a) BCV is the Baseload Cap Value for the Quarter, in $/MWh;

(b) FSF is the Flex Scale Factor for the Quarter, calculated in accordance with clause 11.2;

(c) ABRCVHg, is the Flexible Portion of the Annual Baseload Reference Cap Value for the
Quarter, in $/MWh, calculated in accordance with clause 11.5; and
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(d) PCV is the Peaker Capacity Value for the Quarter; in $/MWh, calculated in accordance

with clause 11.6.

11.2 Flex Scale Factor

The Flex Scale Factor for a Quarter (Quafter f) is calculated as follows:

F,SF =
DFF, x n,

t+3

IDFF, rn,

where:

(a) FSF is the Flex Scale Factor for Quarter t;

(b) DFFtis the Baseload Demand Flex Factorfor Quarter t, calculated in accordance with

clause 11.3;

(c) n7 is the total number of Hours in Quarter t, Quarter t+1 , Quarter t+2 and Quarter t+3;

(d) DFFiis the Baseload Demand Flex Factor for each Quarter i; and

(e) niis the number of Hours in each Quarter i.

11.3 Baseload Demand Flex Factor

The Baseload Demand Flex Factor for a Quarter is calculated as follows:

DFF =
CkF, - min(CRF)

max(CRF) - min(CRF)

where:

(a) DFF is the Baseload Demand Flex Factor for the Quarter;

(b) CRFI is the Capacity Risk Factor for the Quarter, in MW, calculated in accordance with

clause 11.4;

(c) min(CRF) is the smallest of the Capacity Risk Factors for Quarter t, Quarter t+1, Quarter
t+2 and Quarter t+3, in MW, where each Capacity Risk Factor is calculated in accordance
with clause 11.4: and

(d) max(CRF) is the largest of the Capacity Risk Factors for Quarter t, Quarter t+1, Quarter
t+2 and Quarter t+3, in MW, where each Capacity Risk Factor is calculated in accordance

with clause 11.4.

11.4 Capacity Risk Factor

The Capacity Risk Factor for a Quarter is equal to:

(a) the largest Quarterly Load Maximum among the Quarterly Load Maximums for the three
most recent Corresponding Quarters for which data is available as at the Calculation
Date: minus

(b) the average of the Distributed Hydro Non-Major Storage Levels of each of the 12 most

recent Corresponding Quarters for which data is available as at the Calculation Date.
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11.5 Flexible Portion of the Annual Baseload Reference Cap Value

The Flexible Portion of the Annual Baseload Reference Cap Value for a Quarter (Quarfer t) is
calculated is follows:

ABRCV,,", =

t+3

l{nncrt, - MeRC,)x n,

t+3s
Ln,

where:

(a) ABRCVFE, is the Flexible Portion of the Annual Baseload Reference Cap Value for the
Quarter, in $/MWh;

(b) BRCViis the Baseload Reference Cap Value for Quarter i, in $/MWh, calculated in

accordance with clause 7.3,

(c) MQRC;is the smallest of the Baseload Reference Cap Values for Quarter i, Quarter i+1,

Quarter i+2 and Quarter i+3, in $/MWh, where each Baseload Reference Cap Value is
calculated in accordance with clause 7.3; and

(d) n;is the total number of Hours in Quarter i.

11.6 Peaker Capacity Value

The Peaker Capacity Value, for a Quarter (Quafter f), is calculated as follows:

(a) where the Construction Quarter is the Winter Quarter referred to in paragraph (a) of the
definition of Construction Quarter in clause 28.1:

PCV = INPCVx(I+ FIR\Nat4

where:

(i) PCV is the Peaker Capacity Value for the Quarter, in $/MWh;

(ii) INPCV is the Initial Nominal Peaker Capacity Value, in $/MWh, calculated in

accordance with clause 11.7;

(iii) FIR is the Forecast Inflation Rate, expressed as a percentage per annum; and

(iv) NQ is equal to the number of Quarters between:

(A) the Quarter in which the Calculation Date falls (excluding that Quarter);
and

(B) Quarter t (including that Quarter).

(b) where the Construction Quarter is the Winter Quarter referred to in paragraph (b) of the
definition of Construction Quarter in clause 28.1:

PCV = INPCVx(|+ NPTDC|Q|4

where:

(i) PCV is the Peaker Capacity Value for the Quarter, in $/MWh;
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(ii) INPCV is the Initial Nominal Peaker Capacity Value, in $/MWh, calculated in

accordance with clause 11.7;

(iii) NPTDC is the Nominal Post-Tax Debt Cost, expressed as a percentage per

annum; and

(iv) IVQ is equal to the number of Quarters between:

(A) the Quarter in which the Calculation Date falls (excluding that Quarter);
and

(B) Quarter t (including that Quarter).

11.7 Initial Nominal Peaker Capacity Value

The Initial Nominal Peaker Capacity Value, for a Quarter, is the amount calculated as follows:

IN^CV _ RPC x(l+ FIR)NaP'a

(1+ NPTDC)NQC t4

where:

(a) iNPCVis the Initial Nominal Peaker Capacity Value, in $/MWh;

(b) RPC is the Real Peaker Cost, in $/MWh, calculated in accordance with clause 11.8;

(c) FIR is the Forecast Inflation Rate, expressed as a percentage per annum;

(d) IVQP is equal to the number of Quarters between:

(i) the Quarter in which the Calculation Date occurs (excluding that Quarter); and

(ii) the Construction Quarter (including that Quarter);

(e) NPTDC is the Nominal Post-Tax Debt Cost, expressed as a percentage per annum; and

(f) IVQC is equal to the number of Quarters between:

(i) the Costing Quarter (excluding that Quarter); and

(ii) the Construction Quarter (including that Quarter).

11.8 Real Peaker Cost

The Real Peaker Cost is the amount calculated as follows:

RPC=RAOC+CP
8.760

where:

(a) RPC is the Real Peaker Cost, in $/MWh;

(b) RAOC is the Real Annual Operating Cost, in $/kW; and

(c) CP is the Capital Payment, in $/kW, calculated in accordance with clause 11.9.

11.9 Gapital Payment

The Capital Payment is the amount calculated as follows.
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CP=
RTCC xWACC

1 - (1+ WACC)-EL

where:

(a) GP is the Capital Payment, in $/kW;

(b) RTCC is the Real Total Capital Cost, in $/kW;

(c) WACC is the Pre-Tax Real WACC, expressed as a percentage per annum; and

(d) EL is the Economic Life, in years.

12 Derived Tasmanian Contract Prices

12.1 Baseload Gapped Swap Value

The Baseload Capped Swap Value for a Quarter is calculated as follows:

BCSV _ PCSV xnr, + OCSV xnopr

nr

where:

(a) BGSViS the Baseload Capped Swap Value for the Quarter, in $/MWh;

(b) PCSViS the Peak Capped Swap Value for the Quarter, in $/MWh, calculated in

accordance with clause 10.1(a);

(c) npyis the number of Peak Hours in the Quarter;

(d) OCSV is the Off-Peak Capped Swap Value for the Quarter, in $/MWh, calculated in

accordance with clause 10.1(b);

(e) nepTis the number of Off-Peak Hours in the Quarter; and

(f) nris the total number of Hours in the Quarter.

12.2 Peak Cap Value

The Peak Cap Value for a Quarter is calculated as follows:

D?,/ _ BCV x n, - OCV x flopr

flpr

where:

(a) PCVis the Peak Cap Value for the Quarter, in $/MWh;

(b) BCV is the Baseload Cap Value for the Quarter, in $/MWh, calculated in accordance with
clause 11.1;

(c) n7 is the total number of Hours in the Quarter;

(d) OCVis the Off-Peak Cap Value for the Quarter, in $/MWh, calculated in accordance with
clause 12.3;

(e) nepT is the total number of Off-Peak Hours in the Quarter; and

(f) npTis the total number of Peak Hours in the Quarter.
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12.3 Off-Peak Cap Value

The Off-Peak Cap Value for a Quarter is equal to:

(a) the amount specified in the table in ltem 1 of Schedule 1 as the Off-Peak Cap Value; or

(b) such other amount as is determined and published by the Regulator from time to time,
being the Regulator's estimate of the value, in $/MWh, of an off-peak $300 cap contract
upon which payment obligations are to be computed in relation to an underlying quantity

of electricity supplied in Tasmania in that Quarter.

12.4 Off-Peak Swap Value

The Off-Peak Swap Value for a Quarter is calculated as follows:

OSV =OCSV +OCV

where:

(a) OSV is the Off-Peak Swap Value for the Quarter, in $/MWh;

(b) OCSViS the Off-Peak Capped Swap Value for the Quarter, in $/MWh, calculated in

accordance with clause 10.1 (b); and

(c) OCVis the Off-Peak Cap Value for the Quarter, in $/MWh, calculated in accordance with

clause 12.3.

13 Maximum Baseload $300 Cap Contract Price

The Maximum Price for a Baseload $300 Cap Contract for a Contract Quarter is the Baseload

Cap Value for the Quarter calculated in accordance with clause 11.1, rounded to the nearest

cent.

14 Maximum Peak Period Swap Contract Price

The Maximum Price for a Peak Period Swap Contract for a Contract Quarter is the amount
calculated as follows, rounded to the nearest cent:

PSV=PCSV+PCV

where:

(a) PSVis the Maximum Price for a Peak Period Swap Contract for the Contract Quarter, in

$/MWh;

(b) PCSV is the Peak Capped Swap Value for the Quarter, in $/MWh, calculated in

accordance with clause 10.1(a); and

(c) PCV is the Peak Cap Value for the Quarter, in $/MWh, calculated in accordance with
clause 12.2.

15 Maximum Baseload Swap Contract Price

The Maximum Price for a Baseload Swap Contract for a Contract Quarter is the amount

calculated as follows. rounded to the nearest cent:

where:

BSV=BCSV+BCV
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(a) BSVis the Maximum Price for the Baseload Swap Contract for the Contract Quarter, in
$/MWh;

(b) BCSViS the Baseload Capped Swap Value for the Contract Quarter, in $/MWh,
calculated in accordance with clause 12.1; and

(c) BGV is the Baseload Cap Value for the Contract Quarter, in $/MWh, calculated in

accordance with clause 11.1.

16 Load Following Swap Contract Price

16.1 Maximum Price for Load Following Swap

The Maximum Price for a Load Following Swap Contract for a Contract Quarter is the amount
calculated as follows, rounded to the nearest cent:

LFSV =EC+AHC+CC
where:

(a) tFSy is the Maximum Price for the Load Following Swap Contract for the Contract
Quarter, in $/MWh;

(b) EC is the LFS Energy Component for the Contract Quarter, in $/MWh, calculated in

accordance with clause 16.2;

(c) AHC is the LFS Additional Hedging Component for the Contract Quarter, in $/MWh,
calculated in accordance with clause 16.5; and

(d) CC is the LFS Cap Component for the Contract Quarter, in $/MWh, calculated in

accordance with clause 16.9.

'16.2 LFS Energy Component

The LFS Energy Component for a Quarter is calculated as follows:

EC= NSLC

(TONSL+TPNSL)x 1000

where:

(a) EC is the LFS Energy Component for the Quarter, in $/MWh;

(b) ArStC is the Cost of NSL Energy for the Quarter, in $, calculated in accordance with
clause 16.3.

(c) fONSt is the Total Off-Peak Period Net System Load for the Quarter, in GWh, calculated
in accordance with clause 16.4(a);and

(d) IPTVSI is the Total Peak Period Net System Load for the Quarter, in GWh, calculated in

accordance with clause 16.4(c).

16.3 Gost of NSL Energy

The Cost of NSL Energy for a Quarter is calculated as follows:

where:

NSLC = (TONSLxOSV +TPNSLx PSV) x 1000
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(a) wSLC is the Cost of NSL Energy for the Quarter, in $;

(b) TOwSI is the Total Off-Peak Period Net System Load for the Quarter, in GWh, calculated
in accordance with paragraph 16.a(a);

(c) OSV is the Off-Peak Swap Value for the Quarter, in $/MWh, calculated in accordance
with clause 12.4;

(d) fPrVSt is the Total Peak Period Net System Load for the Quarter, in GWh, calculated in
accordance with paragraph 16.4(c); and

(e) PSVis the Maximum Price for a Peak Period Swap Contract for the Quarter, in $/MWh,
calculated in accordance with clause 14.

16.4 Net System Load Quantities

(a) The Total Off-Peak Period Net System Load for a Quarter is calculated as follows:

TONSL _ AONSLXNO"

I 000

where:

(i) fOwSt is the Total Off-Peak Period Net System Load for the Quarter, in GWh;

(ii) AOTVSI is the Average Off-Peak Period Net System Load for the Quarter, in MW,
calculated in accordance with paragraph (b); and

(iii) ?ep1iS the number of Off-Peak Hours in the Quarter.

(b) The Average Off-Peak Period Net System Load for a Quarter is calculated as follows:

AONSL _ ONSL,_, + ONSL,_,
1

where:

(i) AONST is the Average Off-Peak Period Net System Load for the Quarter, in MW;

(ii) OwSLr-t is the Historical Off-Peak Period Net System Load for the most recent
Corresponding Quarter, in MW; and

(iii) OwSLr.2 is the Historical Off-Peak Period Net System Load for the Corresponding
Quarter immediately before the most recent Corresponding Quarter, in MW.

(c) The Total Peak Period Net System Load for a Quarter is calculated as follows:

'DNSLx n nTPNSL: j1 
1000

where:

(i) IPTVSI is the Total Peak Period Net System Load for the Quarter, in GWh;

(ii) APTVSL is the Average Peak Period Net System Load for the Quarter, in MW,
calculated in accordance with paragraph (d); and

(iii) np7 is the number of Peak Hours in the Quarter.

(d) The Average Peak Period Net System Load for a Quarter is calculated as follows:
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A7NSL _ PNSL,_, + PNSL,_,

2

where:

(i) APTVSL is the Average Peak Net System Load for the Quarter, in MW;

(ii) PwSLr.r is the Historical Peak Period Net System Load for the most recent

Corresponding Quarter, in MW; and

(iii) PNSL.-2 is the Historical Peak Period Net System Load for the Corresponding

Quarter immediately before the most recent Corresponding Quarter.

16.5 LFS Additional Hedging Component

The LFS Additional Hedging Component for a Quarter is the amount calculated as follows:

AHC= CAH
(TONSL + ZPNSZ) x 1000

where:

(a) AHCis the LFS Additional Hedging Component for the Quarter, in $/MWh;

(b) CAH is the Cost of Additional Hedging for the Quarter, in $, as calculated in accordance

with clause 16.6;

(c) fOrVSt is the Total Off-Peak Period Net System Load for the Quarter, in GWh, calculated

in accordance with clause 16.4(a);and

(d) fPrVSt is the Total Peak Period Net System Load for the Quarter, in GWh, calculated in

accordance with clause 16.4(c).

16.6 Cost of Additional Hedging

The Cost of Additional Hedging for a Quarter is the amount calculated as follows:

CAH = (OCp x OAH + PCP x PAH\x 1000

where:

(a) CAH is the Cost of Additional Hedging for the Quarter, in $;

(b) OCP is the Off-Peak Contract Premium, in $/MWh;

(c) OAH is the Off-Peak Additional Hedging for the Quarter, in GWh, as calculated in

accordance with clause 16.7(a);

(d) PCP is the Peak Contract Premium, in $/MWh; and

(e) PAH is the Peak Additional Hedging for the Quarter, in GWh, as calculated in accordance

with clause 16.7(b).

16.7 AdditionalHedging

(a) Off-Peak Additional Hedging

The Off-Peak Additional Hedging for a Quarter is calculated as follows:
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OAH =
(AHNSL - AONSL)xhopr

I 000

where:

(i) OAH is the Off-Peak Additional Hedging for the Quarter, in GWh;

(ii) AHNST is the Average Holiday Net System Load for the Quarter, in MW,

calculated in accordance with clause '16.8;

(iii) AONST is the Average Off-Peak Period Net System Load for the Quarter, in MW,

calculated in accordance with clause 16.4(b); and

(iv) DepTiS the number of Off-Peak Hours in the Quarter.

(b) Peak Additional Hedging

The Peak Additional Hedging for a Quarter is calculated as follows:

D.1Lr _VAPS - APNSL)xn
f ntl - 1000

where:

(i) PAH is the Peak Additional Hedging for the Quarter, in GWh;

(ii) VAPS is the Volume of Assumed Peak Swaps for the Quarter, in MW, calculated

in accordance with clause 16.13:

(iii) APwST is the Average Peak Period Net System Load for the Quarter, in MW,

calculated in accordance with clause 16.4(d); and

(iv) npTis the number of Peak Hours in the Quarter.

16.8 Average Holiday Net System Load

The Average Holiday Net System Load for a Quarter is calculated as follows:

AHNSL - 
HNSL'-' + HNSL'-'

2

where:

(a) AH rst is the Average Holiday Net System Load for the Quarter, in MW;

(b) HTVSLT-r is the Historical Holiday Net System Load for the most recent Corresponding

Quarter for which data is available as at the Calculation Date, in MW; and

(c) HNSLT-1 is the Historical Holiday Net System Load for the Corresponding Quarter
immediately before the most recent Corresponding Quarter for which data is available as

at the Calculation Date, in MW.

16.9 LFS Cap Gomponent

The LFS Cap Component for a Quarter is calculated as follows:

CAC
CC=

(TONSL+TPNSL)x 1000
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where:

(a) CC is the LFS Cap Component for the Quarter, in g/MWh;

(b) CAC is the Cost of Additional Caps, in $;

(c) fOwSt is the Total Off-Peak Period Net System Load for the Quarter, in GWh, calculated
in accordance with clause 16.4(a); and

(d) IPTVSL is the Total Peak Period Net System Load for the Quarter, in GWh, calculated in
accordance with clause 16.4(c).

16.10 Cost of Additional Gaps

The Cost of Additional Caps for a Quarter is calculated as follows:

CAC =VAC x BCV x1000

where:

(a) CAC is the Cost of Additional Caps for the Quarter, in $;

(b) VAC is the Volume of Additional Caps for the Quarter, in GWh; and

(c) BCV is the Baseload Cap Value for the Quarter, in $/MWh, calculated in accordance with
clause 11.1.

16.11 Volume of AdditionalCaps

The Volume of Additional Caps for a Quarter is calculated as follows:

VAC =(VABC -VAPS)xn,
1000

where:

(a) VAC is the Volume of Additional Caps for the Quarter, in GWh;

(b) VABC is the Volume of Assumed Baseload Caps for the Quarter, in MW, calculated in
accordance with clause 16.12;

(c) VAPS is the Volume of Assumed Peak Swaps for the Quarter, in MW, calculated in

accordance with clause 16.1 3; and

(d) nTis the total number of Hours in the Quarter.

16.12 Volume of Assumed Baseload Gaps

The Volume of Assumed Baseload Caps for a Quarter is calculated as follows:

VABC _ MAX{SL,_, + MAXNSL,_,
')

where:

(a) VABC is the Volume of Assumed Baseload Caps for the Quarter, in MW;

(b) MAXNSLI4 is the Maximum Net System Load for the most recent Corresponding Quarter
for which data is available. in MW: and
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(c) MAXNSLT-2|s the Maximum Net System Load for the Corresponding Quarter immediately
prior to the most recent Corresponding Quarter for which data is available, in MW

16.13 Volume of Assumed Peak Swaps

The Volume of Assumed Peak Swaps for a Quarter is calculated as follows:

VAPS _ AMPBDNSL,.,+ AMPBDNSL,_,

2

where:

(a) yAPS is the Volume of Assumed Peak Swaps for the Quarter, in MW;

(b) AMPBDNSU-1 is the Average Maximum Peak Business Day Net System Load for the
most recent Corresponding Quarter for which data is available, in MW; and

(c) AMPBDNSLT-2 is the Average Maximum Peak Business Day Net System Load for the
Corresponding Quarter immediately prior to the most recent Corresponding Quarter for
which data is available, in MW

16.14 Average Maximum Peak Business Day Net System Load

The Average Maximum Peak Business Day Net System Load for a Quarter is calculated by:

(a) determining the highest net system load for a Peak Calculation Period for Aurora's
distribution system on each Business Day in the Quarter, using net system load data
published by AEMO (Daily Peak Business Day Nef Sysfem Load); and

(b) dividing the sum of the Daily Peak Business Day Net System Loads for each Business
Day in the Quarter by the number of Business Days in the Quarter.
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Part4 - Offer Process and Limits on Offer Obligations

Overuiew of Paft4

Hydro Tasmania's obligation to offer Approved Financial Risk Contracts arises under section 431

of the ESI Act. Under section 43K of the ESI Act, Hydro Tasmania is not required to offer
Approved Financial Risk Contracts where ceftain minimum volumes would be exceeded. This
Paft 4 sefs ouf the formulae for calculating fhose minimum volumes.

Hydro Tasmania is not required to offer Approved Financial Risk Contracts for a Contract Quafter
where:

- a liquidity test in relation to Victorian baseload swap contracts is nof met for that Contract

Quafter;

- that Contract Quarter begins on 1 January 2014 or 1 April 2014 (ie. while transitionalWhole-of-
Meter swaps apply following the divestment of Aurora's retail electricity busrness);

- that Contract Quafter has already commenced; or

- that Contract Quarter is more than 2 years (8 Quarters) in the future.

ln other circumstances, Hydro Tasmania's weekly offer obligation is limited in terms of both

capacity and energy, and different limits apply depending on the remaining "headroom" for the

Contract Quarter (calculated by subtracting the volumes of contracts already on foot from the total

forecast demand). Hydro Tasmania will make a weekly offer (again, in both capacity and energy
terms), which must be greater than or equal to this limit. lt should also be noted that where a

weekly offer is not made because the liquidity tesf ls not satisfied for a Contract Quarter, that
weekly offer obligation carries forward into the following weeks.

Where the total volume of Approved Financial Risk Contracts (in terms of either capacity or
energy) requested by Authorised Retailers exceeds Hydro Tasmania's weekly offer, scaling rules
apply to determine the minimum volume of Approved Financial Risk Contracts that must be

offered to each Authorised Retailer (although Hydro Tasmania may meet fhe requesfs in full if it
so chooses). A priority allocation is made to Authorised Retailers who serve Small Customers,

based on the share of the Small Customer market (in terms of the number of Small Customers)

that they supply.

Any contract volume offered by Hydro Tasmania thaf is not allocated in the priority allocation will

be allocated on a pro rata basis according to the volume of contracts reguesfed by each

Authorised Retailer. Ihe process by which allocation proceeds depends on whether it is the

capacity or energy limit that has been exceeded in respect of a given Week and Contract Quafter.

Weekly offers by Hydro Tasmania

(a) Each Week (by the relevant time specified in the Guidelines), Hydro Tasmania must
publish:

(i) a Weekly Aggregate Capacity Offer for each Active Contract Quarter in that
Week, in MW;and

(ii) a Weekly Aggregate Energy Offer for each Active Contract Quarter in that Week,

in GWh.

17
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(b) The Weekly Aggregate Capacity Offer for a Contract Quarter in a Week must be greater

than or equal to the Weekly Aggregate Capacity Limit for that Contract Quarter in that
Week calculated in accordance with clause 21.1.

(c) The Weekly Aggregate Energy Offer for a Contract Quarter in a Week must be greater

than or equal to the Weekly Aggregate Energy Limit for that Contract Quarter in that
Week calculated in accordance with clause 21.2.

(d) Each Week (by the relevant time specified in the Guidelines), Hydro Tasmania may
publish:

(i) a Weekly Aggregate Capacity Offer for any Contract Quarter that is not an Active

Contract Quarter in that Week, in MW; and

(ii) a Weekly Aggregate Energy Offer for any Contract Quarter that is not an Active
Contract Quarter in that Week, in GWh.

(e) Notwithstanding this clause 17, Hydro Tasmania is not required to offer contracts for one
week around Christmas each year at the discretion of Hydro Tasmania.

18 Nominations by Authorised Retailers

Each Week (by the relevant time specified in the Guidelines), an Authorised Retailer may

nominate to Hydro Tasmania:

(a) an aggregate Capacity Volume of Baseload Swap Contracts;

(b) an aggregate Capacity Volume of Baseload $300 Cap Contracts;

(c) an aggregate Capacity Volume of Peak Period Swap Contracts; and

(d) an aggregate Energy Volume of Load Following Swap Contracts,

it wishes to enter into with Hydro Tasmania for each Contract Quarter:

(e) that is an Active Contract Quarter in that Week; or

(0 in respect of which Hydro Tasmania has published an offer in accordance with clause
17(d) in that Week,

provided that:

(g) the aggregate Capacity Volume of Approved Financial Risk Contracts for that Contract
Quarter nominated by the Authorised Retailer in that Week must not exceed the Weekly
Aggregate Capacity Offer for that Contract Quarter in that Week;

(h) the aggregate Energy Volume of Approved Financial Risk Contracts for that Contract
Quarter nominated by the Authorised Retailer in that Week must not exceed the Weekly
Aggregate Energy Offer for that Contract Quarter in that Week;

(i) the Capacity Volume of Baseload Swap Contracts, Baseload $300 Cap Contracts and
Peak Period Swap Contracts for that Contract Quarter nominated by the Authorised

Retailer in that Week must each be a multiple of 0.1MW; and

0) the aggregate Energy Volume of Load Following Swap Contracts for that Contract
Quarter nominated by the Authorised Retailer in that Week must be a multiple of
0.05MWh multiplied by the number of Calculation Periods in that Contract Quarter.
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Note: Each Week, Hydro Tasmania will be reguired to offer Approved Financial Risk Contracts for
a number of different Contract Quarters. ln that Week, Retailers may nominate volumes for each
type of contract it wishes to enter in respect of each of those Contract Quarters. Where the phrase
"for a Contract Quarter in a Week" (or some variation) is used in this Approval, it is intended to
reflect this. For example, an Authorised Retailer may, in the Week beginning 6 January 2014,
notify Hydro Tasmania that it wishes to enter into

- 1MW of Peak Period Swap Contracts for Q1 201 5;

- 1MW of Baseload Swap Contracts for Q1 2015; and

- 3MW of Baseload $300 Cap Contracts for Q2 201 5.

ln that example:

- the aggregate Capacity Volume of Approved Financial Risk Contracts for the Ql 201 5 Contract
Quarter nominated in the Week beginning 6 January 2014 is 2MW; and

- the aggregate Capacity Volume of Approved Financial Risk Contracts for the Q2 201 5 Contract
Quafter nominated in the Week beginning 6 January 2014 is 3MW.

19 Limits on weekly aggregate offer obligations

Hydro Tasmania is not required to offer to an Authorised Retailer an Approved Financial Risk
Contract for a Contract Quarter (Contract Quafter f) in a Week:

(a) where the Baseload Swap Open Interest for Contract Quarter t does not exceed the
Open Interest Limit as at the beginning of the Offer Date for that Week;

(b) where Contract Quarter t begins on 1 January 2014 or 1 April 2014;

(c) where the Offer Date for that Week falls in Contract Quarter t - 9 or an earlier Quarter;

(d) where Contract Quarter t commences, or commenced, on or before the Allocation Date
for that Week;

(e) subject to clause 27.1(a), to the extent that the Capacity Volume of such Approved
Financial Risk Contracts would exceed the Weekly Aggregate Capacity Limit for that
Contract Quarter in that Week, determined in accordance with clause 21.1: or

(f) subject to clause 27.1(a), to the extent that the Energy Volume of such Approved
Financial Risk Contracts would exceed the Weekly Aggregate Energy Limit for that
Contract Quarter in that Week. determined in accordance with clause 21.2.

Note: For example, the March 2018 Contract Quarter begrns 1 January 2018 and 31 March 2018.
Assuming that the liquidity fesf is mef, Hydro Tasmania will publish lfs frrsf Weekly Aggregate Capacity Offer
and Weekly Aggregate Energy Offer for the March 2018 Contract Quarter on the first Offer Date in the
March 2016 Quafter.

20 Publication of "Traffic Lights" and Notification of Gontract Volumes

20.1 Capacity "Traffic Light"

Each Week (by the relevant time specified in the Guidelines):

(a) Hydro Tasmania; or

(b) if another person is specified in the Guidelines, that other person,

must publish a notice specifying, in respect of each Active Contract Quarter, whether:
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(c) Red Light Capacity Conditions;

(d) Green Light Capacity Conditions; or

(e) Amber Light Capacity Conditions,

apply in that Week.

20.2 Energy "Traffic Light"

Each Week (by the relevant time specified in the Guidelines):

(a) Hydro Tasmania; or

(b) if another person is specified in the Guidelines, that other person,

must publish a notice specifying, in respect of each Active Contract Quarter, whether:

(c) Red Light Energy Conditions;

(d) Green Light Energy Conditions; or

(e) Amber Light Energy Conditions,

apply in that Week.

20.3 Verification by Regulator

Where requested by the Regulator, Hydro Tasmania must, as soon as practicable, provide any
information or assistance requested by the Regulator to verify that Hydro Tasmania has
determined in accordance with clause 22that the conditions specified in a notice published by
Hydro Tasmania pursuant to clause 20.1 or 20.2 apply.

21 Capacity and energy limits

21.1 Weekly Aggregate Capacity Limit

The Weekly Aggregate Capacity Limit for a Contract Quarter in a Week is equal to:

(a) where Green Light Capacity Conditions apply in respect of that Contract Quarter in that
Week - the Green Capacity Limit in respect of that Contract Quarter in that Week;

(b) where Amber Light Capacity Conditions apply in respect of that Contract Quarter in that
Week - the Amber Capacity Limit in respect of that Contract Quarter in that Week; or

(c) where Red Light Capacity Conditions apply in respect of that Contract Quarter in that
Week - the Red Capacity Limit in respect of that Contract Quarter in that Week.

21.2 Weekly Aggregate Energy Limit

The Weekly Aggregate Energy Limit for a Contract Quarter in a Week is equal to:

(a) where Green Light Energy Conditions apply in respect of that Contract Quarter in that
Week - the Green Energy Limit in respect of that Contract Quarter in that Week;

(b) where Amber Light Energy Conditions apply in respect of that Contract Quarter in that
Week - the Amber Energy Limit in respect of that Contract Quarter in that Week; or

(c) where Red Light Energy Conditions apply in respect of that Contract Quarter in that Week

- the Red Energy Limit in respect of that Contract Quarter in that Week.
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22 "Traffic Light" Conditions

22.1 Red Light Capacity Gonditions

Red Light Capacity Conditions apply in respect of a Contract Quarter in a Week where:

(a) the Capacity Headroom for that Contract Quarter in that Week is less than or equal to
zero; and

(b) the most recent Week in which Hydro Tasmania specified (in accordance with
clause 20.1) that Green Light Capacity Conditions apply was 12 or more Weeks prior to
that Week.

22.2 Green Light Capacity Conditions

Green Light Capacity Conditions apply in respect of a Contract Quarter in a Week where:

(a) the Capacity Headroom for that Contract Quarter in that Week is greater than or equal to

the Capacity Headroom Buffer; or

(b) the Capacity Headroom for that Contract Quarter in that Week is less than the Capacity
Headroom Buffer, however Hydro Tasmania decides at its discretion that Green Light
Capacity Conditions should apply.

22.3 Amber Light Capacity Conditions

Amber Light Capacity Conditions apply in respect of a Contract Quarter in a Week where neither
Red Light Capacity Conditions nor Green Light Capacity Conditions apply in respect of that
Contract Quarter in that Week.

22.4 Red Light Energy Conditions

Red Light Energy Conditions apply in respect of a Contract Quarter in a Week where:

(a) the Energy Headroom for that Contract Quarter in that Week is less than or equal to zero;
and

(b) the most recent Week in which Hydro Tasmania specified (in accordance with
clause 20.2) that Green Light Energy Conditions apply was 12 or more Weeks prior to
that Week.

22.5 Green Light Energy Conditions

Green Light Energy Conditions apply in respect of a Contract Quarter in a Week where:

(a) the Energy Headroom for that Contract Quarter in that Week is greater than or equal to

the Energy Headroom Buffer; or

(b) the Energy Headroom for that Contract Quarter in that Week is less than the Energy
Headroom Buffer, however Hydro Tasmania decides at its discretion that Green Light
Energy Conditions should apply.

22.6 Amber Light Energy Conditions

Amber Light Energy Conditions apply in respect of a Contract Quarter in a Week where neither
Red Light Energy Conditions nor Green Light Energy Conditions apply in respect of that Contract
Quarter in that Week.
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23 Headroom

23.1 Capacity Headroom

The Capacity Headroom for a Contract Quarter in a Week is calculated as follows:

HMW = TTLMW - EHMW - MinMW xWP

where:

(a) HMW is the Capacity Headroom for that Contract Quarter in that Week, in MW;

(b) TTLMW is the Total Tasmanian Load for that Contract Quarter, in MW, as calculated in

accordance with clause 23.3;

(c) EHMW is equal to:

(i) the Total Existing Capacity Volume for that Contract Quarter, as determined by

Hydro Tasmania in accordance with clause 24.2(a), in MW.

(d) MinMW is the Absolute Minimum Capacity Offer Volume for that Contract Quarter, in
MW;and

(e) WP is the number of Allocation Dates remaining before the Contract Quarter begins.

23.2 Energy Headroom

The Energy Headroom for a Contract Quarter in a Week is calculated as follows:

HGWU = L - EHGWU - MinGlVh xWP

where:

(a) HGWb is the Energy Headroom for that Contract Quarter in that Week, in GWh;

(b) L is the Forecast Energy Demand for that Contract Quarter, calculated in accordance
with clause 9.4, in GWh;

(c) EHGWb is equal to:

(i) the Total Existing Energy Volume for that Contract Quarter, as determined by

Hydro Tasmania in accordance with clause 24.4, in GWh.

(d) MinGWh is the Absolute Minimum Energy Offer Volume for that Contract Quarter, in
GWh, calculated in accordance with clause 23.4: and

(e) WP is the number of Allocation Dates remaining before the Contract Quarter begins.

23.3 TotalTasmanianLoad

The TotalTasmanian Load for a Contract Quarter is calculated as follows:

TTLMW = L,QLM
HTL

where:

(a) TTLMW is the Total Tasmanian Load for that Contract Quarter, in MW;

(b) L is the Forecast Energy Demand for that Contract Quarter, in GWh, as calculated in
accordance with clause 9.4:
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(c) QLM is the average of the Quarterly Load Maximums for the last three Corresponding
Quarters (as at the Calculation Date), in MW; and

(d) HIL is the average of the Historical Tasmanian Loads for the last three Corresponding
Quarters (as at the Calculation Date), in GWh.

23.4 Absolute Minimum Energy Offer Volume

The Absolute Minimum Energy Offer Volume for a Contract Quarter is calculated as follows:

MinGW _ MinMW xnx NSLF

1000

where:

(a) MinGWh is the Absolute Minimum Energy Offer Volume for that Contract Quarter, in
GWh;

(b) MinMW is the Absolute Minimum Capacity Offer Volume for that Contract Quarter, in
MW;

(c) n is the number of Hours in that Contract Quarter; and

(d) NSLF is the Net System Load Factor for that Contract Quarter, calculated in accordance
with clause 24.5.

24 Contract Volumes

24.1 Capacity Volume

The Capacity Volume of an Approved Financial Risk Contract for a Quarter is calculated as
follows:

(a) for a Baseload Swap Contract, Baseload $300 Cap Contract or Peak Period Swap
Contract, the Capacity Volume is the maximum notional quantity of electricity in respect of
which payment obligations are to be calculated in a Calculation Period in that Quarter
under that Baseload Swap Contract, Baseload $300 Cap Contract or Peak Period Swap
Contract (as the case may be), in MW; and

(b) for a Load Following Swap Contract that applies in respect of the Quarter, the Capacity
Volume is the amount calculated as follows:

t1t/ _?"NQx1000\'t - NSLF ""
where:

(i) CV is the Capacity Volume for that Load Following Swap Contract, in MW;

(ii) IIVQ is the Total Notional Quantity for that Load Following Swap Contract, in
GWh;

(iii) A/SIF is the Net System Load Factor for that Quarter calculated in accordance
with clause 24.4; and

(iv) n is the number of Hours in that Quarter.
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24.2 Total Existing Capacity Volume

(a) The Total Existing Capacity Volume for a Quarter is to be calculated using the following
methodology, or an alternative methodology approved by the Regulator:

(i) the sum of the Capacity Volumes for the Load Following Swap Contracts that
apply in respect of that Quarter, in MW, calculated in accordance with
clause 2a1(b);

(ii) the largest Set Capacity Contract Volume for a Calculation Period in that Quarter,
in MW, calculated in accordance with paragraph (b);

(iii) the largest Variable Capacity Swap Contract Volume for a Calculation Period in

that Quarter, in MW, calculated in accordance with paragraph (c); and

(iv) an estimate of the net volume of electricity in respect of which payment

obligations are to be calculated under Tasmanian Hedge Contracts that are
neither Set Capacity Contracts, Load Following Swap Contracts nor Variable
Capacity Swap Contracts, in MW, calculated in accordance with:

(A) a methodology submitted by Hydro Tasmania to the Regulator and
approved by the Regulator; or

(B) where no methodology has been approved in accordance with
paragraph (A), a methodology determined and published by the
Regulator.

For the purposes of estimating the "net volume of electricity" in this
paragraph (iv), a volume of electricity the subject of a Selling Tasmanian Hedge

Contract is taken to be a positive amount, and a volume of electricity the subject
of a Buying Tasmanian Hedge Contract is taken to be a negative amount.

(b) The Set Capacity Contract Volume for a Calculation Period is equal to:

(i) the aggregate of the notional quantities of electricity in relation to which payment

obligations will be calculated in that Calculation Period under all Set Capacity
Contracts which are Selling Tasmanian Hedge Contracts, in MW; minus

(ii) the aggregate of the notional quantities of electricity in relation to which payment

obligations will be calculated in that Calculation Period under all Set Capacity
Contracts which are Buying Tasmanian Hedge Contracts, in MW.

(c) The Variable Capacity Swap Contract Volume for a Calculation Period is equal to:

(i) Hydro Tasmania's forecast of the aggregate of the notional quantities of electricity
in relation to which payment obligations will be calculated in that Calculation
Period under all Variable Capacity Swap Contracts which are Selling Tasmanian
Hedge Contracts, in MW; minus

(ii) Hydro Tasmania's forecast of the aggregate of the notional quantities of electricity
in relation to which payment obligations will be calculated in that Calculation
Period under all Variable Capacity Swap Contracts which are Buying Tasmanian
Hedge Contracts, in MW.
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24.3 Energy Volume

The Energy Volume of a Tasmanian Hedge Contract for a Quarter is calculated as follows:

(a) for a swap contract (including a Baseload Swap Contract or a Peak Period Swap
Contract):

(i) that applies in respect of the whole or part of that Quarter; and

(ii) under which the notional quantity in respect of which payment obligations are to
be calculated under the swap contract for each Calculation Period in the Quarter
is specified in the swap contract,

the Energy Volume is the amount calculated as follows:

nI/
EV =l 'i

= 
1000

where:

(iii) EV is the Energy Volume for that swap contract, in GWh;

(iv) V; is the notional quantity of electricity, in MWh, in respect of which payment

obligations are to be calculated in Calculation Period i under the swap contract;

(v) n is the number of Calculation Periods in the Quarter; and

(vi) Calculation Period 1 is the first Calculation Period in the Quarter, Calculation
Period 2 is the second Calculation Period in the Quarter, and so on.

(b) for a Load Following Swap Contract, the Energy Volume is the Total Notional Quantity for
that Load Following Swap Contract, in GWh;

(c) for any other swap contract, the Energy Volume is Hydro Tasmania's forecast of the total
amount of electricity, in GWh, in relation to which payment obligations will be calculated
in the Quarter;

(d) for a cap contract in respect of which the cap price is at or above $100/MWh (including a

Baseload $300 Cap Contract) - the Energy Volume is zero; and

(e) for any other type of Tasmanian Hedge Contract, the Energy Volume is an amount
calculated to represent an estimate of the volume of electricity in respect of which
payment obligations are to be calculated under that type of contract in the relevant

Quarter, in GWh, in accordance with:

(i) a methodology submitted by Hydro Tasmania to the Regulator and approved by

the Regulator; or

(ii) where no methodology has been approved in accordance with paragraph (i), a
methodology determined and published by the Regulator.

24.4 Total Existing Energy Volume

The Total Existing Energy Volume for a Quarter is equal to:

(a) the sum of the Energy Volumes for all Selling Tasmanian Hedge Contracts; minus

(b) the sum of the Energy Volumes for all Buying Tasmanian Hedge Contracts.
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24.5 Net System Load Factor

(a) The Net System Load Factor for a Quarter is calculated as follows:

NSLF _ ABNSL

VABC

where:

(i) wSLF is the Net System Load Factor for that Quarter;

(ii) ABTVSI is the Average Base Net System Load for that Quarter, in MW, calculated

in accordance with paragraph (b); and

(iii) VABC is the Volume of Assumed Baseload Caps for that Quarter, in MW,

calculated in accordance with clause 16.12.

(b) The Average Base Net System Load for a Quarter is equal to the average of the
Historical Average Net System Loads for the 2 most recent Corresponding Quarters for
which the data required to calculate the Historical Average Net System Load has been
published as at the beginning of the Week in which the calculation is made.

25 "Traffic Light" Limits

25.1 Green Gapacity Limit

The Green Capacity Limit, in respect of a Contract Quarter in a Week, is calculated as follows:

GCL=MinMW +SOCV +MCC

where:

(a) GCL is the Green Capacity Limit in respect of that Contract Quarter, in MW;

(b) MinMW is the Absolute Minimum Capacity Offer Volume for that Contract Quarter, in
MW:

(c) SOCV is the Supplementary Offer Capacity Volume for that Contract Quarter, in MW; and

(d) MCC is the Minimum Catch-Up Capacity for that Contract Quarter in that Week, in MW,

as calculated in accordance with clause 26.1.

25.2 Green Energy Limit

The Green Energy Limit, in respect of a Contract Quarter in a Week, is calculated as follows:

GEL=MinGW+SOEV+MCE

where:

(a) GEL is the Green Energy Limit in respect of that Contract Quarter, in GWh;

(b) MinGWh is the Absolute Minimum Energy Offer Volume for that Contract Quarter, in
GWh, as calculated in accordance with clause 23.4;

(c) SOEVis the Supplementary Offer Energy Volume for that Contract Quarter, in GWh; and

(d) MCEis the Minimum Catch-Up Energy for that Contract Quarter in that Week, in GWh, as

calculated in accordance with clause 26.2.
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25.3 Amber Capacity Limit

The Amber Capacity Limit, in respect of a Contract Quarter in a Week, is calculated as follows:

ACL:MinMLl +RSOCV +MCC

where:

(a) ACI is the Amber Capacity Limit in respect of that Contract Quarter, in MW;

(b) MinMWis the Absolute Minimum Capacity Offer Volume for that Contract Quarter, in
MW;

(c) RSOCVis the Reduced Supplementary Offer Capacity Volume for that Contract Quarter,
in MW;and

(d) MCC is the Minimum Catch-Up Capacity for that Contract Quarter in that Week, in MW,

as calculated in accordance with clause 26.1.

25.4 Amber Energy Limit

The Amber Energy Limit, in respect of a Contract Quarter in a Week, is calculated as follows:

AEL = MinGlVh + RSOEV + MCE

where:

(a) AEL is the Amber Energy Limit in respect of that Contract Quarter, in GWh;

(b) MinGWh is the Absolute Minimum Energy Offer Volume for that Contract Quarter, in
GWh, as calculated in accordance with clause 23.4;

(c) RSOEV is the Reduced Supplementary Offer Energy Volume for that Contract Quarter, in
GWh;and

(d) MCE is the Minimum Catch-Up Energy for that Contract Quarter in that Week, in GWh, as

calculated in accordance with clause 26.2.

25.5 Red Capacity Limit

The Red Capacity Limit, in respect of a Contract Quarter in a Week, is calculated as follows:

RCL=MinMW +MCC

where:

(a) RGL is the Red Capacity Limit in respect of that Contract Quarter, in MW;

(b) MinMW is the Absolute Minimum Capacity Offer Volume for that Contract Quarter, in
MW;and

(c) MCC is the Minimum Catch-Up Capacity for that Contract Quarter in that Week, in MW,

as calculated in accordance with clause 26.1.

25.6 Red Energy Limit

The Red Energy Limit, in respect of a Contract Quarter in a Week, is calculated as follows:

REL=MinGW+MCE

where:
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(a) REL is the Red Energy Limit in respect of that Contract Quarter, in GWh;

(b) MinGWh is the Absolute Minimum Energy Offer Volume for that Contract Quarter, in
GWh, as calculated in accordance with clause 23.4: and

(c) MCEis the Minimum Catch-Up Energy for that Contract Quarter in that Week, in GWh, as
calculated in accordance with clause 26.2.

26 "Catch-up" following Weeks in which Open Interest test not satisfied

26.1 Minimum Catch-Up Gapacity

The Minimum Catch-Up Capacity for a Contract Quarter in a Week is the lesser of:

(a) 10o/o of the Cumulative Catch-Up Capacity for that Contract Quarter in that Week, as
calculated in accordance with clause 26.3; and

(b) the amount calculated as follows:

(i) where Green Light Capacity Conditions apply in respect of that Contract Quarter
in that Week:

SOYox(MinMW + SOCV)

where:

(A) MinMW is the Absolute Minimum Capacity Offer Volume for that Contract
Quarter, in MW;and

(B) SOCy is the Supplementary Offer Capacity Volume for that Contract
Quarter, in MW;

(ii) where Amber Light Capacity Conditions apply in respect of that Contract Quarter
in that Week:

SOYox(MinMW + RSOCV)

where:

(A) MinMW is the Absolute Minimum Capacity Offer Volume for that Contract
Quarter, in MW;and

(B) RSOCV is the Reduced Supplementary Offer Capacity Volume for that
Contract Quarter, in MW; or

(iii) where Red Light Capacity Conditions apply in respect of that Contract Quarter in
that Week:

50o/ox MinMll
where MinMW is the Absolute Minimum Capacity Offer Volume for that Contract
Quarter, in MW.

26.2 Minimum Gatch-Up Energy

The Minimum Catch-Up Energy for a Contract Quarter in a Week is the lesser of:

(a) 10o/o of the Cumulative Catch-Up Energy for that Contract Quarter in that Week, as
calculated in accordance with clause 26.4: and
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(b) the amount calculated as follows:

(i) where Green Light Energy Conditions apply in respect of that Contract Quarter in
that Week:

50%ox(MinGW + SOEV)

where:

(A) MinGWh is the Absolute Minimum Energy Offer Volume for that Contract

Quarter, in GWh; and

(B) SOEV is the Supplementary Offer Energy Volume for that Contract

Quarter, in GWh;

(ii) where Amber Light Energy Conditions apply in respect of that Contract Quarter in
that Week:

50Yox(MinGIhh + RSOEV)

where:

(A) MinGWh is the Absolute Minimum Energy Offer Volume for that Contract

Quarter, in GWh: and

(B) RSOEVis the Reduced Supplementary Offer Energy Volume for that

Contract Quarter, in GWh;and

(iii) where Red Light Energy Conditions apply in respect of that Contract Quarter in

that Week:

50%ox MinGWh

where MinGWh is the Absolute Minimum Energy Offer Volume for that Contract

Quarter, in GWh.

26.3 Cumulative Gatch-Up Gapacity

(a) The Cumulative Catch-Up Capacity for each Contract Quarter:

(i) is equal to zero as at the commencement of this Approval; and

(ii) changes only to the extent that it is adjusted in accordance with this clause 26.3.

(b) The Cumulative Catch-Up Capacity for a Contract Quarter (Contract Quarter t) in a

Week (lVeek w+1'1, where the Offer Date for Week w occurs in Contract Quarter t-8 or a

later Quarter, is:

CCC,^ = CCC,, +WAC\, -WACq - MCC*

where:

(i) CCC*4 is the Cumulative Catch-Up Capacity for Contract Quarter t in Week w+1,

in MW;

(ii) CCC* is the Cumulative Catch-Up Capacity for Contract Quarter t in Week w, in

MW;

(iii) WACL, is calculated as follows:
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(A) if, as at the beginning of the Offer Date for Week w, the Baseload Swap

Open Interest for Contract Quarter t exceeds the Open Interest Limit,

WACL*is theWeekly Aggregate Capacity Limit for Contract Quarter t in
Week w, in MW; or

(B) if, as at the beginning of the Offer Date for Week w, the Baseload Swap

Open Interest for Contract Quarter t does not exceed the Open Interest

Limit, WACL.is the Weekly Aggregate Capacity Limit, in MW, that would

have applied in respect of Contract Quarter t in Week w, had the

Baseload Swap Open Interest for Contract Quarter t exceeded the Open

Interest Limit as at the beginning of the Offer Date for Week w;

(iv) WACO, is the Weekly Aggregate Capacity Offer for Contract Quarter t in Week
w, in MW;and

(v) MCC.is the Minimum Catch-Up Capacity for Contract Quarter t in Week w, in
MW.

(c) Where the Cumulative Catch-Up Capacity for a Contract Quarter in a Week would,

following an adjustment to that Cumulative Catch-Up Capacity in accordance with
paragraph (b), be less than 0.sMW, the Cumulative Catch-Up Capacity for that Contract

Quarter in that Week is equal to zero.

26.4 Cumulative Catch-Up Energy

(a) The Cumulative Catch-Up Energy for each Contract Quarter:

(i) is equal to zero as at the commencement of this Approval; and

(ii) changes only to the extent that it is adjusted in accordance with this clause 26.4.

(b) The Cumulative Catch-Up Energy for a Contract Quarter (Contract Quafter f) in a Week
(Week w+7), where the Offer Date for Week w occurs in Contract Quarter t-8 or a later

Quarter, is:

CCE**I = CCE, +WAEL* -WAEO,, - MCE,

where:

(i) CCE**1is the Cumulative Catch-Up Energy for Contract Quarter t in Week w+1,

in GWh:

(ii) CCE* is the Cumulative Catch-Up Energy for Contract Quarter t in Week w, in
GWh;

(iii) WAEL* is the amount calculated as follows:

(A) if, as at the beginning of the Offer Date for Week w, the Baseload Swap

Open Interest for Contract Quarter t exceeds the Open lnterest Limit,

WAEL*is theWeekly Aggregate Energy Limit for Contract Quarter t in
Week w, in GWh; or

(B) if, as at the beginning of the Offer Date for Week w, the Baseload Swap

Open Interest for Contract Quarter t does not exceed the Open Interest

Limil, WAEL, is the Weekly Aggregate Energy Limit, in GWh, that would

have applied in respect of Contract Quarter t in Week w had the
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Baseload Swap Open Interest for Contract Quarter t exceeded the Open
Interest Limit as at the beginning of the Offer Date for Week w;

(iv) WAEO* is the Weekly Aggregate Energy Offer for Contract Quarter t in Week w,
in GWh; and

(v) MCE*is the Minimum Catch-Up Energy for Contract Quarter t in Week w, in
GWh.

(c) Where the Cumulative Catch-Up Energy for a Contract Quarter in a Week would,
following an adjustment to that Cumulative Catch-Up Energy in accordance with
paragraph (b), be less than 0.5GWh, the Cumulative Catch-Up Energy for that Contract
Quarter in that Week is equal to zero.

27 Scaling rules

27.1 Weekly Retailer Allocations where demand exceeds weekly offer

(a) Where, for a Contract Quarter in a Week:

(i) the Weekly Aggregate Capacity Demand, calculated in accordance with
paragraph (c), exceeds the Weekly Aggregate Capacity Offer; or

(ii) the Weekly Aggregate Energy Demand, calculated in accordance with
paragraph (d), exceeds the Weekly Aggregate Energy Offer,

Hydro Tasmania must offer Approved Financial Risk Contracts to Authorised Retailers in

accordance with each Authorised Retailer's Weekly Retailer Allocation for that Contract
Quarter in that Week, determined in accordance with this clause 27.

(b) For the avoidance of doubt, Hydro Tasmania may offer Approved Financial Risk
Contracts to an Authorised Retailer in excess of that Authorised Retailer's Weekly
Retailer Allocation for a Contract Quarter in a Week.

(c) The Weekly Aggregate Capacity Demand for a Contract Quarter in a Week is the sum of
the Request Capacities of all Authorised Retailers for that Contract Quarter in that Week.

(d) The Weekly Aggregate Energy Demand in a Week in respect of a Contract Quarter is the
sum of the Request Energies for all Authorised Retailers for that Contract Quarter in that
Week.

(e) An Authorised Retailer's Weekly Retailer Allocation for a Contract Quarter in a Week
compnses:

(i) the Authorised Retailer's Priority Allocation for that Contract Quarter in that Week,
determined in accordance with clause 27.2: and

(ii) the Authorised Retailer's Secondary Allocation for that Contract Quarter in that
Week, determined in accordance with clause 27.3.

(f) An Authorised Retailer's Weekly Retailer Allocation, for a Contract Quarter in a Week, of:

(i) Baseload Swap Contracts;

(ii) Peak Period Swap Contracts; and

(iii) Baseload $300 Cap Contracts,
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is in each case to be rounded so that the Capacity Volume of each of these types of
Approved Financial Risk Contract for that Contract Quarter offered by Hydro Tasmania to
that Authorised Retailer in that Week is the nearest multiple of 0.1MW.

(g) An Authorised Retailer's Weekly Retailer Allocation, for a Contract Quarter in a Week, of
Load Following Swap Contracts, is to be rounded so that the Energy Volume of the Load

Following Swap Contracts for that Contract Quarter offered by Hydro Tasmania to that

Authorised Retailer in that Week is the nearest amount which is a multiple of 0.05MWh
multiplied by the number of Calculation Periods in that Contract Quarter.

27.2 PriorityAllocation

(a) An Authorised Retailer's Priority Allocation is to be made in accordance with this

clause 27.2.

(b) An Authorised Retailer's Priority Allocation for a Contract Quarter in a Week comprises:

(i) Load Following Swap Contracts, Peak Period Swap Contracts, and Baseload

Swap Contracts allocated to that Authorised Retailer for that Contract Quarter in
that Week under paragraph (c); and

(ii) Baseload $300 Cap Contracts allocated to that Authorised Retailer for that
Contract Quarter in that Week under paragraph (d).

(c) An Authorised Retailer's Priority Allocation Energy Volume for a Contract Quarter in a

Week, calculated in accordance with paragraph (e), must be allocated by Hydro

Tasmania by offering to enter into the following types of contract with the Authorised

Retailer in priority of their listed order:

(i) any Load Following Swap Contracts nominated by the Authorised Retailer in
accordance with clause 18;

(ii) any Peak Period Swap Contracts nominated by the Authorised Retailer in

accordance with clause 18; and

(iii) any Baseload Swap Contracts nominated by the Authorised Retailer in
accordance with clause 18.

For the avoidance of doubt, this paragraph (c) does not require Hydro Tasmania to offer
to enter into contracts the total Energy Volume of which exceeds the Authorised Retailer's
Priority Allocation Energy Volume.

(d) Where an Authorised Retailer's Priority Allocation Capacity Volume for a Contract Quarter
in a Week, calculated in accordance with paragraph (g), exceeds the total Capacity
Volume of the Approved Financial Risk Contracts allocated to the Authorised Retailer

under paragraph (c) for that Contract Quarter in that Week, the remainder of the Priority

Allocation Capacity Volume must be allocated by Hydro Tasmania by offering to enter
into a Baseload $300 Cap Contract with the Authorised Retailer for that Contract Quarter
in that Week with a Capacity Volume equal to the lesser of:

(i) the Capacity Volume of Baseload $300 Cap Contracts requested by the
Authorised Retailer in accordance with clause 17 for that Contract Quarter in that

Week;and
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(ii) the amount by which that Authorised Retailer's Priority Allocation Capacity
Volume for that Contract Quarter in that Week exceeds the total Capacity Volume
of the Approved Financial Risk Contracts for that Contract Quarter allocated to
the Authorised Retailer in that Week under paragraph (c).

Determination of Priority Allocation Energy Volume and Priority Allocation
Capacity Volume

(e) An Authorised Retailer's Priority Allocation Energy Volume for a Contract Quarter in a

Week is calculated as follows:

PAEI/ = 
sc^ 

xREV
SC,

where:

(i) PAEV is the Authorised Retailer's Priority Allocation Energy Volume for that
Contract Quarter in that Week, in GWh;

(ii) SCais the number of Small Customers in mainland Tasmania to whom the
Authorised Retailer supplies electricity, as most recently notified by the AER to

the Regulator and published by the Regulator;

(iii) SCris the total number of Small Customers to whom electricity is supplied in
mainland Tasmania, as most recently notified by the AER to the Regulator and
published by the Regulator; and

(iv) REV is the Reserved Energy Volume for that Contract Quarter in that Week, in
GWh, calculated in accordance with paragraph27.2(f).

(f) The Reserved Energy Volume for a Contract Quarter in a Week is calculated as follows:

REV:MinGLVhxRP

where:

(i) REV is the Reserved Energy Volume for that Contract Quarter and that Week, in
GWh;

(ii) MinGWh is the Absolute Minimum Energy Offer Volume for that Contract
Quarter, in GWh, as calculated in accordance with clause 23.4: and

(iii) RP is the Reserved Percentage.

(g) An Authorised Retailer's Priority Allocation Capacity Volume for a Contract Quarter in a
Week is calculated as follows:

PACV = 
sc* xRCV
sc-

where:

(i) PACViS the Authorised Retailer's Priority Allocation Capacity Volume for that
Contract Quarter in that Week. in MW:
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(ii) SCn is the number of Small Customers in mainland Tasmania to whom the

Authorised Retailer supplies electricity, as most recently notified by the AER to
the Regulator and published by the Regulator;

(iii) SCris the total number of Small Customers to whom electricity is supplied in
mainland Tasmania, as most recently notified by the AER to the Regulator and

published by the Regulator; and

(iv) RCV is the Reserved Capacity Volume for that Contract Quarter in that Week, in

MW, calculated in accordance with paragraph (h)

(h) The Reserved Capacity Volume for a Contract Quarter in a Week is calculated as follows:

RCV=MinMWxRP

where:

(i) RCV is the Reserved Capacity Volume for that Contract Quarter and that Week,

in MW:

(ii) MinMW is the Absolute Minimum Capacity Offer Volume for that Contract

Quarter, in MW;and

(iii) RP is the Reserved Percentage.

27.3 Secondary Allocation where Weekly Aggregate Capacity Offer Exceeded

(a) This clause 27.3 applies only where the Weekly Aggregate Capacity Demand for a

Contract Quarter in a Week exceeds the Weekly Aggregate Capacity Offer for that

Contract Quarter in that Week.

(b) Where this clause 27.3 applies, an Authorised Retailer's Secondary Allocation for a

Contract Quarter in a Week comprises:

(i) Load Following Swap Contracts;

(ii) Peak Period Swap Contracts;

(iii) Baseload Swap Contracts; and

(iv) Baseload $300 Cap Contracts,

for that Contract Quarter offered to that Authorised Retailer in that Week under
paragraph (c), as adjusted (where applicable) in accordance with paragraph (g).

(c) Except to the extent paragraph (g) applies, Hydro Tasmania must offer to enter into the

following types of contract with an Authorised Retailer for a Contract Quarter in a Week:

(i) Load Following Swap Contracts with aggregate Capacity Volume equal to:

(I,FSN -LFS)xCSF;
(ii) Peak Period Swap Contracts with aggregate Capacity Volume equal to:

(PPSN -PPS)xCSF;

(iii) Baseload Swap Contracts with aggregate Capacity Volume equal to:

(BS, - ^BS") x CSF; and
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(iv) Baseload $300 Cap Contracts with aggregate Capacity Volume equal to:

(BC*-BCr)xCSF,

where:

(v) CSF is the Capacity Scaling Factor for that Contract Quarter in that Week
calculated in accordance with paragraph (d);

(vi) LFSIy is the Capacity Volume of Load Following Swap Contracts for that Contract
Quarter nominated in that Week by the Authorised Retailer in accordance with
clause 17, in MW;

(vii) LFSp is the Capacity Volume of Load Following Swap Contracts for that Contract
Quarter allocated in that Week to the Authorised Retailer in accordance with
clause 27.2,inMW;

(viii) PPSrv is the Capacity Volume of Peak Period Swap Contracts for that Contract
Quarter nominated in that Week by the Authorised Retailer in accordance with
clause 17, in MW;

(ix) PPSp is the Capacity Volume of Peak Period Swap Contracts for that Contract
Quarter allocated in that Week to the Authorised Retailer in accordance with
clause 27.2,inMW;

(x) BSru is the Capacity Volume of Baseload Swap Contracts for that Contract
Quarter nominated in that Week by the Authorised Retailer in accordance with
clause 17, in MW;

(xi) BSp is the Capacity Volume of Baseload Swap Contracts for that Contract
Quarter allocated in that Week to the Authorised Retailer in accordance with
clause 27.2, inMW:

(xii) BCly is the Capacity Volume of Baseload $300 Cap Contracts for that Contract
Quarter nominated in that Week by the Authorised Retailer in accordance with
clause 17, in MW; and

(xiii) BCp is the Capacity Volume of Baseload $300 Cap Contracts for that Contract
Quarter allocated in that Week to the Authorised Retailer in accordance with
clause 27.2, in MW .

(d) The Capacity Scaling Factor for a Contract Quarter in a Week is calculated as follows:

csF =wACo - 
PHAC

TRR

where:

(i) CSF is the Capacity Scaling Factor for that Contract Quarter in that Week;

(ii) WACO is the Weekly Aggregate Capacity Offer, in MW, for that Contract Quarter
in that Week;

(iii) PHAC is the Priority Hedge Allocation Capacity, in MW, for that Contract Quarter
in that Week, being the total Capacity Volume of all Approved Financial Risk
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Contracts for that Contract Quarter allocated to all Authorised Retailers in that
Week in accordance with clause 27.2; and

(iv) IRR is the Total Residual Requests for that Week and that Contract Quarter, in
MW, being the sum of all Authorised Retailers' Residual Requests (as calculated
in accordance with paragraph (e))for that Contract Quarter in that Week, in MW.

(e) An Authorised Retailer's Residual Requests for a Contract Quarter in a Week are equal
to:

(i) the Authorised Retailer's Request Capacity for that Contract Quarter in that
Week, in MW; minus

(ii) the total Capacity Volume of all Approved Financial Risk Contracts for that
Contract Quarter allocated to the Authorised Retailer in that Week in accordance
with clause 27.2,inMW.

Reallocation where Weekly Aggregate Energy Offer also Exceeded

(f) Paragraph (g) applies where, for a Contract Quarter in a Week:

AEV > WAEO _ PHAE ,

where:

(i) AEV is the aggregate Energy Volume, in GWh, of all Approved Financial Risk
Contracts for that Contract Quarter allocated to Authorised Retailers in that Week
as part of the Secondary Allocation as determined under paragraph (c);

(ii) WAEO is the Weekly Aggregate Energy Offer, in GWh, for that Contract Quarter
in that Week; and

(iii) PHAE is the Priority Hedge Allocation Energy, in GWh, for that Contract Quarter
in that Week, being the total Energy Volume of all Approved Financial Risk
Contracts for that Contract Quarter allocated to all Authorised Retailers in that
week in accordance with clause 27.2.

(g) Where this paragraph (g) applies, Hydro Tasmania must offer to enter into the following
types of contract with an Authorised Retailer for a Contract Quarter in a Week:

(i) Load Following Swap Contracts with an aggregate Energy Volume equal to:

LFS Px CESF

(ii) Peak Period Swap Contracts with aggregate Energy Volume equal to:

PPS Px CESF

(iii) Baseload Swap Contracts with aggregate Energy Volume equal to:

BS" x CESF ;and

(iv) Baseload $300 Cap Contracts with aggregate Capacity Volume equal to the
greater of:

(A) CSF x (RC - PACV) - (CV - PACV) ; and

(B) zerc.
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For the purposes of this paragraph (g):

(v) LFSp is the aggregate Energy Volume of the Load Following Swaps for that
Contract Quarter that Hydro Tasmania would otherwise have been required to

offer to that Authorised Retailer under paragraph (c) in that Week, in GWh;

(vi) CESF is the Capacity Energy Scaling Factor for that Contract Quarter in that
Week, calculated in accordance with paragraph (h);

(vii) PPSp is the aggregate Energy Volume of the Peak Period Swaps for that Contract

Quarter that Hydro Tasmania would otherwise have been required to offer to that

Authorised Retailer under paragraph (c) in that Week, in GWh;

(viii) BSp is the aggregate Energy Volume of the Baseload Swaps for that Contract

Quarter that Hydro Tasmania would otherwise have been required to offer to that

Authorised Retailer under paragraph (c) in that Week, in GWh;

(ix) CSF is the Capacity Scaling Factor for that Contract Quarter in that Week,

calculated in accordance with paragraph (d);

(x) RC is the Request Capacity of the Authorised Retailer for that Contract Quarter in
that Week, in MW;

(xi) PACV is the Authorised Retailer's Priority Allocation Capacity Volume for that

Contract Quarter in that Week, in MW, calculated in accordance with

clause 27.2(g); and

(xii) CV is the aggregate Capacity Volume, in MW, of:

(A) all Load Following Swaps, Peak Period Swaps and Baseload Swaps for
that Contract Quarter required to be offered to the Authorised Retailer in

that Week in accordance with paragraphs (i), (ii)and (iii); and

(B) all Approved Financial Risk Contracts for that Contract Quarter allocated

to the Authorised Retailer in that Week in accordance with clause 27.2.

(h) The Capacity Energy Scaling Factor for a Contract Quarter in a Week is calculated as

follows:

WAEO _ PHAE
CESF =

AEV

where:

(i) CESF is the Capacity Energy Scaling Factor for that Contract Quarter in that

Week;

(ii) WAEO is the Weekly Aggregate Energy Offer, in GWh, for that Contract Quarter
in that Week;

(iii) PHAE is the Priority Hedge Allocation Energy, in GWh, for that Contract Quarter

in that Week, being the total Energy Volume of all Approved Financial Risk

Contracts for that Contract Quarter allocated to all Authorised Retailers in that

Week in accordance with clause 27.2: and
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(iv) AEV is the aggregate Energy Volume, in GWh, of all Approved Financial Risk

Contracts for that Contract Quarter allocated to Authorised Retailers in that Week
as part of the Secondary Allocation as determined under paragraph (c).

27.4 Secondary Allocation - where only Weekly Aggregate Energy Offer is Exceeded

(a) This clause 27 .4 applies only where:

(i) the Weekly Aggregate Energy Demand for a Contract Quarter in a Week exceeds
the Weekly Aggregate Energy Offer for that Contract Quarter in that Week; and

(ii) the Weekly Aggregate Capacity Demand for that Contract Quarter in that Week
does not exceed the Weekly Aggregate Capacity Offer for that Contract Quarter
in that Week.

(b) Where this clause 27.4 applies, an Authorised Retailer's Secondary Allocation for a
Contract Quarter in a Week comprises the Load Following Swap Contracts, Peak Period
Swap Contracts, Baseload Swap Contracts and Baseload $300 Cap Contracts for that
Contract Quarter allocated to that Authorised Retailer in that Week under paragraph (e).

(c) The Energy Scaling Factor for a Contract Quarter in a Week is calculated as follows:

ndr WAEO - PHAE
Dpt

TR

where:

(i) ESF is the Energy Scaling Factor for that Contract Quarter in that Week;

(ii) WAEO is the Weekly Aggregate Energy Offer for that Contract Quarter in that
Week, in GWh;

(iii) PHAE is the Priority Hedge Allocation Energy for that Contract Quarter in that
Week, being the total Energy Volume of all Approved Financial Risk Contracts for
that Contract Quarter allocated to all Authorised Retailers in that Week in

accordance with clause 27.2, in GWh; and

(iv) IR is the Total Residual Requests for that Contract Quarter in that Week, in

GWh, being the sum of all Authorised Retailers' Residual Requests (as calculated
in accordance with paragraph (d)) for that Contract Quarter in that Week, in GWh.

(d) An Authorised Retailer's Residual Requests for Contract Quarter in a Week are equal to:

(i) that Authorised Retailer's Request Energy for that Contract Quarter in that Week,
in GWh; minus

(ii) the total Energy Volume of all Approved Financial Risk Contracts for that Contract

Quarter allocated to that Authorised Retailer in that Week in accordance with

clause 27.2, in GWh.

(e) Hydro Tasmania must offer to enter into the following types of contract with an Authorised
Retailer for a Contract Quarter in a Week:

(i) Load Following Swap Contracts with aggregate Energy Volume equal to:

(ZF,SN - LFS)xE^SF,
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(ii) Peak Period Swap Contracts with aggregate Energy Volume equal to:

(PPSN - PPS') x ESF ;

(iii) Baseload Swap Contracts with aggregate Energy Volume equalto:

(BS, -.8S") x ESF; and

(iv) Baseload $300 Cap Contracts with aggregate Capacity Volume equal to the
greater of:

(A) RC -CV ; and

(B) ze(o.

where:

(v) ESF is the Energy Scaling Factor for that Contract Quarter in that Week,
calculated in accordance with paragraph (c);

(vi) LFSIy is the Energy Volume of Load Following Swap Contracts for that Contract
Quarter nominated by that Authorised Retailer in that Week in accordance with
clause 17, in GWh;

(vii) LFSp is the Energy Volume of Load Following Swap Contracts for that Contract
Quarter allocated to that Authorised Retailer in that Week in accordance with
clause 27.2, in GWh;

(viii) PPSryis the Energy Volume of Peak Period Swap Contracts for that Contract
Quarter nominated by that Authorised Retailer in that Week in accordance with
clause 17, in GWh;

(ix) PPSp is the Energy Volume of Peak Period Swap Contracts for that Contract
Quarter allocated to that Authorised Retailer in that Week in accordance with
clause 27.2, in GWh;

(x) BSrv is the Energy Volume of Baseload Swap Contracts for that Contract Quarter
nominated by that Authorised Retailer in that Week in accordance with clause 17,

in GWh;

(xi) BSp is the Energy Volume of Baseload Swap Contracts for that Contract Quarter
allocated to that Authorised Retailer in that Week in accordance with clause 27.2,

in GWh;

(xii) RC is the Request Capacity of the Authorised Retailer for that Contract Quarter in
that Week, in MW; and

(xiii) CVis the aggregate Capacity Volume, in MW, of:

(A) all Load Following Swaps, Peak Period Swaps and Baseload Swaps for
that Contract Quarter allocated to that Authorised Retailer in that Week in
accordance with paragraphs (i), (ii) and (iii); and

(B) all Approved Financial Risk Contracts for that Contract Quarter allocated
to that Authorised Retailer in that Week in accordance with clause 27.2.
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Part 5 - Interpretation

28 Definitions and Interpretation

28.1 Defined terms

In this Approval-

Absolute Minimum Capacity Offer Volume means, for a Contract Quarter:

(a) the amount specified in the table in ltem 2 of Schedule 1 as the Absolute Minimum
Capacity Offer Volume for that Contract Quarter; or

(b) such other amount as is determined by the Regulator from time to time, being the amount
the Regulator considers is necessary to ensure that Authorised Retailers are able to

access a sufficient Capacity Volume of Approved Financial Risk Contracts to hedge load

attributable to their Small Customers in that Contract Quarter.

Absolute Minimum Energy Offer Volume means, for a Contract Quarter, the amount calculated
for that Contract Quarter in accordance with clause 23.4.

Active Contract Quafter, in a Week, means a Contract Quarter in respect of which none of
paragraphs 19(a) to (d) applies in that Week.

AEMO means Australian Energy Market Operator Limited (ACN 072 010 327).

AER means the Australian Energy Regulator established under the Competition and Consumer
Act 2010 (Cth).

Allocation Dafe means, for a Week, the day specified in the Guidelines as the day by which
Hydro Tasmania must offer to enter into Approved Financial Risk Contracts (as nominated by
Authorised Retailers in accordance with clause 18 and allocated, where applicable, in accordance
with clause 27) in that Week.

Amber Capacity Limit means, in respect of a Contract Quarter, the amount calculated for that
Contract Quarter in accordance with clause 25.3.

Amber Energy Limit means, in respect of a Contract Quarter, the amount calculated for that
Contract Quarter in accordance with clause 25.4.

Amber Light Capacity Conditions has the meaning given in clause 22.3.

Amber Light Energy Conditions has the meaning given in clause 22.6.

Approved Financial Risk Contracf means a contract that:

(a) is of a type of contract approved under clause 3;

(b) is in a form that is an approved standard form under clause 4 in relation to that type of
contract; and

(c) contains prices calculated in accordance with the approved methodology under Part 3, or
a lower price offered by Hydro Tasmania, in respect of contracts that are in that approved
standard form.

Aurora means Aurora Energy Pty Ltd (ACN 082 464 622), or where that entity ceases to own,
control or operate the Tasmanian electricity distribution system, the entity that owns, controls or
operates the Tasmanian electricity distribution system.
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Authorised Retailer means an authorised retailer (as that term is defined in the ESI Act) that
retails electricity in Tasmania.

Average Base IVef Sysfem Load means, for a Quarter, the amount calculated for that Quarter in
clause 24.5(b).

Average Basslink Flow Export means:

(a) the amount specified in the table in ltem 4 of Schedule 1 as the Average Basslink Flow
Export; or

(b) such other amount as is determined by the Regulator from time to time to represent the

average sustainable flow of electricity sent from Tasmania to Victoria through Basslink,
as measured at the Tasmanian end of Basslink.

Average Basslink Flow lmport means:

(a) the amount specified in the table in ltem 4 of Schedule 1 as the Average Basslink Flow
lmport; or

(b) such other amount as is determined by the Regulator from time to time to represent the
average sustainable flow of electricity received from Victoria in Tasmania through
Basslink, as measured at the Tasmanian end of Basslink.

Average Holiday IVef Sysfem Load means, for a Quarter, the amount calculated in accordance
with clause 16.8.

Average Maximum Peak Business Day IVef Sysfem Load means, for a Quarter, the amount
calculated in accordance with clause 16.14.

Average Off-Peak Marginal Loss Factor means, for a Quarter, the amount calculated in
accordance with clause 10.5.

Average Off-Peak Period IVef Sysfem Load means, for a Quarter, the amount calculated in
accordance with clause 16.4(b).

Average Peak Marginal Loss Factor means, for a Quarter, the amount calculated in
accordance with clause 10.3.

Average Peak Period Nef Sysfem Load means, for a Quarter, the amount calculated in
accordance with clause 16.4(d).

Baseload $300 Cap Confirmation means a Confirmation in the form set out in Schedule 6, as
altered in accordance with clause 5.

Baseload $300 Cap Contract means a contract that is in the standard form approved under
clause 4.1(d).

Baseload Cap Open lnterest means, for a Quarter, the open interest in Victorian baseload $300
caps for that Quarter, being the sum of the notional quantity per calculation period, in MW, of all

outstanding baseload $300 caps under which payment obligations are to be computed in relation

to an underlying quantity of electricity supplied in Victoria in that Quarter, as most recently
published by d-cyphaTrade.

Baseload Cap Value means, for a Quarter, the amount calculated for that Quarter in accordance
with clause 11.1.

Baseload Capped Swap Value means, for a Quarter, the amount calculated for that Quarter in
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accordance with clause 12.1.

Baseload Demand Flex Faetor means, for a Quarter, the amount calculated for that Quarter in
accordance with clause 11.3.

Baseload lmpoft Price Premium means, for a Quarter, the amount calculated for that Quarter in
accordance with clause 10.7.

Baseload Reference Cap Value means, for a Quarter, the amount determined for that Quarter in
accordance with clause 7.3.

Baseload Reference Swap Value means, for a Quarter, the amount determined for that Quarter
in accordance with clause 7.1.

Baseload Swap Confirmation means a Confirmation in the form set out in Schedule 4, as

altered in accordance with clause 5.

Baseload Swap Contract means a contract that is in the standard form approved under

clause 4.1(b).

Baseload Swap Open lnteresf means, for a Quarter, the open interest in Victorian baseload

swaps for that Quarter, being the sum of the notional quantity per calculation period, in MW, of all

outstanding baseload swaps under which payment obligations are to be computed in relation to

an underlying quantity of electricity supplied in Victoria in that Quarter, as most recently published

by d-cyphaTrade.

Business Day means a day, other than a Saturday, Sunday or public holiday, when banks are

open for business in Hobart.

Buying Tasmanian Hedge Contract means a Tasmanian Hedge Contract under which Hydro

Tasmania pays the fixed price.

Calculation Date means the date on which an amount or value is calculated or determined for
the purposes of calculating a price in accordance with the approved methodology under Part 3 of
this Approval.

Note: The Guidelines will specify when the various calculations contemplated by this Approval must be

made.

Calculation Period means each consecutive period of 30 minutes, the first commencing at

12.00am each day.

Calendar Year means a period of 12 consecutive months commencing on 1 January.

Capacity Energy Scaling Factor means, for a Contract Quarter in a Week, the amount
calculated in accordance with clause 27.3(hl.

Capacity Headroom means, for a Contract Quarter, the amount calculated in accordance with

clause 23.1 in respect of that Contract Quarter.

Capacity Headroom Buffer means:

(a) the amount specified in the table in ltem 3 of Schedule 1 as the Capacity Headroom

Buffer; or

(b) such other amount as is determined by the Regulator from time to time, being the amount

the Regulator considers is necessary (in conjunction with the Supplementary Offer

Capacity Volume and the Reduced Supplementary Offer Capacity Volume) to ensure that
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Authorised Retailers have sufficient advance warning that the Absolute Minimum
Capacity Offer Volume is likely to apply in future in respect of any given Contract Quarter.

Capacity Risk Factor means, for a Quarter, the amount calculated for that Quarter in
accordance with clause 11.4.

Capacity Scaling Factor means, for a Contract Quarter in a Week, the amount calculated in
accordance with clause 27.3(d).

Capacity Volume means, in relation to a contract in respect of a Quarter, the amount calculated
for that contract in respect of that Quarter in accordance with clause 24.1.

Capital Payment means the amount calculated in accordance with clause 11.9.

Confirmation has the meaning given in the ISDA 2002 Master Agreement.

Construction Quafter means, for a Quarter, the earlier of:

(c) the Winter Quarter in the earliest Calendar Year in which new capacity is required to
maintain electricity grid reliability in accordance with the NEM Reliability Standard under
the medium economic groMh scenario considered by AEMO in its most recently
published Statement of Opportunities; or

(d) the Winter Quarter in the Calendar Year that is 10 years after the Calendar Year in which
the most recent Statement of Opportunities was published by AEMO.

Contract Quarter means, in relation to a contract (including an Approved Financial Risk
Contract), the Quarter in respect of which payment obligations are to be computed under that
contract.

Corresponding Quarter means, in relation to a Quarter, any other Quarter which begins on the
same calendar date as that Quarter but in a different year.

Cost of Additional Caps means, for a Quarter, the amount calculated for that Quarter in
accordance with clause 16.10.

Gosf of IVSL Energy means, for a Quarter, the amount calculated for that Quarter in accordance
with clause 16.3.

Cost of Additional Hedging means, for a Quarter, the amount calculated for that Quarter in
accordance with clause 16.6.

Costing Quafter means:

(a) the Quarter specified in the table in ltem 6 of Schedule 1 as the Costing Quarter, or

(b) where the Regulator determines a Real Annual Operating Cost or Real Total Capital Cost
from time to time - the Quarter as at which the dollar amounts quoted in the Real Annual
Operating Cost and Real Total Capital Cost are expressed. For example, where the Real
Annual Operating Cost and Real Total Capital Cost are expressed in $ as at the Quarter
ending 31 December 2012, the Costing Quarter is the Quarter ending 31 December
2012.

Cumulative Catch-Up Capacity means, for a Contract Quarter in a Week, the amount calculated
for that Contract Quarter in that Week in accordance with clause 26.3.

Cumulative Catch-Up Energy means, for a Contract Quarter in a Week, the amount calculated
for that Contract Quarter in that Week in accordance with clause 26.4.
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d-cyphaTrade means d-cyphaTrade Limited (ABN 46 100 426 542).

Daily Peak Eusrness Day Net Sysfem Load has the meaning given in clause 16.1a(a).

Distributed Hydro Non-Major Sforage Level means, for a Quarter, the Hydro Non-Major
Storage Level for that Quarter, divided by the number of Hours in that Quarter (expressed in
MW)

Economic Life means:

(a) the period specified in the table in ltem 6 of Schedule 1 as the Economic Life; or

(b) such other period as is determined by the Regulator from time to time, being the
Regulator's estimate of the economic life of a generic oil fired open cycle peaking
generator, having regard to estimates published by AEMO and by other State and
Territory regulators performing equivalent functions to the Regulator.

Effective Dafe means, in relation to an Approved Financial Risk Contract, the date specified as
the Effective Date in the Confirmation forming part of that Approved Financial Risk Contract.

Energy Headroom means, for a Contract Quarter, the amount calculated in accordance with
clause 23.1 in respect of that Contract Quarter.

Energy Headroom Buffer means:

(a) the amount specified in the table in ltem 3 of Schedule 1 as the Energy Headroom Buffer;
or

(b) such other amount as is determined by the Regulator from time to time, being the amount
the Regulator considers is necessary (in conjunction with the Supplementary Offer
Energy Volume and the Reduced Supplementary Offer Energy Volume) to ensure that
Authorised Retailers have sufficient advance warning that the Absolute Minimum Energy
Offer Volume is likely to apply in future in respect of any given Contract Quarter.

Energy Scaling Factor means, for a Contract Quarter in a Week, the amount calculated in
accordance with clause 27.4(c\.

Energy Volume means, in relation to a contract in respect of a Quarter, the amount calculated
for that contract in respect of that Quarter in accordance with clause 24.3.

ESI Act means lhe Electricity Supply lndustry Act 1995 (Tas).

Expected Annual Hydro Generation means, for a Quarter, the amount calculated for that
Quarter in accordance with clause 9.2(b).

FIex Scale Factor means. for a Quarter, the amount calculated for that Quarter in accordance
with clause 11.2.

Flexible Poftion of the Annual Baseload Reference Cap Value means, for a Quarter, the
amount calculated for that Quarter in accordance with clause 11.5.

Forecast Energy Demand means, for a Quarter, the amount calculated for that Quarter in
accordance with clause 9.4.

Forecast Hydro Generation means, for a Quarter, the amount calculated for that Quarter in
accordance with clause 9.2.

Forecast lnflation Rafe means:
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(a) the rate specified in the table in ltem 6 of Schedule 1 as the Forecast Inflation Rate; or

(b) such other rate as is determined by the Regulator from time to time, being a rate which

the Regulator considers an appropriate assumed long-term inflation rate for use in the

calculation of costs associated with generic oilfired open cycle peaking generators,

having regard to cost data and estimates published by AEMO and by other State and

Territory regulators performing equivalent functions to the Regulator.

Forecast Wind Generation means, for a Quarter, the amount calculated for that Quarter in
accordance with clause 9.3.

Green Capacity Limit means, in respect of a Contract Quarter, the amount calculated for that

Contract Quarter in accordance with clause 25.1

Green Energy Limit means, in respect of a Contract Quarter, the amount calculated for that

Contract Quarter in accordance with clause 25.2.

Green Light Capacity Conditions has the meaning given in clause 22.2.

Green Light Energy Conditions has the meaning given in clause 22.5.

Guidelines means any guidelines published under section 43L(1) of the ESI Act from time to

time.

GWh means gigawatt-hours.

Historical Average Nef Sysfem Load means, for a Quarter, the average of the net system loads

for Aurora's distribution system in all Calculation Periods in the Quarter, calculated using net

system load data published by AEMO.

Historical Holiday Net Sysfem Load means, for a Quarter, the average of the net system loads

for Aurora's distribution system in Calculation Periods that occurred on days in the Quarter other

than Business Days, calculated using net system load data published by AEMO.

Historical Off-Peak Period Nef Sysfem Load means, for a Quarter, the average of the net

system loads for Aurora's distribution system in Off-Peak Calculation Periods in the Quarter,
calculated using net system load data published by AEMO.

Historical Peak Period Net Sysfem Load means, for a Quarter, the average of the net system

loads for Aurora's distribution system in Peak Calculation Periods in the Quarter, calculated using
net system load data published by AEMO.

Historical Tasmanian Load means, for a Quarter, the total Tasmanian electricity load for that

Quarter, calculated using the aggregate price and demand data most recently published for that

Quarter by AEMO.

Historical Wind Generation means, for a Quarter, the total amount of electricity exported to

Aurora's distribution system or Transend's transmission system in that Quarter generated by wind
generating plant at sites:

(a) with nameplate capacity of greater than SMW in Tasmania; and

(b) which first exported electricity to Aurora's distribution system or Transend's transmission

system more than three years before the relevant Calculation Date,

as most recently published by Hydro Tasmania.

Hour means each consecutive period of one hour, the first commencing at 12.00am each day.
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Hydro Non-Major Sforage Level means, for a Quarter, the total amount of energy in Hydro

Tasmania's storages other than:

(a) Great Lake;

(b) Lake Gordon;

(c) Lake Pedder;

(d) Arthurs Lake; and

(e) Lake Echo,

where the amount of energy in each storage is calculated by multiplying the volume of water in

the storage by a conversion factor determined by Hydro Tasmania to reflect the conversion rate

of water in that storage to electricity.

Hydro Tasmania means Hydro-Electric Corporation (ARBN 072 377 158).

Hydro Tasmania Schedule, for an Authorised Retailer, means:

(a) where a form of schedule to the ISDA 2002 Master Agreement has been approved by the

Regulator for that Authorised Retailer, a schedule to the ISDA 2002 Master Agreement in
that approved form, as altered in accordance with clause 5; or

(b) where no such schedule has been approved by the Regulator for that Authorised

Retailer, a schedule to the ISDA 2002 Master Agreement in the form set out in Schedule

2, as altered in accordance with clause 5.

Hydro Yield, for a Quarter, means the energy value of the inflows into Hydro Tasmania's

storages in that Quarter, being the total amount of electricity that may be generated from such

inflows and exported to Aurora's distribution system or Transend's transmission system (whether

in that Quarter or at a later date).

lnitial Nominal Peaker Capacity Value means, for a Quarter, the amount calculated for that

Quarter in accordance with clause 11.7.

ISDA 2002 Master Agreement means the agreement of that name published by the International

Swaps and Derivatives Association, Inc, as altered in accordance with clause 5.

kWmeans kilowatts.

LFS Additional Hedging Componenf means, for a Quarter, the amount calculated for that
Quarter in accordance with clause 16.5.

LFS Cap Componenf means, for a Quarter, the amount calculated for that Quarter in
accordance with clause 16.9.

LFS Energy Component means, for a Quarter, the amount calculated for that Quarter in

accordance with clause 16.2.

Load Following Swap Confirmation means a Confirmation in the form set out in Schedule 3, as

altered in accordance with clause 5.

Load Following Swap Contract means a contract that is in the standard form approved under

clause a.1@), and includes a Transitional Load Following Swap Contract.

Maximum Export Energy means the amount equal to the Average Basslink Flow Export

multiplied by 2190 hours (being one quarter of the hours in a year with 365 days).
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Maximum Export Marginal Loss Factor means:

(a) the amount specified in the table in ltem 4 of Schedule 1 as the Maximum Export
Marginal Loss Factor; or

(b) such other amount as is determined by the Regulator from time to time to represent the
marginal loss factor from the Victorian regional reference node to the Tasmanian regional
reference node, in accordance with data determined and published by AEMO, when the
amount of electricity exported through Basslink is equal to the Average Basslink Flow
Export.

Maximum lmpoft Energy means the amount equal to the Average Basslink Flow lmport
multiplied by -2190 hours (being one quarter of the hours in a year with 365 days, expressed as a
negative).

Maximum lmport Marginal Loss Facfor means:

(a) the amount specified in the table in ltem 4 of Schedule 1 as the Maximum lmport
Marginal Loss Factor; or

(b) such other amount as is determined by the Regulator from time to time to represent the
marginal loss factor from the Victorian regional reference node to the Tasmanian regional
reference node, in accordance with data determined and published by AEMO, when the
amount of electricity imported through Basslink is equal to the Average Basslink Flow
lmport.

Maximum Nef Sysfem Load means, for a Quarter, the highest net system load for a Calculation
Period for Aurora's distribution system in the Quarter, determined using net system load data
published by AEMO.

Minimum Catch-Up Capacity means, for a Contract Quarter in a Week, the amount calculated
for that Contract Quarter in that Week in accordance with clause 26.1.

Minimum Catch-Up Energy means, for a Contract Quarter in a Week, the amount calculated for
that Contract Quarter in that Week in accordance with clause 26.2.

MW means megawatts.

MW h means megawatt-hou rs.

A/ef Sysfem Load Factor means, for a Quarter, the amount calculated for that Quarter in
accordance with clause 2a.5G).

New Committed Wind Generation means, for a Quarter:

(a) the amount specified in the table in ltem 5 of Schedule 1 as the New Committed Wind
Generation for the Quarter; or

(b) such other amount as is determined by the Regulator from time to time to represent the
aggregate forecast volume of electricity that will be generated in that Quarter from:

(i) new Tasmanian wind generating capacity that is classified as "committed" in the
Statement of Opportunities most recently published by AEMO; and

(ii) wind generating plant at other sites with nameplate capacity of greater than 5MW
in Tasmania which first exported electricity to Aurora's distribution system or
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Transend's transmission system less than three years before the relevant

Calculation Date.

Nominal Post-Tax Debf Cosf means:

(a) the rate specified in the table in ltem 6 of Schedule 1 as the Nominal Post-Tax Debt Cost;

or

(b) such other rate as is determined by the Regulator from time to time, being the Regulator's

estimate of the nominal pre-tax cost of debt for a generic oil fired open cycle peaking

generator adjusted by applying an effective corporate tax rate, using data published by

AEMO and by other State and Territory regulators performing equivalent functions to the

Regulator.

Notional Quantity, for an Approved Financial Risk Contract, has the meaning given in that

Approved Financial Risk Contract.

Off-Peak Calculation Period means a Calculation Period other than a Peak Calculation Period.

Off-Peak Cap Value means, for a Quarter, the amount calculated for that Quarter in accordance

with clause 12.3.

Off-Peak Capped Swap Value means, for a Quarter, the amount calculated for that Quarter in

accordance with clause 10.1(b).

Off-Peak Contract Premium means:

(a) the amount specified in the table in ltem 7 of Schedule 1 as the Off-Peak Contract

Premium;or

(b) such other amount as is determined by the Regulator from time to time, being the

Regulator's estimate of the contract premium for off-peak swaps in Victoria to average

spot prices in Victoria.

Off-Peak Hour means an Hour other than a Peak Hour.

Off-Peak lmport Price Premiurn means, for a Quarter, the amount calculated for that Quarter in

accordance with clause 10.8.

Off-Peak Marginal Loss Facfor means:

(a) the amount specified in the table in ltem 4 of Schedule 1 as the Off-Peak Marginal Loss

Factor; or

(b) such other amount as is determined by the Regulator from time to time, being the

Regulator's estimate of the average marginal loss factor from the Victorian regional

reference node to the Tasmanian regional reference node during Off-Peak Calculation
Periods that occur in a Quarter for which the net Basslink flow is zero.

Off-Peak Marginal Loss Facfor Adjustmenf means, for a Quarter, the amount calculated for
that Quarter in accordance with clause 10.4.

Off-Peak Additional Hedging means, for a Quarter, the amount calculated for that Quarter in

accordance with clause 16.7(a).

Off-Peak Reference Cap Value means, for a Quarter, the amount calculated for that Quarter in
accordance with clause 7.4.

Off-Peak Reference Capped Srryap Value means, for a Quarter, the amount calculated for that
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Quarter in accordance with clause 8.3.

Off-Peak Reference Swap Value means, for a Quarter, the amount calculated for that Quarter in

accordance with clause 8.4.

Off-Peak Swap Value means, for a Quarter, the amount calculated for that Quarter in
accordance with clause 12.4.

Offer Date means, for a Week, the day specified in the Guidelines as the day by which Hydro
Tasmania must publish:

(a) its Weekly Aggregate Capacity Offer; and

(b) its Weekly Aggregate Energy Offer,

for each Active Contract Quarter in that Week.

Open lnterest Limit means 100 MW.

Peak Calculation Period means a Calculation Period that occurs between 7.00am and 10.00pm
(both inclusive) on a Business Day.

Peak Cap Value means, for a Quarter, the amount calculated for that Quarter in accordance with
clause 12.2.

Peak Capped Swap Value means, for a Quarter, the amount calculated for that Quarter in
accordance with clause 10.1(a).

Peak Contract Premium means:

(a) the amount specified in the table in ltem 7 of Schedule 1 as the Peak Contract Premium;
or

(b) such other amount as is determined by the Regulator from time to time, being the
Regulator's estimate of the contract premium for peak swaps in Victoria to average spot
prices in Victoria.

Peak Hour means an Hour that occurs between 7.00am and 10.00pm (both inclusive)on a
Business Day.

Peak lmport Price Premium means, for a Quarter, the amount calculated for that Quarter in
accordance with clause 10.6.

Peak Marginal Loss Factor means:

(a) the amount specified in the table in ltem 4 of Schedule 1 as the Peak Marginal Loss
Factor; or

(b) being the Regulator's estimate of the average marginal loss factor from the Victorian
regional reference node to the Tasmanian regional reference node during Peak
Calculation Periods that occur in a Quarter for which the net Basslink flow is zero.

Peak Marginal Loss Factor Adjustment means, for a Quarter, the amount calculated for that
Quarter in accordance with clause 10.2.

Peak Additional Hedging means, for a Quarter, the amount calculated for that Quarter in
accordance with clause 16.7(b).

Peak Period Swap Confirmation means a Confirmation in the form set out in Schedule 5, as
altered in accordance with clause 5.
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Peak Period Swap Contract means a contract that is in the standard form approved under

clause 4.1(c).

Peak Reference Capped Swap Value means, for a Quarter, the amount calculated for that

Quarter in accordance with clause 8.1.

Peak Reference Swap Value means, for a Quarter, the amount determined for that Quarter in
accordance with clause 7.2.

Peak Swap Open lnteresf means, for a Quarter, the open interest in Victorian peak swaps for

that Quarter, being the sum of the notional quantity per calculation period, in MW, of all

outstanding peak swaps upon which payment obligations are to be computed in relation to an

underlying quantity of electricity supplied in Victoria in that Quarter, as most recently published by

d-cyphaTrade.

Peaker Capacity Value means, for a Quarter, the amount calculated for that Quarter in

accordance with clause 11.6.

Percentage Time lmpofting means, for a Quarter, the amount calculated in accordance with

clause 10.9.

Permitted Alteration has the meaning given in clause 5.1(e).

Pre-Tax Real WACC means:

(a) the rate specified in the table in ltem 6 of Schedule 1 as the Pre-Tax ReaIWACC; or

(b) such other rate as is determined by the Regulator from time to time, being the pre{ax real

weighted average cost of capital for costs associated with generic oil fired open cycle
peaking generators, using data published by AEMO and by other State and Territory
regulators performing equivalent functions to the Regulator.

Priority Allocation means, for an Authorised Retailer and a Contract Quarter in a Week, any

Approved Financial Risk Contracts for that Contract Quarter allocated to that Authorised Retailer

in that week in accordance with clause 27.2.

Priority Allocation Capacity Volume means, for an Authorised Retailer and a Contract Quarter

in a Week, the amount calculated in accordance with clause 27.2(g).

Priority Allocation Energy Volume means, for an Authorised Retailer and a Contract Quarter in

a Week, the amount calculated in accordance with clause 27.2(e).

Quafter means any period of three consecutive months ending on the last day of March, June,

September or December.

Quafterly Load Maximum means, for a Quarter, the maximum half-hourly electricity demand

experienced in a Calculation Period in Tasmania in that Quarter, determined using the aggregate
price and demand data most recently published for that Quarter by AEMO, in MW.

Real Annual Operating Cosf means:

(a) the amount specified in the table in ltem 6 of Schedule 1 as the Real Annual Operating

Cost;or

(b) such other amount as is determined by the Regulator from time to time, being the

Regulator's estimate of the fixed annual operating and maintenance costs, in Real Terms

as at a Costing Quarter, for a generic oilfired open cycle peaking generator, using cost
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data and estimates published by AEMO and by other State and Territory regulators
performing equivalent functions to the Regulator.

Real Peaker Cost means the amount calculated in accordance with clause 1 1 .8.

Real Total Capital Cost means:

(a) the amount specified in the table in ltem 6 of Schedule 1 as the Real Total Capital Cost;
or

(b) such other amount as is determined by the Regulator from time to time, being the
Regulator's estimate of the total capital cost, in Real Terms as at a Costing Quarter, on a
$/kwh basis as at the date on which construction is assumed to commence, for a generic
oil fired open cycle peaking generator, using data published by AEMO and by other State
and Territory regulators performing equivalent functions to the Regulator.

Red Capacity Limit means, in respect of a Contract Quarter, the amount calculated for that
Contract Quarter in accordance with clause 25.5.

Red Energy Limit means, in respect of a Contract Quarter, the amount calculated for that
Contract Quarter in accordance with clause 25.6

Red Light Capacity Conditions has the meaning given in clause 221.

Red Light Energy Conditions has the meaning given in clause 221 .

Reduced Supplementary Offer Capacity Volume means, for a Contract Quarter:

(a) the amount specified in the table in ltem 3 of Schedule 1 as the Reduced Supplementary
Offer Capacity Volume; or

(b) such other amount as is determined by the Regulator from time to time for that Contract
Quarter, being the amount the Regulator considers is necessary (in conjunction with the
Capacity Headroom Buffer and the Supplementary Offer Capacity Volume) to ensure that
Authorised Retailers have sufficient advance warning that the Absolute Minimum
Capacity Offer Volume is likely to apply in future in respect of that Contract Quarter. In

determining an amount for a Contract Quarter under this paragraph (b), the Regulator
may have regard to the Capacity Volume of any Transitional Hedge Contracts that will
apply in that Contract Quarter.

Reduced Supplementary Offer Energy Volume means, for a Contract Quarter:

(a) the amount specified in the table in ltem 3 of Schedule 1 as the Reduced Supplementary
Offer Energy Volume; or

(b) such other amount as is determined by the Regulator from time to time for that Contract
Quarter, being the amount the Regulator considers is necessary (in conjunction with the
Energy Headroom Buffer and the Supplementary Offer Energy Volume) to ensure that
Authorised Retailers have sufficient advance warning that the Absolute Minimum Energy
Offer Volume is likely to apply in future in respect of that Contract Quarter. In determining
an amount for a Contract Quarter under this paragraph (b), the Regulator may have
regard to the Energy Volume of any Transitional Hedge Contracts that will apply in that
Contract Quarter.

Regional Reference Price has the meaning given in the National Electricity Rules.

Regulator means the Tasmanian Economic Regulator established under the Economic
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Regulator Act 2009 (Tas).

Related Body Corporate has the meaning given in the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth).

Reguesf Capacity means, for an Authorised Retailer, a Contract Quarter and a Week, the total

Capacity Volume of all Approved Financial Risk Contracts nominated by that Authorised Retailer

for that Week and that Contract Quarter in accordance with clause 17, in MW.

Reguesf Energy means, for an Authorised Retailer in respect of a Week and a Contract Quarter,
the total Energy Volume of all Approved Financial Risk Contracts nominated by that Authorised

Retailer for that Week and that Contract Quarter in accordance with clause 17. in GWh.

Required Alteration has the meaning given in clause 5.1(f).

Reseryed Capacity Volume, for a Contract Quarter in a Week, has the meaning given in
clause 27.2(h).

Reseryed Energy Volume, for a Contract Quarter in a Week, has the meaning given in
clause 27.2(I).

Reserved Pe rce ntag e m eans :

(a) the percentage specified in the table in ltem 3 of Schedule 1 as the Reserved

Percentage; or

(b) such other percentage as is determined by the Regulator from time to time, being the
percentage the Regulator considers is necessary to ensure that authorised retailers (as

defined in the ESI Act) have reasonable opportunity to enter the Tasmanian market or
expand their retailer customer base in Tasmania.

SeasonalAllocation means, for a Quarter:

(a) in clause 9.2, the amount calculated in accordance with clause 9.2(d); or

(b) in clause 9.4, the amount calculated in accordance with clause 9.4(c).

Secondary Allocation means, for an Authorised Retailer and a Contract Quarter in a Week, any
Approved Financial Risk Contracts for that Contract Quarter allocated to that Authorised Retailer

in that week in accordance with clause 27.3 or 27.4 , as the case may be.

Selling Tasmanian Hedge Contract means a Tasmanian Hedge Contract under which Hydro
Tasmania pays the floating price.

Set Capacity Contract means a contract that is:

(a) a Tasmanian Hedge Contract; and

(b) a swap or cap contract (including a Baseload Swap Contract, a Baseload $300 Cap
Contract or a Peak Period Swap Contract) under which the notional quantity in respect of
which payment obligations are to calculated under the swap or cap contract for each

Calculation Period is specified in the swap or cap contract.

Set Capacity Contract Volume means, for a Calculation Period, the amount calculated in
accordance with clause 24.2(b).

Small Customer has the meaning given to that term in the NationalEnergy Retail Law
(Tasmania).

Supplementary Offer Capacity Volume means, for a Contract Quarter:
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(a) the amount specified in the table in ltem 3 of Schedule 1 as the Supplementary Offer
Capacity Volume; or

(b) such other amount as is determined by the Regulator for that Contract Quarter from time
to time, being the amount the Regulator considers is necessary (in conjunction with the

Capacity Headroom Buffer and the Reduced Supplementary Offer Capacity Volume) to
ensure that Authorised Retailers have sufficient advance warning that the Absolute
Minimum Capacity Offer Volume is likely to apply in future in respect of that Contract
Quarter. In determining an amount for a Contract Quarter under this paragraph (b), the
Regulator may have regard to the Capacity Volume of any Transitional Hedge Contracts
that will apply in that Contract Quarter.

Supplementary Offer Energy Volume means, for a Contract Quarter:

(a) the amount specified in the table in ltem 3 of Schedule 1 as the Supplementary Offer
Energy Volume; or

(b) such other amount as is determined by the Regulator for that Contract Quarter from time
to time, being the amount the Regulator considers is necessary (in conjunction with the
Energy Headroom Buffer and the Reduced Supplementary Offer Energy Volume) to

ensure that Authorised Retailers have sufficient advance warning that the Absolute
Minimum Energy Offer Volume is likely to apply in future in respect of that Contract
Quarter. In determining an amount for a Contract Quarter under this paragraph (b), the
Regulator may have regard to the Energy Volume of any Transitional Hedge Contracts
that will apply in that Contract Quarter.

Tasmanian Energy Surplus means, for a Quarter, the amount calculated for that Quarter in
accordance with clause 9.1.

Tasmanian Hedge Contract means a contract:

(a) relating to managing the financial risks associated with the purchase of electricity which
settles against the Tasmanian regional reference node (as that term is defined in the
N ati o n al Ele ctric ity Rules);

(b) to which Hydro Tasmania or a Related Body Corporate of Hydro Tasmania is a party; and

(c) that is not a contract between:

(i) Hydro Tasmania and one or more Related Bodies Corporate of Hydro Tasmania;
or

(ii) two or more Related Bodies Corporate of Hydro Tasmania.

Termination Date, of an Approved Financial Risk Contract, means the date specified as the
Termination Date in the Confirmation forming part of that Approved Financial Risk Contract.

Total Existing Capacity Volume means, for a Quarter, the amount calculated for that Quarter in
accordance with clause 2a.2@).

Total Notional Quantity, in relation to a Load Following Swap Contract (including a Transitional
Load Following Swap Contract), has the meaning given in that Load Following Swap Contract.

Total Off-Peak Period Nef System Load means, for a Quarter, the amount calculated for that
Quarter in accordance with clause 16.4(a).

Total Peak Period A/ef Sysfem Load means, for a Quarter, the amount calculated for that
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Quarter in accordance with clause 16.4(c).

Transend means Transend Networks Pty Ltd (ACN 082 586 892), or where that entity ceases to
own, control or operate the Tasmanian electricity transmission system, the entity that owns,
control or operates the Tasmanian electricity transmission system.

Transitional Hedge Contract means a Tasmanian Hedge Contract entered into between Hydro
Tasmania with an Authorised Retailer in conjunction with the sale to that Authorised Retailer of a
State-owned retail electricity business.

Transitional Load Following Swap Contract means a Load Following Swap Contract that is a

Transitional Hedge Contract.

Variable Capacity Swap Contract means a contract that is:

(a) a Tasmanian Hedge Contract; and

(b) a swap contract,

that is neither:

(c) a Set Capacity Contract; nor

(d) a Load Following Swap Contract.

Variable Capacity Swap Contract Volume means, for a Quarter, the amount calculated in
accordance with clause 2a.2@).

Victorian Business Day means a day, other than a Saturday, Sunday or public holiday, when
banks are open for business in Melbourne.

Victorian Off-Peak Calculation Period means a Calculation Period other than a Victorian Peak
Calculation Period.

Victorian Off-Peak Hour means an Hour other than a Victorian Peak Hour.

Victorian Peak Calculation Period means a Calculation Period that occurs between 7.00am
and 10.00pm (both inclusive) on a Victorian Business Day.

Victorian Peak Hour means an Hour that occurs between 7.00am and 10.00pm (both inclusive)

on a Victorian Business Day.

Volume of Additional Caps means, for a Quarter, the amount calculated for that Quarter in
accordance with clause 16.1 1 .

Volume of Assumed Baseload Caps means, for a Quarter, the amount calculated for that

Quarter in accordance with clause 16.12.

Volume of Assumed Peak Swaps means, for a Quarter, the amount calculated for that Quarter
in accordance with clause 16.13.

Week means a period of seven consecutive days beginning at:

(a) 9.00am on a Monday; or

(b) where another time is specified in the Guidelines, that other time.

Weekly Aggregate Capacity Demand means, for a Week and a Contract Quarter, the amount
calculated for that Week and that Contract Quarter in accordance with clause 27.1(c).

Weekly Aggregate Capacity Limit means, for a Week and a Contract Quarter, the amount
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calculated for that Week and that Contract Quarter in accordance with clause 21.1.

Weekly Aggregate Capacity Offer means, for a Week and a Contract Quarter, the amount
notified by Hydro Tasmania for that Week and that Contract Quarter in accordance with
clause 17(a)(i).

Weekly Aggregate Energy Demand means, for a Week and a Contract Quarter, the amount
calculated for that Week and that Contract Quarter in accordance with clause 27.1(d).

Weekly Aggregate Energy Limit means, for a Week and a Contract Quarter, the amount
calculated for that Week and that Contract Quarter in accordance with clause 21.2.

Weekly Aggregate Energy OtTer means, for a Week and a Contract Quarter, the amount
notified by Hydro Tasmania for that Week and that Contract Quarter in accordance with

clause 17(a)(ii).

Weekly Retailer Allocation, for an Authorised Retailer and a Contract Quarter in a Week, has

the meaning given in clause 27.1(e).

Winter Quafter means a Quarter ending on the last day of June.

28.2 Interpretation

(a) Headings are for convenience only and do not affect interpretation.

(b) Mentioning anything after includes, including, for example, or similar expressions, does
not limit what else might be included.

(c) The singular includes the plural, and the converse also applies.

(d) lf a word or phrase is defined, its other grammatical forms have a corresponding
meanrng.

(e) A reference to legislation or to a provision of legislation includes a modification or
re-enactment of it, a legislative provision substituted for it and a regulation or statutory
instrument issued under it.

(f) A reference lo dollars, $ and cenfs is to Australian currency.

(g) The overviews in italics at the beginning of Parts 2, 3 and 4 of this Approval do not form
part of this Approval.
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Schedule 1 - Inputs Set by Regulator

I Off-Peak Cap Values

Off-Peak Reference

Cap Value
$0.33/MWh

Off-Peak Cap Value $0.33/MWh

Absolute Minimum Capacity Offer Volume

Supplementary Offer Volumes, Headroom Buffers and Reserved Percentage

Quarters ending 31 March

Supplementary Offer Capacity
Volume

Supplementary Offer Energy Volume

Reduced Supplementary Offer
Capacity Volume

Reduced Supplementary Offer
Energy Volume

Capacity Headroom Buffer

Eneryy Headroom Buffer
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Marginal Loss Factors

New Gommitted Wind Generation

Maximum Export Marginal Loss

Factor

Maximum lmport Marginal Loss
Factor

Off-Peak Marginal Loss Factor

Peak Marginal Loss Factor

Average Basslink Flow Export

Average Basslink Flow lmport

Quarters ending 31 March

Quarters ending 31 December

Calculation of Tasmanian Cap Value
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Costing Quarter Quarter ending 31 December 2012

Economic Life 30 years

Forecast Inflation Rate 2.7o/o p.a.

Nominal Post Tax Debt Cost 5.55% p.a.

Pre-Tax ReaIWACC 8.0% p.a.

Real Annual Operating Cost $14.1/kW ($ as at Costing Quarter)

RealTotal Capital Cost $1016/kW ($ as at Costing Quarter)

Contract Premiums
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Schedule 2 - Hydro Tasmania Schedule
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ISDA@

International Swaps and Derivatives Association, Inc.

SCHEDULE to the 2002 Master Agreement

dated as of

between

HYDRO-ELECTRIC CORPORATION operating under the Hydro-Electric Corporation Act 1995 (Tas)and
subject to the Government Busrness Enterprises Act 1995 (Tas) trading as HYDRO TASMANIA (ABN 48

072 377 158) (Hydro Tasmania)

and

llnseft exact legal name and Australian Company Number or Australian Registered Body Number
of the Authorised Retailer.l (the Retailer)

Part I

TERMINATION PROVISIONS

In this Agreement:

Specified Entity means:

(i) in relation to Hydro Tasmania for the purpose of:

Section 5(a)(v)
Section 5(a)(vi)

Section 5(a)(vii)
Section 5(bXv)

() in relation to the Retailer for the purpose of:

Section 5(aXv) Nil, unless an entity is specified for the purpose of this
provision in an instrument approved by the Regulator
under section 43J of the ESI Act in relation to Approved
Financial Risk Contracts to be entered into between
Hydro Tasmania and the Retailer - in which case each
entity so specified is a Specified Entity.

Nil, unless an entity is specified for the purpose of this
provision in an instrument approved by the Regulator
under section 43J of the ESI Act in relation to Approved
Financial Risk Contracts to be entered into between
Hydro Tasmania and the Retailer - in which case each
entity so specified is a Specified Entity.

Nil, unless an entity is specified for the purpose of this
provision in an instrument approved by the Regulator
under section 43J of the ESI Act in relation to Approved
Financial Risk Contracts to be entered into between
Hydro Tasmania and the Retailer - in which case each
entity so specified is a Specified Entity.

Nil, unless an entity is specified for the purpose of this
provision in an instrument approved by the Regulator

under section 43J of the ESI Act in relation to Approved

Section 5(a)(vi)

Section 5(a)(vii)

20

(a)

Nit.

Nit.

Nit.

Nit.

Section 5(bXv)
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(b)

Financial Risk Contracts to be entered into between
Hydro Tasmania and the Retailer - in which case each

entity so specified is a Specified Entity.

Specified Transaction will have the meaning specified in section 14 of this Agreement

as if the words '(including, for the avoidance of doubt, credit derivatives and electricity,
gas and other energy derivatives)' were inserted before the words 'cap transaction' in the
last line of the definition of 'Specified Transaction' in section 14.

The Gross-Default provisions of Section 5(a)(vi):

(i) will apply to Hydro Tasmania.

(ii) will apply to the Retailer.

For the purposes of section 5(a)(vi):

(i) Specified lndebtedness means any obligation (whether present or future,
contingent or otherwise, as principal or surety or otherwise) in respect of money

borrowed or raised or under any finance lease, redeemable preference share,

letter of credit, futures contract, guarantee, indemnity or a transaction of a type

described in sub-paragraphs (a)(i) or (ii), (b) or (c) of the definition of Specified
Transaction.

(ii) Threshold Amount means:

(A) in respect of Hydro Tasmania, AUD10,000,000; and

(B) in respect of the Retailer, AUD10,000,000, unless another amount is

specified in Australian Dollars for the purpose of this provision in an

instrument approved by the Regulator under section 43J of the ESI Act in
relation to Approved Financial Risk Contracts to be entered into between
Hydro Tasmania and the Retailer - in which case the amount so

specified is the Threshold Amount,

or its equivalent in another currency (being the amount of that other currency
required to purchase the relevant amount of AUD at the rate equal to the spot
exchange rate of any foreign exchange agent selected in good faith by the party

asserting that a Cross-Default has occurred).

The Credit Event Upon Merger provisions of Section 5(b)(v):

(i) will apply to Hydro Tasmania.

(ii) will apply to the Retailer.

The Automatic Early Termination provisions of Section 6(a):

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(i)

( ii)

will not apply to Hydro Tasmania.

will not apply to the Retailer.

Termination Currency means Australian Dollars.

In this Part 1:

(i) ESI Act means the Electricity Supply lndustry Act 7995 (Tas); and

(ii) Regulator means the Tasmanian Economic Regulator established under the
Economic Regulator Act 2009 (Tas).

(g)

(h)
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Part2

2 TAX REPRESENTATIONS

(a) Payer Tax Representations: For the purpose of Section 3(e) of this Agreement, Hydro
Tasmania and the Retailer each makes the following representation:

It is not required by any applicable law, as modified by the practice of any relevant
government revenue authority, of any Relevant Jurisdiction to make any deduction or
withholding for or on account of any Tax from any payment (other than interest under
Section 9(h) of this Agreement) to be made by it to the other party under this Agreement.
In making this representation, it may rely on:

(i) the accuracy of any representation made by the other party pursuant to Section
3(f) of this Agreement;

(ii) the satisfaction of the agreement contained in Section 4(aXi) or 4(a)(iii) of this
Agreement and the accuracy and effectiveness of any document provided by the
other party pursuant to Section a(aXi) or a(a)(iii) of this Agreement; and

(iii) the satisfaction of the agreement of the other party contained in Section a(d) of
this Agreement,

except that it will not be a breach of this representation where reliance is placed on
clause (ii) above and the other party does not deliver a form or document under Section
a(a)(iii) by reason of material prejudice to its legal or commercial position.

(b) Payee Tax Representations: For the purpose of Section 3(f) of this Agreement, Hydro

Tasmania and the Retailer each makes the following representation:

It is an Australian resident and does not derive the payments under this Agreement in
part or whole in carrying on business in a country outside Australia at or through a
permanent establishment of itself in that other country.
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Part 3

3 AGREEMENT TO DELIVER DOCUMENTS

For the purpose of Section a(a)(i) and 4(a)(ii) of this Agreement, each party agrees to deliver the
following documents, as applicable:

(a) Tax forms, documents or certificates to be delivered are: Any document or certificate
reasonably required or reasonably requested by a party in connection with its obligations
to make a payment under this Agreement which would enable that party to make the
payment free from any deduction or withholding for or on account of Tax or as would
reduce the rate at which deduction or withholding for or on account of Tax is applied to

that payment.

Party required to deliver: Hydro Tasmania and the Retailer.

Date by which to be delivered: As soon as reasonably practicable after the earlier of (i)

learning that such document or certificate is required and (ii) receipt of a request by the
other party.

(b) Other documents to be delivered are:

(i) A list of authorised representatives for the party and evidence satisfactory in form
and substance to the other party of the authority of the authorised representatives
of the party to execute this Agreement and any Confirmations, and to enter into
Transactions, on behalf of the party.

Party required to deliver document

Hydro Tasmania and the Retailer.

Date by which to be delivered

On execution of this Agreement and, if requested by the other party, as soon as
practicable after execution of any relevant Confirmation of any other Transaction.

Covered by Section 3(d) representation

Yes.

(ii) In respect of each financial year of a party, a copy of relevant audited financial
statements for the immediate past financial year.

Party required to deliver document

Each party that receives a request from the other party for the delivery of that
party's audited financial statements for that financial year.

Date by which to be delivered

As soon as reasonably practicable after the later of the date the other party's
request is received by the party and the date the party lodges the audited
financial statements for that financial year with the Australian Securities and
Investments Commission or otherwise makes the audited financial statements for
that financial year publicly available.

Covered by Section 3(d) representation

No.
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Patt 4

4 MISCELLANEOUS

(a) Addresses for Notices: For the purpose of Section 12(a) of this Agreement:

(i) Address for notices or communications to Hydro Tasmania:

flt is a Permitted Alteration that Hydro Tasmania may update this
paragraph (a)(i) where the details below have changed.l

Address: Hydro-Electric Corporation
4 Elizabeth Street
Hobart Tasmania 7000

Attention: Contracts Administration

Telephone No: 0448 307 578

Facsimile No: 0362347974

E-mail: Contracts.Administration@hydro.com.au

(ii) Address for notices or communications to the Retailer:

flt is a Required Alteration that the Authorised Retailer's contact details for
notices or communications be insefted in paragraph (a)(ii).1

Address: fl
r1

Attention: fl
Telephone No: [.]

Facsimile No: fl
E-mail: fl

(b) Process Agent: For the purpose of Section 13(c) of this Agreement:

(i) Hydro Tasmania appoints as its Process Agent: Not applicable.

(ii) the Retailer appoints as its Process Agent: Not applicable.

(c) Offices: The provisions of Section 10(a) will apply to this Agreement.

(d) Multibranch Party: For the purpose of Section 10(b) of this Agreement:

(i) Hydro Tasmania is not a Multibranch Party.

(ii) the Retailer is not a Multibranch Party.

(e) Calculation Agent: The Calculation Agent is Hydro Tasmania, unless:

(i) the Retailer is specified as the Calculation Agent in respect of a Transaction in
the Confirmation in relation to that Transaction and is not the sole Defaulting
Party, in which case the Retailer is the Calculation Agent in respect of that
Transaction; or

(ii) Hydro Tasmania is the sole Defaulting Party, in which case the Retailer is the
Calculation Agent in respect of all Transactions.

flt is a Required Alteration that the text in paragraphs (f) and (g) be:
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. deleted and replaced with '[not used]' if so specified in an instrument approved by
the Regulator under secfion 43J of the ESI Act which applies to Approved Financial
Risk Contracfs fo be entered into betuteen Hydro Tasmania and the Retailer; or

c varied in the manner specified in an instrument approved by the Regulator under
section 43J of the ESI Act which applies to Approved Financial Risk Contracfs fo
be entered into between Hydro Tasmania and the Retailer.l

(f) Credit Support Document: Details of any Credit Support Document:

(i) Hydro Tasmania: Any Credit Support Document in relation to Hydro
Tasmania delivered under Part 5(f).

(ii) the Retailer: (A) Any Credit Support Document in relation to the Retailer

delivered under Part 5(f).

(B) Any other guarantee or other form of credit enhancement
of the Retaile/s obligations to Hydro Tasmania under any
Transaction or Transactions which has not been

terminated, returned, released or discharged.

(g) Credit Support Provider: Credit Support Provider means in relation to:

(i) Hydro Tasmania: Any issuer of any Credit Support Document in relation to
Hydro Tasmanra.

(ii) the Retailer: Any issuer of any Credit Support Document in relation to

the Retailer.

flt is a Required Alteration that the text in paragraphs (h) and (i) be:

. deleted and replaced with '[not used]'if the text in paragraphs (f) and (g) is not
required to be deleted; or

c varied in the manner specified in an instrument approved by the Regulator under
section 43J of the ESI Acf which applies to Approved Financial Risk Contracfs fo
be entered into between Hydro Tasmania and the Retailer.l

(h) Credit Support Document: Details of any Credit Support Document:

(i) Hydro Tasmania: Any Bank Guarantee or Letter of Credit (as defined in the

Credit Support Annex forming part of this Agreement
(Annex))transferred from Hydro Tasmania to the Retailer

under the Annex.

(ii) the Retailer: (A) Any Bank Guarantee or Letter of Credit (as defined in the
Annex) transferred from the Retailer to Hydro Tasmania

under the Annex.

(B) Any other guarantee or other form of credit enhancement

of the Retailer's obligations to Hydro Tasmania under any

Transaction or Transactions which has not been

terminated, returned, released or discharged.

(i) Credit Support Provider: Credit Support Provider means in relation to:

(i) Hydro Tasmania: Any issuer of any Credit Support Document in relation to

Hydro Tasmania.

(ii) the Retailer: Any issuer of any Credit Support Document in relation to

the Retailer.
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(i) Governing Law: This Agreement will be governed by and construed in accordance with

the laws in force in the State of Tasmania, Australia and each party submits to the non-

exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of the State of Tasmania, Australia and courts of

appealfrom them and a reference in Section 13(b)(ii) to "such court" is a reference to

those courts.

Netting of Payments: "Multiple Transaction Payment Netting" will apply for the purpose

of Section 2(c) of this Agreement to all Transactions (in each case starting from the date

of this Agreement).

Affiliate:

(i) in relation to Hydro Tasmania means any entity controlled, directly or indirectly,

by Hydro Tasmania. For this purpose, "control" of any entity means ownership of
a majority of the voting power of the entity; and

(ii) in relation to the Retailer will have the meaning specified in Section 14 of this

Agreement.

Absence of Litigation. For the purpose of Section 3(c):

(i) Specified Entity means in relation to Hydro Tasmania: Nil.

(ii) Specified Entity means in relation to the Retailer: Nil, unless an entity is

specified for the purposes of this provision in an instrument approved by the

Regulator under section 43J of the ESI Act in relation to Approved Financial Risk

Contracts to be entered into between Hydro Tasmania and the Retailer - in which

case each entity so specified is the Specified Entity.

(n) No Agency. The provisions of Section 3(g) will apply to this Agreement.

(o) Additional Representation will apply. For the purpose of Section 3 of this Agreement,

the following will constitute an Additional Representation:

Relationship Between Parties. Each party will be deemed to represent to the other
party on the date on which it enters into a Transaction that (absent a written agreement

between the parties that expressly imposes affirmative obligations to the contrary for that

Transaction):

(i) Non Reliance. lt is acting for its own account, and it has made its own

independent decisions to enter into that Transaction and as to whether that
Transaction is appropriate or proper for it based upon its own judgment and upon

advice from such advisers as it has deemed necessary. lt is not relying upon any

communication (written or oral) of the other party as investment advice or as a

recommendation to enter into that Transaction, it being understood that

information and explanations related to the terms and conditions of a Transaction

will not be considered investment advice or a recommendation to enter into that

Transaction. No communication (written or oral) received from the other party will

be deemed to be an assurance or guarantee as to the expected results of that

Transaction.

(ii) Assessment and Understanding. lt is capable of assessing the merits of and

understanding (on its own behalf or through independent professional advice),

and understands and accepts, the terms, conditions and risks of that Transaction.

It is also capable of assuming, and assumes, the risk of that Transaction.

(iii) Status of Parties. The other party is not acting as a fiduciary for or an adviser to

it in respect of that Transaction.

(k)

o

(m)
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(p) Recording of Conversations. Each party:

(i) consents to the recording of telephone conversations between the trading,
marketing and other relevant personnel of the parties in connection with this
Agreement or any potential Transaction;

(ii) agrees to obtain any necessary consent of, and give any necessary notice of
such recording to, its relevant personnel; and

(iii) agrees, to the extent permitted by applicable law, that recordings may be
submitted in evidence in any Proceedings.

(q) ln this Part 4:

(i) EStAcf means the Electricity Supply lndustry Act 1995 (Tas); and

(ii) Regulator means the Tasmanian Economic Regulator established under the
Economic Regulator Act 2009 (Tas).
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Part 5

5 GENERAL PROVISIONS

(a)

(b)

Severability. Except as otherwise provided in Sections 5(b)(i) or s(bXii) in the event that

any one or more provisions contained in this Agreement should be held invalid, illegal, or

unenforceable in any jurisdiction, the validity, legality and enforceability of the remaining
provisions contained in this Agreement shall not in any way be affected or impaired. The
parties shall endeavour, in good faith negotiations, to replace the invalid, illegal or

unenforceable provisions with valid provisions, the economic effect of which comes as

close as possible to that of the invalid, illegal or unenforceable provisions.

Accounts. For the purposes of Section 2(a)(ii) of this Agreement:

(i) Account details for the payments to Hydro Tasmania are to be as set out below

unless amended by notice to the Retailer given under Section 2(b) and signed by

an authorised representative of Hydro Tasmania:

flt is a Required Alteration that Hydro Tasmania's account details for
payment be insefted.l

(ii) Account details for payments to the Retailer are to be as set out below unless
amended by notice to Hydro Tasmania given under Section 2(b) and signed by

an authorised representative of the Retailer:

flt is a Required Alteration that the Retailer's account details for payment be
insefted.l

The condition precedent in Section 2(a)(iii)(1) does not apply to a payment or delivery

owing by a party if the other party has satisfied in full all its payment and delivery

obligations under Section 2(a)(i) and Section 9(h) and has no future payment or delivery

obligations, whether absolute or contingent, under Section 2(a)(i) or Section 9(h).

flt is a Required Alteration that the text in paragraph (d) be deleted and replaced
with '[Not used]' if there are no Additional Termination Events in this Schedule.l

Gonditions Precedent. The terms of Section 2(a) of the Agreement are amended by the

addition of the following sub-clause (iv):

"(iv) In addition to the conditions precedent set out in Section 2(a)(iii), if applicable,

each obligation of each party under Section 2(a)(i) is subject to the condition
precedent that no Additional Termination Event has occurred and is continuing

with respect to which the other party is an Affected Party and with respect to

which all outstanding Transactions are Affected Transactions.

Each party will be deemed to represent to the other party on any date on which it enters

into. varies or terminates a Transaction that:

(i) it holds, or is exempt from the requirement to hold, an Australian financial

services licence under Division 2 of Part 7.6 of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth);

and

(ii) under section 761G of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth), it acquires relevant

financial products and relevant financial services from the other party as a
wholesale client.

flt is a Required Alteration that the text in paragraph (0 be:

(c)

(d)

(e)
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(f)

. deleted and replaced with'[not used]' if so specified in an instrument
approved by the Regulator under section 43J of the ESI Acf which applies
to Approved Financial Risk Contracfs fo be entered into between Hydro
Tasmania and the Retailer; or

o varied in the manner specified in an instrument approved by the Regulator
under section 43J of the ESI Act which applies to Approved Financial Risk
Contracts to be entered into between Hydro Tasmania and the Retailer.l

Additional Credit Support

(i) Each party must promptly notify the other party of any downgrade in any Public
Credit Rating of the party or of any Credit Support Provider of the party.

(ii) lf, after the date of this Agreement, there is a Credit Downgrade in respect of a
party (Party 1) then, in response to any request made by the other party (Party
2), Parly 1 at its own cost must deliver to Party 2 a guarantee or other form of
unconditional credit enhancement of the obligations of Party 1 under this
Agreement:

(A) in an amount;

(B) in form and substance; and

(C) granted by an entity,

reasonably acceptable to Party 2 having regard to the outstanding Transactions
as at the date of the request.

tf:

(A) Party 1 disputes that there is a Credit Downgrade in respect of Party 1,

then Party 1 may give a notice to Party 2 within 7 Business Days of
receipt by Party 1 of Party 2's request; or

(B) the parties are in dispute about any of the matters referred to in
paragraph (iiXA), (B) and (C) above or are otherwise unable to reach
agreement about any of those matters within 7 Business Days of receipt
by Party 1 of Party 2's request, then either party may give a notice to the
other within 10 Business Days of that receipt.

A notice given under paragraph (iii) (Credit Dispute Notice) must set out the
matters in dispute.

lf a Credit Dispute Notice is given:

(A) the matters in dispute will be finally determined by an expert having an
office in Australia selected by the parties (or failing agreement within 2

Business Days, selected by the president for the time being of the
Institute of Chartered Accountants in Australia (or any successor body) at
the request of one of the parties);

(B) the expert is to act as an expert (and not as an arbitrator) and will take
into account such information as in good faith the expert deems relevant;
and

(C) the costs and expenses of the expert will be borne equally by the parties

unless the expert determines that:

()

(v)

(v)
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(1) Party 2 did not act in good faith in making the relevant request

under paragraph (ii);

(21 Party 1 or Party 2 did not act in good faith in giving a Credit
Dispute Notice; or

(3) paragraph (1) and (2) are each satisfied,

in which event the costs and expenses will be borne by the parties in the
proportions determined by the expert; and

(D) the determination of the expert is final and binding on the parties.

(vi) lf Party 1 does not comply with paragraph (ii) within:

(A) if a Credit Dispute Notice has not been given, 15 Business Days of the
date on which Party 1 receives Party 2's request; and

(B) if a Credit Dispute Notice has been given, 15 Business Days of an

expert's determination requiring Party 1 to deliver a guarantee or other
form of unconditional credit enhancement as contemplated by
paragraph (ii),

an Additional Termination Event will be deemed to have occurred and Party 1 will

be the Affected Party. Such event will not constitute an Event of Default.

(vii) Any guarantee or other form of unconditional credit enhancement, once
delivered, will constitute a Credit Support Document, and any entity granting it will

be a Credit Support Provider, in relation to Party 1.

(viii) lf Party t has delivered a Credit Support Document under this Part 5(e)and the
relevant Credit Downgrade has ceased to subsist then, subject to any right Party

2 has to draw on, to exercise a right under or to otherwise enjoy the benefit of the

Credit Support Document, Party 2 must re-deliver the Credit Support Document

to Party 1. lf the parties are in dispute about whether or not Party 2 must re-

deliver Party 1's Credit Support Document, then either party may give a notice to
the other party setting out the matter in dispute (Credit Re-delivery Dispute
Notice). Paragraph (v) applies in respect of the Credit Re-delivery Dispute Notice
(subject to any necessary adaptation).

(ix) For the purposes of this Part 5(e):

Benchmark Credit Rating means:

(A) an S&P rating of BBB;

(B) a Moody's rating of Baa2; and

(C) a Fitch rating of BBB,

provided that if, after the date of this Agreement, the description or nomenclature

of a Ratings Agency's ratings changes, or the manner in which that Ratings

Agency's ratings are calculated or derived changes, that Ratings Agency's
Benchmark Credit Rating is the rating of that Ratings Agency which after the

change most closely corresponds to the relevant rating specified in paragraph

(A), (B)or (C)above;

Credit Downgrade in respect of Party 1 means each of the following conditions

is satisfied:
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(A) a State or Territory of Australia does not control Party 1. A State or
Territory is taken to control Party 1 if it directly or indirectly has the power

to approve the majority of the Board of directors (or equivalent) of Party 1

or has any other ownership interest enabling it to exercise control, directly
or indirectly, of Party 1;

(B) either:

(1) if Party t has not delivered any Credit Support Document to Party
2, any one or more of the following conditions is satisfied:

(aa) Party t has a Public Credit Rating which is below the
relevant Ratings Agency's Benchmark Credit Rating;

(bb) Parly l does not have a Public Credit Rating;

(2) if Party t has delivered a Credit Support Document to Party 2,

any one or more of the following conditions is satisfied:

(aa) the relevant Credit Support Provider has a Public Credit
Rating which is below the relevant Ratings Agency's CSP
Benchmark Credit Rating;

(bb) the relevant Credit Support Provider does not have a
Public Credit Rating;

CSP Benchmark Credit Rating means:

(A) an S&P rating of A;

(B) a Moody's rating of 42; and

(C) a Fitch rating of A,

provided that if, after the date of this Agreement, the description or nomenclature
of a Ratings Agency's ratings changes, or the manner in which that Ratings
Agency's ratings are calculated or derived changes, that Ratings Agency's CSP
Benchmark Credit Rating is the rating of that Ratings Agency which after the
change most closely corresponds to the relevant rating specified in
paragraph (A), (B) or (C) above;

Fitch means Fitch Inc, Fitch Ratings Ltd or Fitch Ratings Australia Pty Ltd or the
successor of any of them;

Moody's means Moody's Investor Services or Moody's Investor Service Pty Ltd

or the successor of either of them;

Public Credit Rating in respect of a person means a fully monitored and
published rating assigned by a Ratings Agency to the unsecured, senior long-
term debt or deposit obligations of the person, unsupported by third party credit
enhancement;

Rafings Agency means S&P, Moody's or Fitch; and

S&P means Standard & Poor's (a division of McGraw-Hill Inc) or Standard &
Poor's (Australia) Pty Ltd or the successor of either of them.

(x) lf the parties are in dispute about what is a Benchmark Credit Rating or a CSP
Benchmark Credit Rating, then either party may give a notice to the other party

setting out the matter in dispute (Credit Rating Dispute Notice). Paragraph (v)
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applies in respect of the Credit Rating Dispute Notice (subject to any necessary

adaptation).

(g) Close-out Amount. A Close-out Amount is not required to be the market value of the
Terminated Transaction or group of Terminated Transactions and, subject to

Section 6(e)(ii)(3), the Determining Party is not obliged to use the mid-market quotations

or mid-market valuations in determining a Close-out Amount.

(h) The following sentence is added at the end of the last paragraph of Section 6(bXii):

"However, consent may be withheld if the other party considers that its credit exposure
would be adversely affected by the transfer."

(i) In Section 12(a):

(i) replace: "(except that a notice or other communication under Section 5 or
6 may not be given by electronic messaging system or e-mail)"

with: "(except that a notice or other communication under Section 5 or
6 may not be given by facsimile transmission, electronic
messaging system or e-mail unless as soon as possible

thereafter a hard copy of the notice is delivered by hand or by

certified or registered mail)"

(ii) replace Section 12(a)(iii)with:

'(iii) if sent by facsimile transmission, on the date a transmission report is

produced by the machine from which the facsimile was sent which
indicates that the facsimile was sent in its entirety to the facsimile number
of the recipient notified for the purposes of this Section unless the
recipient notifies the sender within one Local Business Day of the
facsimile being sent that the facsimile was not received in its entirety in

legible form;"

0) (i) The June 2006 Australian Electricity Addendum in the form of the copy attached
to this Agreement is deemed to be incorporated in this Agreement.

(ii) Paragraph (a)(a) of that Addendum is amended by including the following
definitions:

AEMO or NEMMCO means Australian Energy Market Operator Limited ABN 94

072 010 327 .

MWh means a megawatt hour.

(k) The following provisions apply to any Commodity Transaction:

(i) When a Calculation Period for a Commodity Transaction is a period shorter than

one day, the term "Pricing Date" for that Calculation Period means that
Calculation Period.

(ii) The Market Disruption Events which apply to a Commodity Transaction are:

(A) Price Source Disruption;

(B) Tax Disruption;

(C) MaterialChange in Formula;
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(D) where a Specified Price for that Commodity Transaction is a spot price

(as defined in the National Rules) at a regional reference node (as

defined in the National Rules), the occurrence after the Trade Date of the
Commodity Transaction of a change in the location of that regional

reference node or a change in the boundaries or the number of regional

reference nodes of the region (as defined in the National Rules) in which
that regional reference node is located.

(iii) The term "Material Change in Formula" does not apply to a change in "market
price cap" or in the "market floor price" (as those terms are defined in the National

Rules).

(iv) Section 7.4(c)(vi) of the 2005 ISDA Commodity Definitions is varied by inserting
the following after the word "sales,":

"carbon tax (which term includes any tax, charge, assessment or levy relating to

the emission of carbon or carbon compounds into the atmosphere and any tax,

charge, assessment or levy relating to any substance characterised as a
greenhouse gas or greenhouse precursor gas)".

(v) The Disruption Fallbacks which apply to each Commodity Transaction for each
Calculation Period are:

(A) Negotiated Fallback.

(B) Calculation Agent Determination, on the basis that:

(1) the Calculation Agent for these purposes is an expert having an

office in Australia selected by the parties (or, failing agreement
within 2 Business Days, selected by the president for the time

being of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in Australia (or

any successor body) at the request of one of the parties); and

(2) that Calculation Agent is to act as an expert (and not as an

arbitrator) and may take into account such information as in good

faith the Calculation Agent deems relevant; and

(3) the costs and expenses of that Calculation Agent will be borne
equally by the parties.

(vi) Goods and Services Tax

(A) lf a spot price referred to in a Confirmation for a Calculation Period is

GST Inclusive, then the Commodity Reference Price for that Calculation
Period is the relevant spot price times the fraction

100

100+R

where R is the GST rate prevailing at the time of that Calculation Period,
expressed as a percentage.

(B) An amendment to the National Rules to permit spot prices (as defined in

the National Rules) to be quoted on a GST Inclusive basis does not

constitute a "Material Change in Formula" or a "Tax Disruption".

(C) lf any party:
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(1) is liable to pay goods and services tax on a supply made by it

under the transaction;

(2) certifies to the recipient that it has not priced the supply to include

GST; and

(3) issues a valid tax invoice to the recipient within 28 days of the

supplier's liability for GST on the supply arising,

then the recipient agrees to pay the supplier an additional amount equal

to the consideration payable for the supply multiplied by the prevailing

GST rate. The supplier agrees to issue a valid adjustment notice within 7

days of finding out that the actual amount of GST payable by it on the
supply differs from the amount paid by the recipient. Payment

adjustments must then be made between the parties within two Business
Days to reflect the actual amount of GST payable.

(D) In this paragraph (viii):

GSf lnclusive means, for a relevant spot price calculated in accordance
with the National Rules, that the price is quoted without any discount for
any GST payable for the supply to which the price relates. For example, if

the rate is 10% and a price of $11 is GST Inclusive, it means that the
GST in respect of the supply is $1 (as calculated by reference to the law
existing as at the date of this Agreement) and that no amount will be

added to the spot price in accordance with the National Rules on account
of the GST payable by the supplier.

GSf has the meaning in the A New Tax Sysfem (Goods and Services
Tax) Act 1999 (Cth).

(vii) lf, with respect to a Calculation Period for a Commodity Transaction, either party

is obliged to pay a Floating Amount that is a negative number (such as by reason

of a negative Commodity Reference Price or by operation of a Spread or other
amount that is subtracted from the Commodity Reference Price), the Floating

Amount for that party for that Calculation Period will be deemed to be zero, and

the other party will pay to that party the absolute value of the negative Floating

Amount so calculated, in addition to any other amounts otherwise owed by the

other party for that Calculation Period with respect to that Commodity
Transaction.

(viii) The place to apply for the purpose of the definitions of Business Days is Hobart.

(ix) For purposes of any calculations referred to in the 2005 ISDA Commodity
Definitions (unless otherwise specified), all percentages and quantities used in or
resulting from such calculations, other than Australian Dollar (as defined in the
2006 ISDA Definitions) denominated Fixed Amounts, Floating Amounts and Cash
Settlement Amounts resulting from such calculations, will be rounded in the
manner determined in good faith by the Calculation Agent having regard to the

Calculation Agent's usual practices.

(x) The Retailer must not make any representation to any person nor any other claim
that, by virtue of the Retailer entering into a Transaction with Hydro Tasmania:
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the Retailer purchases from Hydro Tasmania any amount of electricity
generated by Hydro Tasmania's renewable energy generation facilities;

the Retailer otherwise supports the generation of renewable or green

energy; or

the Retailer sells to its customers, or the Retailer's customers use.

renewable or green energy.

flt is a Permitted Alteration that Hydro Tasmania may include the following Paft 6 if Hydro
Tasmania and the Retailer are pafties to another 2002|SDA Master Agreement.l

Part 6

LINKED MASTER AGREEMENTS

Hydro Tasmania and the Retailer agree that the 2002 ISDA Master Agreement between
them dated [insert date] is a "Linked Master Agreement" for the purpose of this
Agreement.

Hydro Tasmania and the Retailer further agree that:

for the purpose of Section 6 of this Agreement, the rights and obligations under
the Linked Master Agreement constitute a Transaction governed by this
Agreement and, if an Early Termination Date occurs under this Agreement in
respect of all Transactions, a Terminated Transaction;

if an "Event of Default" as defined in this Agreement occurs and the Non-
defaulting Party gives a notice designating an Eady Termination Date under
Section 6(a) of this Agreement, then:

(A) the event also constitutes an "Event of Default" under the Linked Master
Agreement (in addition to any other event that constitutes an Event of
Default under the Linked Master Agreement); and

(B) the Non-defaulting Party under the Linked Master Agreement in relation
to that Event of Default is to be the same as the Non-defaulting Party
under this Agreement;

if a "Termination Event" as defined in this Agreement occurs and the Non-
affected Party gives a notice designating an Early Termination Date under
Section 6(bXiv)(1) of this Agreement in respect of all Transactions, then:

(A) the event also constitutes a "Termination Event" under the Linked Master
Agreement (in addition to any other event that constitutes a Termination
Event under the Linked Master Agreement) in respect of all Transactions
under the Linked Master Agreement; and

(B) the Non-affected Party under the Linked Master Agreement in relation to
that Termination Event is to be the same as the Non-affected Party under
this Agreement;

if an "Event of Default" as defined in the Linked Master Agreement occurs:

(A) that event constitutes an "Event of Default" under this Agreement;

(B) the giving of a notice designating a day as the Early Termination Date
under the Linked Master Agreement constitutes the giving of a notice

(A)

(B)

(c)

(a)

(b)

o

()

()

(v)
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(v)

designating the same day as the Early Termination Date under Section

6(a) of this Agreement; and

(C) the Non-defaulting Party under this Agreement in relation to that Event of
Default is to be the same as the Non-defaulting Party under the Linked

Master Agreement;

if a "Termination Event" as defined in the Linked Master Agreement occurs:

(A) that event constitutes a "Termination Event" under this Agreement;

(B) the giving of a notice by the Non-affected Party under Section 6(bXiv)(1)

of the Linked Master Agreement designating a day as the Early

Termination Date under the Linked Master Agreement in respect of all

Transactions constitutes the giving of a notice designating the same day

as the Early Termination Date under Section 6(b)(iv)(1) of this

Agreement;and

(C) the Non-affected Party under this Agreement in relation to that
Termination Event is to be the same as the Non-affected Party under the

Linked Master Agreement;

if an event described in sub-paragraph (b)(ii), (iii), (iv) or (v) occurs, then for the
purpose of calculating the amount payable in respect of the Early Termination

Date under Section 6(e)(i) or Section 6(eXii)(1) (as relevant) of this Agreement,

the Close-out Amount for the Transaction referred to in sub-paragraph (b)(i) is to

be the amount calculated in accordance with Section 6(eXi) or Section 6(eXii)(1)
(as relevant) of the Linked Master Agreement, expressed as a positive or

negative number; and

the obligation of a party to pay an amount referred to in sub-paragraph (bXvi)

under the Linked Master Agreement is terminated on the inclusion of the amount

in the calculation of the amount payable under Section 6(e)(i) or

Section 6(eXiiXl ) (as relevant) of this Agreement.

(v)

(vii)
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Schedule 3 - Load Following Swap Confirmation
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[On Hydro Tasmania Letterhead]

[Date and address of Retailer to be included]

Dear [*],

Confirmation - Load Following Swap - Approved Financial Risk Gontract (Load Following Swap
Contract) under section 43G of Electricity Supply lndustry Act 1995

The purpose of this letter is to confirm the terms and conditions of the forward commodity contract for
electricity entered into between Hydro Electric Corporation ABN 48 072 377 158 (Hydro Tasmania'1 and

[inseft retailer details] (the Refafler) on the Trade Date specified below (Transaetion).

This Confirmation supplements and forms part of the Master Agreement (as defined below). All
provisions contained in the Master Agreement govern this Transaction, except as expressly modified

below.

The terms and conditions expressed in this Confirmation apply only to this Transaction.

This Transaction is a Commodity Transaction for the purposes of the June 2006 Australian Electricity

Addendum (which is incorporated in the Master Agreement).

The details of the particular Transaction to which this Confirmation relates are as follows:

1 Transaction Details

Commodity

Unit

Notional Quantity per Calculation

Period(s):

Total Notional Quantity

Trade Date:

Effective Date:

Termination Date:

Calculation Periods:

Electricity

MWh

For each Calculation Period, the Notional Quantity for
the Calculation Period calculated in accordance with

clause 2 below.

flt is a Required Alteration that this be a multiple
of 0.05MWh multiplied by the number of
Calculation Periods in the Term.l

flt is a Required Alteration that this be the date on
which Hydro Tasmania and the Retailer agree to
enter the Transactionl

flt is a Required Alteration that this be the first
date of the Contract Quarter (as defined in the
Wholesale Contract Regulatory lnstrument).]

flt is a Required Alteration that this be the last date
of the Contract Quader (as defined in the
Wholesale Contract Regulatory lnstrument).1

Each consecutive period of 30 minutes, the first period

commencing at 0000 on the Effective Date and the

last commencing at 2330 on the Termination Date.

For each Calculation Period, the day upon which the
party that is obliged to pay a Floating Amount

Settlement Date
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Fixed Price Rate Details

Fixed Price Payer:

Fixed Price:

Floating Amount Details

Floating Price Payer:

Commodity Reference Price:

Commodity:

Unit:

Price Source:

Specified Price:

Each price listed above is listed exclusive of GST.

2 Calculation of Notional Quantity

2.1 NotionalQuantity

The Notional Quantity for a Calculation Period is calculated as follows:

calculated by reference to a Floating Price determined
under the National Rules, if it were a Market
Pafticipant, would be obliged to make a payment

under the National Rules if a statement issued under
the National Rules showed that that party owed an

amount in respect of electricity bought by it in that
Calculation Period.

The Retailer

The Fixed Price for each Calculation Period is flf is a
Required Alteration that the Fixed Price be the
Fixed Price for a Load Following Swap Contract
for the Contract Quarter, calculated in accordance
with the Wholesale Contract Regulatory
lnstrument.l.

Hydro Tasmania

Electricity

MWh

AEMO

The spot price as at the George Town 22OkV regional
reference node as determined under the National
Rules.

TNO NSL.,
NQr, ---'' x ''

flcp PNSLA"u

where:

(a) IVQcp is the Notional Quantity for that Calculation Period, in MWh;

(b) Il{Q is the Total Notional Quantity, in MWh;

(c) IVSLcpis the Settlement NSL Amount for the Calculation Period, in MW;

(d) n6p is the total number of Calculation Periods in the Term; and

(e) PwSLA"' is the Projected Average Net System Load for the billing period in which the
Calculation Period occurs, in MW, as calculated in accordance with clause 2.2.
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2.2 Projected Average Net System Load

The Projected Average Net System Load for a billing period is calculated as follows:

PNSLA,n -no'xCNSLn" 
+ n'^x HNSLu'r

fror

where:

(a) PIVSLA,e is the Projected Average Net System Load for that billing period, in MW;

(b) npp is the number of days from (and including) the Effective Date, up to (and including)
the earlier of:

(i) the last day of that billing period; and

(ii) the Termination Date;

(c) ClVSLa,g is the Current Average Net System Load for thal billing period, in MW,
calculated in accordance with clause 2.3:

(d) Dpp iSi

(i) where the billing period ends before the Termination Date - the number of days
from (and including) the day immediately after the last day in that billing period,

up to (and including) the last day of the Term; and

(ii) otherwise - zerc;

(e) HIVSLa"' is:

(i) where the billing period ends before the Termination Date - the Historical Average
Net System Load for that billing period, in MW, calculated in accordance with
clause 2.4; and

(ii) otherwise - zero; and

(0 np7 is the total number of days in the Term.

2.3 Current Average Net System Load

The Current Average Net System Load for a billing period is calculated as follows:

)NSL ". =ZNSL,'^'B 2x n ro

where:

(a) CIVSLa"s is the Current Average Net System Load for lhat billing period, in MW;

(b) lMSfo, is the sum of the Settlement NSL Amounts, in MW, for each Calculation

Period from (and including) the first Calculation Period in the Term, up to (and including)
the last Calculation Period on the earlier of:

(i) the last day of that billing period; and

(ii) the Termination Date; and

(c) nsp is the number of hours from (and including) the first hour of the Term, up to (and
including) the last hour on the earlier of:

(i) the last day of that billing period; and

(ii) the Termination Date.
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2.4 HistoricalAverage Net System Load

The Historical Average Net System Load for a billing period is calculated as follows:

HNSL^,, =

where:

(a) HNSLa,s is the Historical Average Net System Load for that billing period, in MW;

(b) lnLstro is the sum of the Final NSL Amounts for each trading intervatfrom (and

including) the Corresponding Trading Interval for that billing period, up to (and including)

the last trading intervalin the Previous Corresponding Quarter, in MW; and

(c) n11pis the number of hours from (and including) the first hour on the day on which the

Corresponding Trading Interval for that billing period occurs, up to (and including) the last

hour of the Previous Corresponding Quarter.

3 Adjustment Following Final NSL Data

(a) Adjustment Statement

(i) On the day that is 30 weeks after the final billing period in respect of which this

Transaction applies (as adjusted using the Following Business Day Convention),

the Calculation Agent must provide the other party with an Adjustment Statement.

(ii) The Calculation Agent must include in the Adjustment Statement:

(A) the amount necessary to be paid by either the Retailer or Hydro

Tasmania to the other in order to put each of them in the position it would

have been in had the Notional Quantity for each Calculation Period been

calculated as follows:

rNOx 1000 NSL.,
JIYCP

ffcp NSLA,'

where:

(1) IVQcp is the Notional Quantity for a Calculation Period in MWh;

(2) frVQ is the Total Notional Quantity, in GWh;

(3) wSTCP is the Final NSL Amount for the trading interval that
commenced at the same time as the Calculation Period, in MW:

(4) nCP is the total number of Calculation Periods; and

(5) IVSLa,s is the average of the Final NSL Amounts, in MW, for all

trading intervals in the Term; and

(B) interest on the amount referred to in paragraph 3(a)(ii)(A) for each

Calculation Period in the Term, computed at the average Bank Bill Rate

for the period beginning on the Settlement Date for that Calculation

Period and ending on the date on which payment is required to be made

under paragraph 3(b).

(b) Payments under Adjustment Statement

Hydro Tasmania or the Retailer, as the case may be, must pay to the other the amount

included in the Adjustment Statement (including the amount of interest determined in
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accordance with paragraph 3(aXiiXB))on the first NEM Settlement Date which occurs
more than three Business Days after the day on which the Calculation Agent provides the
Adjustment Statement to the other party.

4 Calculation Agent

(a) Hydro Tasmania and the Retailer must each use reasonable endeavours to resolve
expeditiously any disagreements concerning calculations and determinations.

(b) lf Hydro Tasmania and the Retailer cannot agree on such a calculation or determination
either of them, the matter is to be referred to:

(i) a suitably qualified independent person agreed by Hydro Tasmania and the
Retailer; or

(ii) failing agreement, a suitably qualified independent person appointed by the
Regulator at the request of either Hydro Tasmania or the Retailer,

to make or re-make the calculation or determination, as the case may be, as Calculation
Agent, with the calculation to be final and binding absent manifest error. The
independent person's costs and expenses in connection with any disputed calculation or
determination will be borne by the parties in a manner determined by the independent
person (and either party may request that determination) and in the absence of such a
determination will be borne by the parties equally.

(c) lf in order to give effect to a re-made calculation or determination in respect of a
Calculation Period it is necessary for a party to pay an amount to the other party, that
party must pay that amount on the first NEM Settlement Date which occurs more than
three Business Days after the day the calculation or determination is re-made, together
with interest on the amount computed at the average Bank Bill Rate for the period from
(and including):

(i) the Settlement Date for that Calculation Period; or

(ii) where the original calculation or determination that was re-made is a calculation
or determination under clause 3, the date on which payment was required to be

made under clause 3(b),

up to (and including) the date on which payment is required to be made under this
clause 4.

5 Transmission Fee lncrease

(a) This clause 5 applies in respect of any increase after the Trade Date in fees paid or
payable by Hydro Tasmania and / or by any fully owned subsidiaries of Hydro Tasmania
for any transmission service (as defined in the National Rules) in Tasmania, other than an

increase attributable only to an increase in the amount of the service provided to Hydro
Tasmania (Transmission Fee Increase).

(b) lf there is a Transmission Fee Increase then, in respect of each Calculation Period
occurring after the time the relevant increase is effective, the Retailer must pay Hydro
Tasmania a Fixed Amount as reasonably determined by Hydro Tasmania.

(c) In reasonably determining the Fixed Amount in respect of a Calculation Period:

(i) Hydro Tasmania must calculate an amount of the incremental transmission fees
as follows:
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,q=!
C

where:

(A) A is the calculated amount;

(B) I is the total amount of the incremental transmission fees; and

(C) C is the number of Calculation Periods occurring in the period to which

the total amount of the incremental transmission fees relates. For

example, given that each Calculation Period continues for one half hour,

if the total amount of the incremental transmission fees were paid or
payable in respect of a year, C would be 17,520; and

(ii) of the amount calculated under paragraph 5(c)(i), Hydro Tasmania must allocate
to the Calculation Period an amount calculated as follows:

f r- ''tfA= B xl:---:;
117301

where:

(A) A is the allocated amount;

(B) I is the amount calculated under paragraph 5(c)(i); and

(C) C is the Notional Quantity for the Calculation Period (in MWh).

(d) Any Fixed Amount under this clause 5 is to be paid by the Retailer on such Payment Date

as is reasonably determined by Hydro Tasmania. Hydro Tasmania must give the Retailer

at least 20 Business Days' notice of any Payment Date and of the Fixed Amount payable

on that Payment Date, including reasonable details as to how the Fixed Amount was
calculated.

(e) To avoid doubt:

(i) if after the Trade Date there is more than one Transmission Fee Increase, then
the Fixed Amounts payable by the Retailer under this clause 5 will reflect all

those increases; and

(ii) Fixed Amounts payable by the Retailer under this clause 5 are in addition to any
other amounts payable by the Retailer in respect of this Transaction.

6 Certain Terms defined in the Rules

Terms written in italics and not otherwise expressly defined in this Confirmation have the
respective defined meanings specified in the National Rules when used in this Confirmation.

7 Definitions

Adjustment Statement means a statement that the Calculation Agent must provide to the other
party under clause 3.

Aurora means Aurora Energy Pty Ltd (ACN 082 464 622), or where that entity ceases to own,

control or operate the Tasmanian electricity distribution system, the entity that owns, controls or
operates the Tasmanian electricity distribution system.

Bank BillRafe means, for a day, a rate per annum equal to:

(a) the average bid rate displayed at or about 10.30am on that day on the Reuters screen
BBSY page for that day; or
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(b) if that day is not a Business Day, the average bid rate displayed at or about 10.30am on

the Reuters screen BBSY page the preceding Business Day.

Corresponding Trading lnterual means, for a billing period:

(a) the trading intervalthat began at 0000 on the date that is one year earlier than the date
immediately after the date on which the billing period ends; or

(b) where the date that is immediately after the date on which the billing period ends is 29

February in a year, the trading intervalthat began at 0000 on 1 March in the previous
year.

Current Average Net Sysfem Load means , for a billing period, the amount calculated in
accordance with clause 2.3.

Final NSL Amount means, for a trading interval, the net system load on Aurora's distribution
sysfem in that trading interval, in MW, based on final net system load data published by AEMO.

GSI has the meaning given to that term in the A New Tax Sysfem (Goods and Services Tax) Act
re99 (cth).

Historical Average IVef System Load means , for a billing period, the amount calculated in
accordance with clause 2.4.

Master Agreement means the 2002 ISDA Master Agreement dated [#] Ut is a Required
Alteration that the date of the ISDA Master Agreement that forms part of Approved
Financial Risk Contracfs betureen the parties be inser{ed herelentered into between the
parties as amended and supplemented from time to time.

National Electricity Law means the National Electricity Law set out in the schedule to the
National Electricity (South Australia) Act 1996, as applied in Tasmania by the National Scheme
(Tasmania) Act 1999.

National Rules means the "National Electricity Rules" made under the National Electricity Law,

as amended from time to time.

IVEM means the National Electricity Market.

NEM Settlement Date means a date upon which Market Participants are obliged to make
payments under the National Rules in respect of electricity bought in a trading interval.

Previous Corresponding Quarter means the period:

(a) beginning at 0000 on the date that is one year earlier than the Effective Date; and

(b) ending at24OO on the date that is one year earlier than the Termination Date.

Projected Average IVef System Load means, for a billing period, the amount calculated in

accordance with clause 2.2.

Regulator means the Tasmanian Economic Regulator established under the Economic
Regulator Act 2009 (Tas).

Settlement NSL Amount means, for a Calculation Period the net system load, in MW, on

Aurora's distribution system in that Calculation Period:

(a) as calculated by AEMO for the purposes of calculating amounts payable under the frnal

statement in respect o'f the billing period in which the Calculation Period falls, and
provided by AEMO to the Calculation Agent; or

(b) rt AEMO does not provide the results of the calculation referred to in paragraph (a) to the
Calculation Agent, as calculated in a manner specified by the Regulator.

A reference to a time is a reference to Australian Eastern Standard Time.
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Please confirm that the foregoing correctly sets forth the terms of our agreement by executing this
Confirmation and sending a copy back to us.

Confirmed as of the date firct written

Yours faithfully

Signed for and on behalf of Hydro Tasmania by its authorised representative

Signed for and on behalf of the Retailer by its authorised representative
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Schedule 4 - Baseload Swap Confirmation
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[On Hydro Tasmania Letterhead]

[Date and address of Authorised Retailer to be included]

Dear [*],

Confirmation - Fixed Forward Gommodity Transaction - Approved Financial Risk Contract
(Basefoad Swap Contract) under section 43G of Electricity Supply lndustry Act 1995

The purpose of this letter is to confirm the terms and conditions of the forward commodity contract for
electricity entered into between Hydro Electric Corporation ABN 48 072 377 158 (Hydro Tasmania) and

[insert retailer details] (the RetarTer) on the Trade Date specified below (Transaction\.

This Confirmation supplements and forms part of the Master Agreement (as defined below). All
provisions contained in the Master Agreement govern this Transaction, except as expressly modified
below.

The terms and conditions expressed in this Confirmation apply only to this Transaction.

This Transaction is a Commodity Transaction for the purposes of the June 2006 Australian Electricity
Addendum (which is incorporated in the Master Agreement).

The details of the particular Transaction to which this Confirmation relates are as follows:

1 Transaction Details

Commodity Electricity

MWh

flt is a Required Alteration that this be a multiple
of 0.05MWh.l

flt is a Required Alteration that this be the date on
which Hydro Tasmania and the Retailer agree to
enter the Transactionl

flt is a Required Alteration that this be the first
date of the Contract Quarter (as defined in the
Wholesale Contract Regulatory lnstrument).1

flt is a Required Alteration that this be the last date
of the Contract Quarter (as defined in the
Wholesale Contract Regulatory lnstrument).1

Each consecutive period of 30 minutes, the first period

commencing at 0000 on the Effective Date and the
last commencing at 2330 on the Termination Date.

Effective Date:

Unit

Notional Quantity per Calculation
Period(s):

Trade Date:

Termination Date:

Calculation Periods:
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Settlement Date(s):

Fixed Price Rate Details

Fixed Price Payer:

Fixed Price:

Floating Amount Details

Floating Price Payer:

Commodity Reference Price:

Commodity:

Unit:

Price Source:

Specified Price:

For each Calculation Period, the day upon which the
party that is obliged to pay a Floating Amount
calculated by reference to a Floating Price determined
under the National Rules, if it were a Market
Participant, would be obliged to make a payment

under the National Rules if a statement issued under
the National Rules showed that that party owed an

amount in respect of electricity bought by it in that
Calculation Period.

Retailer

The Fixed Price for each Calculation Period is flf is a
Required Alteration that the Fixed Price be the
Fixed Price for a Baseload Swap Contract for the
Contract Quafter, calculated in accordance with
the Wholesale Contract Reg ulatory I n stru mentl.

Hydro Tasmania

Electricity

MWh

AEMO

The spot price as at the George Town 220kV regional
reference node as determined under the National
Rules.

Each price listed above is listed exclusive of GST.

Transmission Fee Increase

This clause 2 applies in respect of any increase after the Trade Date in fees paid or
payable by Hydro Tasmania and / or by any fully owned subsidiaries of Hydro Tasmania
for any transmission service (as defined in the National Rules) in Tasmania, other than an
increase attributable only to an increase in the amount of the service provided to Hydro
Tasmania (Transmission Fee Increase).

lf there is a Transmission Fee Increase then, in respect of each Calculation Period
occurring after the time the relevant increase is effective, the Retailer must pay Hydro
Tasmania a Fixed Amount as reasonably determined by Hydro Tasmania.

In reasonably determining the Fixed Amount in respect of a Calculation Period:

(i) Hydro Tasmania must calculate an amount of the incremental transmission fees
as follows:

(a)

(b)

B/-_
C

(c)
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where:

(A) A is the calculated amount;

(B) B is the total amount of the incremental transmission fees; and

(C) C is the number of Calculation Periods occurring in the period to which

the total amount of the incremental transmission fees relates. For

example, given that each Calculation Period continues for one half hour,

if the total amount of the incremental transmission fees were paid or
payable in respect of a year, C would be 17,520; and

(ii) of the amount calculated under paragraph 2(c)(i), Hydro Tasmania must allocate

to the Calculation Period an amount calculated as follows:

lc"zlA=bxl-l
Ll730l

where:

(A) A is the allocated amount;

(B) B is the amount calculated under paragraph 2(cXi); and

(C) C is the Notional Quantity for the Calculation Period (in MWh).

(d) Any Fixed Amount under this clause 2 is to be paid by the Retailer on such Payment Date

as is reasonably determined by Hydro Tasmania. Hydro Tasmania must give the Retailer

at least 20 Business Days' notice of any Payment Date and of the Fixed Amount payable

on that Payment Date, including reasonable details as to how the Fixed Amount was

calculated.

(e) To avoid doubt:

(i) if after the Trade Date there is more than one Transmission Fee Increase, then

the Fixed Amounts payable by the Retailer under this clause 2 will reflect all

those increases; and

(ii) Fixed Amounts payable by the Retailer under this paragraph clause 2 are in

addition to any other amounts payable by the Retailer in respect of this

Transaction.

3 Certain Terms defined in the Rules

Terms written in italics and not otherwise expressly defined in this Confirmation have the

respective defined meanings specified in the National Rules when used in this Confirmation.

4 Definitions

GSf hasthemeaningintheA NewTax Sysfem(GoodsandServicesTax)Acf 7999(Cth).

Master Agreement means the 2002 ISDA Master Agreement dated [#] llt is a Required
Alteration that the date of the ISDA Master Agreement that forms paft of Approved
Financial Risk Contracfs between the pafties be insefted herel entered into between the
parties as amended and supplemented from time to time.

National Electricity Law means the National Electricity Law set out in the schedule to the
National Electricity (South Australia) Act 1996, as applied in Tasmania by the National Scheme
(Tasmania) Act 1999.

National Rules means the "National Electricity Rules" made under the National Electricity Law,

as amended from time to time.
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A reference to a time is a reference to Australian Eastern Standard Time.

Please confirm that the foregoing correctly sets forth the terms of our agreement by executing this
Confirmation and sending a copy back to us.

Confirmed as of the date flrstwrltten

Yours faithfully

Signed for and on behalf of Hydro Tasmania by its authorised representative

Signed for and on behalf of the Retailer by its authorised representative
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Schedule 5 - Peak Period Swap Confirmation
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[On Hydro Tasmania Letterhead]

[Date and address of Authorised Retailer to be included]

Dear ["],

Confirmation - Fixed Fonrvard Commodity Gontract - Approved Financial Risk Contract (Peak

Period Swap Gontract) under section 43G of Electricity Supply lndustry Act 1995

The purpose of this letter is to confirm the terms and conditions of the forward commodity contract for
electricity entered into between Hydro Electric Corporation ABN 48 072 377 158 (Hydro Tasmania) and

[insert retailer details] (the Refailer) on the Trade Date specified below (Transaction).

This Confirmation supplements and forms part of the Master Agreement (as defined below). All
provisions contained in the Master Agreement govern this Transaction, except as expressly modified
below.

The terms and conditions expressed in this Confirmation apply only to this Transaction.

This Transaction is a Commodity Transaction for the purposes of the June 2006 Australian Electricity
Addendum (which is incorporated in the Master Agreement).

The details of the particular Transaction to which this Confirmation relates are as follows:

1 Transaction Details

Commodity Electricity

Unit MWh

Notional Quantity per Calculation flt is a Required Alteration that this be a multiple
Period(s): of 0.05MWh.l

Trade Date: flt is a Required Alteration that this be the date on
which Hydro Tasmania and the Retailer agree to
enter the Transactionl

Effective Date: flt is a Required Alteration that this be the first
date of the Contract Quafter (as defined in the
Wholesale Contract Regulatory Instrument).]

Termination Date: flt is a Required Alteration that this be the last date
of the Contract Quafter (as defined in the
Wholesale Contract Regulatory lnstrument).1

Calculation Periods: Each Peak Calculation Period on each Business Day
rn the Term
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Settlement Date(s)

Fixed Price Rate Details

Fixed Price Payer:

Fixed Price:

Floating Amount Details

Floating Price Payer:

Commodity Reference Price:

Commodity:

Unit:

Price Source:

Specified Price:

For each Calculation Period, the day upon which the
party that is obliged to pay a Floating Amount

calculated by reference to a Floating Price determined

under the National Rules, if it were a Market

Participant, would be obliged to make a payment

under the National Rules if a statement issued under

the National Rules showed that that party owed an

amount in respect of electricity bought by it in that

Calculation Period.

The Retailer

The Fixed Price for each Calculation Period is flt is a
Required Alteration that the Fixed Price be the
Fixed Price for a Peak Period Swap Contract for
the Contract Quarter, calculated in accordance
with the Wholesale Contract Regulatory
lnstrumentl.

Hydro Tasmania

Electricity

MWh

AEMO

The spot price as at the George Town 22OkV regional
reference node as determined under the National

Rules.

Each price listed above is listed exclusive of GST.

Transmission Fee Increase

This clause 2 applies in respect of any increase after the Trade Date in fees paid or
payable by Hydro Tasmania and / or by any fully owned subsidiaries of Hydro Tasmania

for any transmission service (as defined in the National Rules) in Tasmania, other than an

increase attributable only to an increase in the amount of the service provided to Hydro
Tasmania (Transmission Fee Increase).

lf there is a Transmission Fee Increase then, in respect of each Calculation Period

occurring after the time the relevant increase is effective, the Retailer must pay Hydro
Tasmania a Fixed Amount as reasonably determined by Hydro Tasmania.

In reasonably determining the Fixed Amount in respect of a Calculation Period:

(i) Hydro Tasmania must calculate an amount of the incremental transmission fees

as follows:

(a)

(b)

(c)
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BA--
C

where:

(A) A is the calculated amount;

(B) I is the total amount of the incremental transmission fees; and

(C) C is the number of Calculation Periods occurring in the period to which

the total amount of the incremental transmission fees relates. For

example, given that each Calculation Period continues for one half hour,

if the total amount of the incremental transmission fees were paid or payable

in respectof a year, Cwould be 17,520;and

(i) of the amount calculated under paragraph 2(c)(i), Hydro Tasmania must allocate

to the Calculation Period an amount calculated as follows:

lc"zfA=Bxl-1
| 1730 I

where:

(A) A is the allocated amount;

(B) B is the amount calculated under paragraph 2(c)(i); and

(C) C is the Notional Quantity for the Calculation Period (in MWh).

(d) Any Fixed Amount under this clause 2 is to be paid by the Retailer on such Payment Date

as is reasonably determined by Hydro Tasmania. Hydro Tasmania must give the Retailer

at least 20 Business Days' notice of any Payment Date and of the Fixed Amount payable

on that Payment Date, including reasonable details as to how the Fixed Amount was

calculated.

(e) To avoid doubt:

(ii) if after the Trade Date there is more than one Transmission Fee Increase, then

the Fixed Amounts payable by the Retailer under this clause 2 will reflect all

those increases; and

(iii) Fixed Amounts payable by the Retailer under this clause 2 are in addition to any

other amounts payable by the Retailer in respect of this Transaction.

3 Gertain Terms defined in the Rules

Terms written in italics and not othenrise expressly defined in this Confirmation have the

respective defined meanings specified in the National Rules when used in this Confirmation.

4 Definitions

GSf has the meaning in the A New Tax System (Goods and Services Tax) Act 1999 (Cth).

Master Agreement means the 2002 ISDA Master Agreement dated [#] llt is a Required
Alteration that the date of the ISDA Master Agreement that forms paft of Approved
Financial Risk Contracfs befween the parties be inserfed herel entered into between the
parties as amended and supplemented from time to time.

National Electricity Lanr means the National Electricity Law set out in the schedule to the
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National Electricity (South Australia) Act 1996, as applied in Tasmania by the National Scheme
(Tasmania) Act 1999.

National Rules means the "National Electricity Rules" made under the National Electricity Law,

as amended from time to time.

IVEM means the National Electricity Market.

Peak Calculation Period means each consecutive period of 30 minutes, the first commencing at
7.00am and the last commencing at 9.30pm, on each Business Day.

A reference to a time is a reference to Australian Eastern Standard Time.

Please confirm that the foregoing correctly sets forth the terms of our agreement by executing this
Confirmation and sending a copy back to us.

Confirmed as of the date first written

Yours faithfully

Signed for and on behalf of Hydro Tasmania by its authorised representative

Signed for and on behalf of the Retailer by its authorised representative
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Schedule 6 - Baseload $300 Gap Gonfirmation
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[On Hydro Tasmania Letterhead]

[Date and address of Authorised Retailer to be included]

Dear [*],

Confirmation - Commodity Price Cap Contract - Approved Financial Risk Contract (Baseload $300
Cap Contract) under section 43G of Electricity Supply Industry Act 1995

The purpose of this letter is to confirm the terms and conditions of the forward commodity contract for
electricity entered into between Hydro Electric Corporation ABN 48 072 377 158 (Hydro Tasmania) and

[insert retailer details] (the Refafler) on the Trade Date specified below (Transaction).

This Confirmation supplements and forms part of the Master Agreement (as defined below). All
provisions contained in the Master Agreement govern this Transaction, except as expressly modified
below.

The terms and conditions expressed in this Confirmation apply only to this Transaction.

This Transaction is a Commodity Transaction for the purposes of the June 2006 Australian Electricity
Addendum (which is incorporated in the Master Agreement).

The details of the particular Transaction to which this Confirmation relates are as follows:

1 Transaction Details

Commodity

Unit

Notional Quantity per Calculation
Period(s):

Trade Date:

Effective Date:

Termination Date:

Calculation Periods:

Electricity

MWh

flt is a Required Alteration that this be a multiple
of 0.05MWhl

flt is a Required Alteration that this be the date on
which Hydro Tasmania and the Retailer agree to
enter the Transactionl

flt is a Required Alteration that this be the first
date of the Contract Quarter (as defined in the
Wholesale Contract Regulatory lnstrument).1

flt is a Required Alteration that this be the last date
of the Contract Quafter (as defined in the
Wholesale Contract Regulatory lnstrument).1

Each consecutive period of 30 minutes, the first period

commencing at 0000 on the Effective Date and the
last commencing at 2330 on the Termination Date.
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Settlement Date(s)

Fixed Price Rate Details

Fixed Price Payer:

Fixed Price:

Fixed Price Payer Payment Date:

Floating Amount Details

Floating Price Payer:

Cap Price:

Commodity Reference Price:

Commodity:

Unit:

Price Source:

Specified Price:

For each Calculation Period, the day upon which the
party that is obliged to pay a Floating Amount
calculated by reference to a Floating Price determined
under the National Rules, if it were a Market

Participant, would be obliged to make a payment

under the National Rules if a statement issued under
the National Rules showed that that party owed an

amount in respect of electricity bought by it in that

Calculation Period.

The Retailer

The Fixed Price for each Calculation Period is flf is a
Required Alteration that the Fixed Price be the
Fixed Price for a Baseload $300 Cap Contract for
the Contract Quarter, calculated in accordance
with the Wholesale Contract Regulatory
Instrumentl.

The next NEM Settlement Date after the Trade Date

that is at least two Business Days after the Trade
Date.

Hydro Tasmania

For each Calculation Period. A$300/MWh

Electricity

MWh

AEMO

The spot price as at the George Town 220kV regional

reference node as determined under the National

Rules.

Each price listed above is listed exclusive of GST.

Certain Terms defined in the Rules

Terms written in italics and not otherwise expressly defined in this Confirmation have the
respective defined meanings specified in the National Rules when used in this Confirmation.

Definitions

GSf has the meaning in the A New Tax System (Goods and Services Tax) Act 1999 (Cth).

Master Agreement means the 2002 ISDA Master Agreement dated [#] llt is a Required
Alteration that the date of the ISDA Master Agreement that forms paft of Approved
Financial Risk Contracts between the parties be inserted herel entered into between the
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parties as amended and supplemented from time to time.

National Electricity Law means the National Electricity Law set out in the schedule to the
National Electricity (South Australia) Act 1996, as applied in Tasmania by the NationalScheme
(Tasmania) Act 1999.

National Rules means the "National Electricity Rules" made under the National Electricity Law,

as amended from time to time.

IVEM means the National Electricity Market.

A reference to a time is a reference to Australian Eastern Standard Time.

Please confirm that the foregoing correctly sets forth the terms of our agreement by executing this
Confirmation and sending a copy back to us.

Confirmed as of the date first written

Yours faithfully

Signed for and on behalf of Hydro Tasmania by its authorised representative

Signed for and on behalf of the Retailer by its authorised representative
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